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No matter what area of penology you are writing about, it is probably
not too difficult to predict that the subject in question will be marked
out by similar ‘running themes’ that recur throughout the subject.

Always try to mention these themes and to think about how they
make an impact upon the topic at hand.

• Alternatives to prison Non-custodial ways of dealing with wrongdoing. These
can involve community penalties and other ways of dealing with harms and
wrongs that do not adopt the punitive rationale.

• Human rights A normative principle that is based on the recognition of the
innate dignity of a fellow human being. This can involve the recognition of legal
entitlements and of the wrongdoer’s shared humanity, and acknowledgement
of all human suffering.

• Labour market thesis The argument that there are strong links between the
form and nature of punishment, and the needs of the labour market.

• Legitimacy The moral and political validity of the exercise of penal power. The
criteria defining what a legitimate response to wrongdoing entails are hotly
contested and there are a number of different approaches to thinking about
penal legitimacy. These include theories from Emile Durkheim (on ritualism
and the lack of legitimacy), Max Weber (on the belief in legitimacy and author-
ity), David Beetham (on how institutions must conform to people’s beliefs),
and Gramscian and (neo-)abolitionist perspectives that call for philosophical
and normative criteria for evaluating the rightfulness of punishments.

• Less eligibility The belief that conditions of imprisonment must not be higher
than the living conditions of the poorest labourer. Adoption of this doctrine
has major implications for the dehumanisation of wrongdoers.

• Managerialism A credo that claims that better forms of management, rooted
in the principles of efficiency, effectiveness and economy, can solve the cur-
rent penal crisis and provide services that are better value for money. It is an
ethos that has dominated public services in the United Kingdom in the last
twenty years.

• Pains of imprisonment The inherent deprivations of prison life, as coined by
Gresham Sykes (1958), who described the ‘pains of imprisonment’ for male
prisoners as the deprivation of liberty, of heterosexual sex, of goods and
services, of autonomy and of security.

• Penal reform The argument that the prison can be improved and made more
humane or effective. Penal reformers are often humanitarians who believe
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that prisons can rehabilitate, if used for the appropriate people, and can have
good living conditions.

• Power to punish The definition and application of the penal rationale to
discipline, exclude or control human behaviour. Penal critics have highlighted
how the power to punish is disproportionately deployed against the poor and
powerless.

• Public protection The claim that prison and community penalties exist to con-
tain dangerous offenders and those people who pose a considerable threat
to ordinary members of society. Public protection is a major justification for
increasing levels of prison security.

• Rehabilitation A justification of punishment, which claims that prison can be
used to restore an offender to his or her previous competency. The term is
now often used interchangeably with ‘reform’.

• Risk A highly influential way of calculating and assessing the danger or harm
that an offender may present in the future.

• Social divisions Who loses and who gains in a given social context.
Penologists have paid particular attention to examining divisions centred on
poverty, social exclusion, ‘race’, gender and age.

• Social justice The equitable redistribution of the social product, allowing indi-
viduals to meet their necessary needs. Alongside this, it requires a rebalanc-
ing of power, a reducing of vulnerabilities, and the fostering of trust, security
and social inclusion. It also implies recognition and respect for the shared
humanity of wrongdoers, whoever they may be.

Remember!

It is a good bet that, whatever you are writing about, most of these running
themes can be squeezed into your essay or exam to give you a more
rounded and wide-ranging answer.

Bear in mind that the running themes listed above are nearly always interrelated.

15RUNNING THEMES IN PENOLOGY
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Core areas: the five rules of punishment

punishing future crimes

punishing past crimes

thinking beyond punishment

RRuunnnniinngg  tthheemmeess

• Alternatives to prison
• Human rights
• Legitimacy
• Penal reform
• Public protection
• Rehabilitation
• Risk
• Social divisions

Key penologists

Cesar Beccaria (1738–94) Considered by many scholars to be the most influ-

ential Enlightenment thinker on penal reform in Europe, Beccaria was born to

Milanese nobility and studied law at the University of Pavia, Italy. Under the guid-

ance of his friend Alessandro Verri, Beccaria published his most significant trea-

tise Essays on Crimes and Punishment in 1764. This has become one of the

foundational texts in penology and was hugely influential, in terms of both the

theories of punishment and the development of modern criminal justice systems

in Europe, the USA and beyond. Beccaria promoted the ideas that punishments

should be justified through deterrence, and that sanctions must be certain and

proportionate to the offence committed.

PENOLOGY16
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Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) A philosopher and lawyer who had a massive

influence on theories of punishment and the design of the penitentiary. He was

awarded a law degree from Oxford, but moved away from legal reforms towards

advocating the wider philosophical credo of utilitarianism, which promoted the

‘greatest happiness of the greatest number’. He is famous for his ‘panopticon’

prison design, which, although never built, influenced Victorian prison architec-

ture in the United Kingdom and prisons in the USA, such as Stateville. Although

he constantly petitioned the British government to run a panopticon prison for

profit in England, he never succeeded in this goal. When he died, Bentham had

his body stuffed and it still can be seen on display.

Thomas Mathiesen (born 1933) A highly influential contemporary Norwegian

penologist. Thomas Mathiesen is Professor of Sociology of Law at the University

of Oslo. Mathiesen co-founded the Norwegian prisoner union KROM in 1968,

and his Marxist studies and penal activism led him to advocate penal abolition-

ism. His key books include The Politics of Abolition (1974), which has had mas-

sive influence on the radical prison lobby in the United Kingdom, and Prison On

Trial, originally published in 1990 and in its third edition (2006), which is one of

the most impressive critical overviews of the philosophy of punishment ever

written.

The five rules of punishment

Penologists have asked important philosophical questions about all
forms of punishment, regulation and control. We are to consider the
following three:

• what is state punishment?
• are state punishments necessary and justifiable?
• do we need to punish at all?

Let us start by thinking about the first question: ‘What is state punish-
ment?’ Broadly speaking, a ‘punishment’ is an act that intentionally
inflicts pain on another person. Punishment is about deliberately
causing somebody else harm and suffering, perhaps in response to a
wrongful act. It also implies that somebody has the right or the legitimate

17JUSTIFICATIONS OF PUNISHMENT
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power to create human suffering. The most influential definition of
punishment has been provided by Professor Andrew Flew (1954), who
argued that, for an act to be defined as a punishment, it must conform
to five basic rules.

The five rules of punishment

The penal sanction must:

1. create human suffering;
2. arise as a direct result of the perpetration of an offence;
3. only be directed at the person who undertook the offence, i.e. the

offender;
4. be the intentional creation of other humans in response to that offence;
5. be inflicted by an authorised body representing the embodiment of the

rules or laws of the society in which the offence was committed.

For a given penal sanction to be understood as a state punishment, it
must arise through a person’s illegal wrongdoing, it must be painful to
the offender and it must be imposed only by state officials who have
been given the power to punish in that given society. Following this rea-
soning, any suffering that is meted out in response to a ‘crime’ by non-
authorised personnel, i.e. vigilantes, must be condemned as illegitimate.

But the very idea of organised practices that are rooted in the deliber-
ate infliction of human pain and suffering necessarily raises key moral
and political questions of ‘legitimacy’. This leads us to our second ques-
tion: ‘Are state punishments necessary and justifiable?’

Justifications of punishment can be divided into three main
approaches: philosophies that look to justify punishment in terms of
preventing future offending behaviour; philosophies that focus on
responding to the actual offence; and philosophies that maintain that
punishment can be neither morally nor politically justified.

Main philosophical approaches to the justification of punishment

Future crimes

• Reform and rehabilitation
• Individual and general deterrence
• Prevention, protection and incapacitation

PENOLOGY18
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(Continued)

Past crimes

• Retribution, denunciation and just deserts

Beyond punishment

• Redress
• Reparation, restitution and restorative justice

Punishing future crimes

Reform and rehabilitation

The terms ‘reform’ and ‘rehabilitation’, although often used inter-
changeably, in fact mean very different things. Reform ultimately means
the changing of the offender. The aim of reformative punishment is to
alter the individual by attempting to re-educate, teach, train or instil a
new morality. The transformation of the offender would have been nec-
essary even if he or she had not committed the particular act for which
he or she is currently incarcerated, because the offender’s immorality,
irresponsibility or lack of respectability is rooted in either cultural depri-
vation or individual weakness. The offender is in need of moral educa-
tion, in the form of work, religion, schooling or vocational training.

Rehabilitation, by contrast, does not attempt to change the offender, but
rather to restore the individual to that state in which he or she was before
the crime was committed. It is assumed that the individual has, in some
way, been changed through the ‘crime’ he or she has committed, or that
the ‘crime’ occurred because of the offender’s mental, physical or moral
degradation. This suggests that treatment is most important and that, just
like medicine, if the problems could be correctly diagnosed, we would be
able to cure the offender and, ultimately, society of problematic behaviour.
This idea is linked to the medical model, and the importance of forensic
psychology, psychiatry, and medical experts.

Common pitfall Be careful, when an essay or exam question asks about ‘reform’, not
to confuse the philosophical justification about individual change with ideas about
changes in the system, such as improving prison environments, or the introduction of
new laws and penal sanctions.

19JUSTIFICATIONS OF PUNISHMENT
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In practice, rehabilitation and reform have been applied together.
Perhaps most well known was the ‘treatment and training ideology’ that
provided the orientating focus of the prison service in the United
Kingdom in the mid twentieth century. Underscoring both reform and
rehabilitation are the beliefs that:

• offenders are different to ‘normal’ people and that this difference is directly
linked to their offending behaviour;

• we can positively alter or ‘normalise’ people through social engineering and
that we have the right to do so;

• punishment, generally, and imprisonment, specifically, can act as a catalyst
for this restoration or alteration of the offender.

According to Philip Bean (1981), the key strengths to the rehabilita-
tion argument are that:

• it treats people as individuals and attempts to deal with the actual person and
context of the crime;

• it promotes individual responsibilities;
• it places emphasis on the personal lives of the offenders, focusing on

offender motivations and possible processes that can be invoked to challenge
offending or to help someone to cope with life;

• it allows for flexibility and new ways of responding to offending behaviour,
such as developing constructive sentences. In this sense, something good
comes from the ‘evil of punishment’.

But reform and rehabilitation have been heavily criticised.

1‘Crime’ is not an illness or disease, but a social construct. It may
be a per fectly understandable response to a specific set of cir-

cumstances. Of fenders may not necessarily be dif ferent from other
people, but their behaviour may reflect the labelling process that is
imposed by those with the power to define.

2We are moral beings who must be allowed to make choices.
Humans should not be treated like animals, to be conditioned or

trained.

3Many alleged cures do not actually work and treatments can
create more harm than that of the initial wrong.

4The sentence is open-ended, thus undermining due process. The
of fender must complete the proposed transformation, or be

cured, before release.

PENOLOGY20
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Do prisons rehabilitate or dehabilitate offenders?

After nearly two hundred years of the prison experiment in the United
Kingdom, it seems that a sentence of imprisonment is more likely to
increase, rather than to decrease, future offending.

1The prison environment is dehumanising and dehabilitating. The
inherent pains of imprisonment are likely to be counterproductive.

Fur ther, the act of imprisonment may lead to the embedding of a psy-
chology that promotes the rejection of rejecters, therefore building
barriers to positive learning.

2The prison is a ‘school for scoundrels’. Prisons are universities
of ‘crime’ and prisoners can learn new skills from their peers.

3Can we learn how to live when we are free while we are in cap-
tivity? People act dif ferently in prison to how they do on the out-

side. Incarceration may even lead to people losing skills that are
essential for coping on the outside. The harms of imprisonment are
also likely to exacerbate any social or psychological problems that
the prisoner may have had before coming to prison.

Common pitfall Ensure that, when looking at a question on punishment, you are clear
on whether you are being asked to evaluate the philosophical justifications or how
effective they have been when used in prison. It is possible that the question will be
asking you to assess both the philosophy and its practical application.

Individual and general deterrence

The philosophical justifications concerning deterrence are rooted in utili-
tarianism, a moral and political philosophy that emphasises the impor-
tance of developing social policies that maximise the good and minimise
the bad. Utilitarians believe that we are able to devise an equation between
pain and pleasure. In relation to punishment, this relates specifically to the
pains of punishment as a utility in reducing the pains inflicted upon vic-
tims. Utilitarians argue that we can work out a system of punishment that
can discourage and deter offending behaviour. This means that the system
must be certain and that ‘crimes’ must be punished.

There are two central issues concerning deterrence: individual and
general. Individual deterrence involves the punishments having a direct
impact on the offender who has committed the offence. This is clearly
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a psychological approach. General deterrence is applied to the whole
community, i.e. as a method of social control.

Individual deterrence
For Bean (1981), individual deterrence is directly linked to the
following.

1Physical freedoms To break the law in wider society, we must
be empowered in various ways. Individual deterrence is rooted in

the power of an institution to prevent the of fender physically from
committing an of fence in public spaces.

2Conditioning The punishment is intended to remove the desire
to of fend from the of fender by bringing about a psychological

change in that of fender.

3 Individual fear calculus The desire to of fend is kept in check by
the fear of the consequences should the person be caught. The

rationality of the of fender is emphasised in this approach, with the
of fender deciding that the pleasure of crime cannot outweigh the pain
of imprisonment.

General deterrence
General deterrence involves social control and central to this is the
‘social fear calculus’. It works in a similar way to the individual fear cal-
culus, but the individual is not subjected to the pain him or herself;
rather, the individual sees the pain of others and is deterred from the
activity that led to it, because he or she does not want to be subjected
to such suffering. It relates to wider social relations and, although
directed against an individual, is intended to have implications beyond
the person who is actually punished.

Deterring who? The limitations of deterrence

There are a number of problems with the deterrent approach, as follows.

1Can we scientifically measure pain and pleasure? Is it possible to
quantify the individual human experiences of pain and pleasure,

and to devise a calculus that can produce an equation of equiva-
lence? Can we actually compare the pain of being a victim of crime
to that of a punishment?

PENOLOGY22
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2Can we scientifically measure the deterrent ef fect? On both the
social and individual levels, we do not know if deterrence actually

works. ‘Recidivism’ normally measures the reconviction of of fenders
within two years of release. Recidivism rates are high for both young
(75 per cent) and adult (50 per cent) of fenders. This will always be
an underestimate, because the figures do not include those who
reof fend and are not caught.

3How can we be cer tain that others will react to these deterrents
in the same way in which you or I would? What may deter me may

not deter you, and vice versa.

4Do we all sit down and calculate the consequences of our ever y
action? What about impulsive and oppor tunistic ‘crime’? Much

wrongdoing, including serious harms, does not necessarily rely upon
rational choice.

5Harsh sentences do not work. There is evidence of a correlation
between harsh punishments and a decrease in recorded drink-

driving. What has not been proved, however, is whether this is a
causal relationship. There has been a great deal of moral education
on the dangers of drunk drivers and many people believe that you
should either drink or drive. Evidence for other crimes would also
suggest that there is not a par ticularly strong relationship between
deterrence and crime reduction (Hudson, 2003).

A correlation is when two phenomena occur at the same time, but are not necessarily linked.
For example, a recorded increase in the consumption of carrot juice may coincide with a
decline in recorded ‘crime’. Both have happened at the same time, but are not linked with the
other. The discovery of a causal relationship is the golden fleece of penology. A causal
relationship is much more difficult to prove and arises only when one phenomenon has a
direct relationship with another—in short, when there is a cause and effect.

6Is it moral to punish a person so that it will deter others? Can we
justify the infliction of pain onto one person in an attempt to

deter others?

7There is also a moral argument put for ward stating that, if the
aim of punishment is to deter the wider public, then it does not

actually matter who is punished. The punished may be either guilty or
innocent, but if it ser ves a wider utility and deters other people, the
punishment is deemed to have been justified.

23JUSTIFICATIONS OF PUNISHMENT
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Prevention, protection and incapacitation

‘Incapacitation’ means the reduction of the capacity of the offender to
commit crimes in order to protect the public. Right-wing extremists
have called for the incapacitation of all criminals and there are many
who consider arguments around selective incapacitation plausible. This
justification has been attractive because it:

• can lead to the removal of persistent and dangerous offenders;
• reduces crime rates and state expenditure;
• has been a politically popular option.

The limitations of incapacitation

1‘Crime’ is cyclical and generational, and, for incapacitation to
work, we would have to constantly incarcerate large sections of

each generation. The removal of (poor) persistent of fenders only has
an impact for a small number of years, after which their place is
taken by a new, younger group of people.

2Incapacitation is grounded in positivism, prediction and risk
assessments. If we are to protect society, we must first be able

to assess who is a risk to society. West and Farrington (1973) under-
took to assess which of a group of seven-year-olds would be con-
victed of an of fence by the age of 14 and which would still be
of fending at the age of 21. Remarkably, despite taking into account
the normal indicators, they only got half of their assessments right.
Such failure in prediction leads to false negatives or false positives.

False negatives and false positives

• False negatives Offenders—on parole, for example—who have been
regarded as unlikely to reoffend when released from prison. Predictions of
low risk have been made, but the ex-offender has consequently reoffended.

• False positives Those who are wrongly predicted as being likely to
reoffend. They are more difficult to discover, because they have been
imprisoned. These people would not have offended had they been free.

Thomas Mathiesen (2006) asks us two very important questions in relation
to false negatives and false positives.

1. Should we lock people up who have done nothing wrong?
2. If we make mistakes, should we lock people up who are not going to

offend in order to protect ourselves from those who may reoffend?

PENOLOGY24
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Despite the obvious limitations of positivism and prediction, there have been many
studies, such as West and Farrington (1973), that have been published by the
government in recent years. You will be able to access these through the Home Office
and the Ministry of Justice.

Punishing past crimes

Retribution, denunciation and just deserts

Talk of retribution is often linked with talk of ‘justice’. The argument is
that we get what we deserve. Retribution, in its various forms, is rooted
in the principle that, if we harm another human being, we ourselves
deserve to be harmed. The retributive approach to punishment has the
advantage of focusing on an offender’s guilt and thus equating the pun-
ishment to a wrong that has been done. It also argues for proportional-
ity, in that lesser crimes should be punished in a lesser way and greater
crimes, more harshly. Retributive punishments are a public statement
that the behaviour punished is wrong and should not be engaged in. It
shows that society disapproves of such behaviours. By punishing past
crimes, we are demonstrating that the behaviour is wrong by denounc-
ing them.

In recent times, retribution has been popularised through the argu-
ments of ‘just deserts’. This perspective has been championed in the
work of Andrew von Hirsch (1976). In Doing Justice, von Hirsch argued
that punishment should be commensurate to the seriousness of the
offence. Just deserts, however, should not be seen as an all-encompassing
justification for punishment; rather it is linked to sentencing and is
called a ‘distributive justification’. This means that it is involved in jus-
tifying the distribution or the meeting out of punishments. The diffi-
culty that the idea of just deserts has encountered has centred on the
measuring of the seriousness of a ‘crime’ and whether we should focus
on the offender’s intentions or the consequences of his or her wrongdoing.

Two wrongs? A critique of retribution

1We live in an unequal society, in which the enforcement of the
criminal law is focused upon working-class proper ty of fenders.

2Thomas Mathiesen (2006) reminds us that the people we punish
are generally poor, in terms both of finances and of life chances.
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3Braithwaite and Pettit (1990) point out that we only punish a small
number of of fenders. Is it right to continue with the punishment of

the few, when the great majority of of fenders never receive any for-
mal punishment at all? Should we scapegoat the small minority or
should we look to decrease our emphasis on punishment?

4Is it healthy to want somebody else to experience pain and suf-
fering? Does punishment fur ther dehumanise of fenders, leading

to a greater likelihood of of fending and more who call for such human
degradations?

5Two wrongs cannot make a right: how can the infliction of more
pain repair or redress the harm and pain created by the

misdemeanour?

6Perhaps the most significant philosophical failing of the retribu-
tion argument is that it fails to establish a case as to why some-

one should be punished in the first instance. We often hear the
argument of an ‘eye for an eye’ or a ‘life for a life’, yet such principles
were developed as a means of ensuring that, if a conflict existed
between two Jewish tribes and lives were lost, the lex talionis was
invoked to ensure that one tribe would not be destroyed. Contrar y to
current understandings, this did not mean that a life was taken for a
life lost, but rather that a life was given from one tribe to another to
ensure parity. The principle is not one of harm escalation or retribu-
tion, but one of the restoration of balance.

Common pitfall Ensure that you fully explore the meaning of all of the concepts that
you use. Many terms have different meanings at different times to different people. Two
obvious examples are ‘justice’ and ‘lex talionis’.

Ultimately, then, we are left with a number of serious problems and
contradictions—and these concerns lead us to our third question: ‘Do
we need to punish at all?’

Thinking beyond punishment

Some penologists have challenged the legitimacy of punishment, and
have looked beyond strategies of penalisation as means of responding to
personal troubles, harms, social problems and illegalities. Abolitionist
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thinker Willem de Haan (1990) argues that we should think beyond
punishment and offers the concept of ‘redress’ in its place. This is a
concept with ancient origins and involves the consideration of histori-
cal and anthropological forms of dispute, settlement and conflict
resolution.

Redress means:

to put right or in good order again, to remedy or remove trouble of any kind,
to set right, to repair, rectify something suffered or complained of like a wrong
to correct, amend, reform or do away with a bad or faulty state of things, to
repair an action or misdeed or offence, to save or deliver from misery,
to restore or bring back a person to a proper state, to happiness or prosperity,
to the right course.

(Concise Oxford Dictionary, cited in de Haan, 1990, p. 158)

Similar principles are implied in the other ‘R’s of community
responses: reparation; restitution; repayment; reconciliation; and reinte-
gration. Stan Cohen (1985) reminds us that these are visions of inclu-
sionary, rather than exclusionary, social control that are rooted in social
integration and community. But informal means of control can lead to
a further extension of state powers, and to new modes of discipline, sur-
veillance and regulation. They can blur boundaries and may bring into
the criminal justice system more petty offenders. They may also inten-
sify state controls that are directed at serious offenders.

“Consider the moral and political arguments for and against
incapacitation.”
Define and outline the main arguments of incapacitation. Then highlight the moral

concerns: notably, that we do not have the ability to predict future behaviour and

that there are consequently many who are punished even though they may not

have reoffended. Move on to overview the political realities, pointing to the dis-

proportionate control of people from poor and working-class backgrounds.

“Are the arguments for restorative justice plausible in a society with
‘race’, class and gender structural fault lines?”
First, explain the main principles of restorative justice, and then highlight how it

does not address the fact that punishments are defined and shaped through
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wider social divisions. This inability to challenge power effectively leaves it vul-

nerable to be co-opted by the powerful—take, for example, the idea of restora-

tive justice in prison. Finally, consider how this perspective leaves wider structural

inequalities and injustices unchanged.

You have encountered a number of arguments that appear to indicate that it
is actually very difficult to justify punishments for all people, at all times and
in all different social circumstances. This goes against our common-sense
assumptions that punishments continue to be used because, somehow, they
work. Think critically about the following questions.

• Does punishment, overall, reduce or increase human pain?
• Does punishment repair the harm done in the wrongdoing?
• Does punishment reduce the recurrence of problematic incidents?
• Is the use of punishment morally justifiable?
• Why do we continue to punish people when it does not appear to work for

human good?

Textbook gu ide

BEAN, P (1981) Punishment: A Philosophical and Criminological Inquiry,
Oxford: Martin Robertson
CAVADINO, M AND DIGNAN, J (2007) The Penal System, 4th edn, London: Sage
GOLASH, D (2005) The Case Against Punishment, London: New York
University Press
HONDERICH, T (2006) Punishment: The Supposed Justifications Revisited,
London: Pluto Press
HUDSON, BA (2003) Understanding Justice, 2nd edn, Milton Keynes: Open
University Press
MATHIESEN, T (2006) Prison On Trial, 3rd edn, Winchester: Waterside Press
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Core areas: progress, modernity and civilisation

social divisions, power, and the distribution of punishments

Running themes

• Labour market
• Legitimacy
• Less eligibility
• Penal reform
• Power to punish
• Risk
• Social divisions
• Social justice

Key penologists

Emile Durkheim (1858–1917) One of the founding fathers of sociology, Emile

Durkheim is one of the most significant writers on the sociology of punishment.

A French scholar who worked for many years at the Sorbonne in Paris, his main

writings include PhD thesis Division of Labour (1893) and magnum opus The

Elementary Forms of Religious Life (1912). Durkheim is often wrongly caricatured

as a dry, conservative, functionalist thinker who has little to offer, but he was, in

fact, deeply radical for his time, making important contributions to moral philos-

ophy. He was always a reformist socialist, rather than a revolutionary—but he

was an idealist. He did not describe the functions of our society, but rather

wanted to identify what society needed to resolve its conflicts and to develop a

moral consensus. Durkheim’s thought is an attempt to offer advice on how

society could, or should, operate, rather than an assessment of how it currently
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is. Durkheim died, allegedly of a broken heart, not long after hearing that his son

had been killed during the Great War.

Georg Rusche (1900–50) Rusche was a key Marxist thinker at the Frankfurt

School, Germany, and co-wrote the foundational text of modern penology,

Punishment and Social Structure (1939). His life was dogged with controversy,

condemnation (because of his homosexuality), bouts of depression and financial

precariousness. Although he had written a large part of the text of Punishment

and Social Structure between 1931 and 1935, the manuscript was eventually

handed over for revisions to Otto Kirchheimer, prior to its publication. The

changes were made when the Frankfurt School relocated to the USA after the rise

of the Nazi party in Germany. The USA had been traditionally hostile to Marxism

and it was felt that the manuscript needed to be toned down for its new audience.

Rusche died alone and in poverty after poisoning himself with domestic coal gas

in October 1950.

Michel Foucault (1926–84) Perhaps the most influential thinker in penology in

the last 30 years, Michel Foucault lived a notorious personal life, but wrote some

brilliant—although very complicated—work on penology. His main book in penol-

ogy is Discipline and Punish (1977), which continues to be one of the leading

works in the field. An inspiration to a whole generation of thinkers, his influence

can be divided into two traditions: those who look at disciplinary power and those

who focus on his later work on governmentality. Foucault was a penal activist and

a staunch critic of the establishment in France, and his work opened up new ways

of thinking about penal power. He died of an AIDS-related illness in 1984.

Progress, modernity and civilisation

Theories of punishment and prisons are often linked with ideas of ‘civil-
isation’, ‘morality’ and ‘social progress’. In these theories, punishment is
seen as evolutionary and is often tied to the notion of ‘modernity’.

Modernity is a period in human history that was shaped by the privileging of rational-
ity and reason above emotions. It is tied to the rise of the Enlightenment in the seven-
teenth century, which privileged secular human knowledge, and scientific, neutral and
objective analysis, above religion and folklore.

The rise of modernity is considered by penologists to have had a
defining influence on the development of punishment.
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Administrative penology

Administrative penology is the official version of prison life. Changes in
punishments since the eighteenth century are perceived to have been
progressive and underscored by humanitarian reforms. These reforms
are considered to have been motivated by benevolence, altruism and
efforts to make the penal system more efficient through the application
of scientific principles.

In this ‘quintessentially optimistic’ world view, the prison is perceived as a sign of
progress in both penal administration and the sensibilities of the nation. The emergence
of administrative knowledge and practices provided the platform for the birth of the
discipline of penology itself.

Administrative penologies provide excellent descriptions and are
often well researched. Good examples are Sydney and Beatrice Webb
(1922) English Prisons Under Local Government and Sir Leon Radzinowicz
(1986) History of the Criminal Law. You should read such accounts, but
administrative penologists accept implicitly the claims of those they are
investigating.

Emile Durkheim

Durkheim believed that society is a moral entity with a reality all of its
own, and argued that common beliefs and shared moral sentiments
shape what he called the ‘conscience collective’. It was, for Durkheim,
immersion into the moral boundaries of the conscience collective that
guides interactions and determines human behaviour. Durkheim was
also interested in how the social system is protected from those who
challenge these wider shared beliefs and values. Durkheim believed that
some acts that are against the law (‘crimes’) and other behaviours that go
against the norms of a society (‘deviance’) can be signs of progress and a
healthy society.

Durkheim also argued, however, that there are other ‘crimes’ that
should be denounced, condemned and punished. These social acts are
such an outrage to humanity that they can inflict damage to the con-
science collective. The whole of society is the victim of these ‘crimes’.
All ‘healthy’ members of society are repulsed and offended by ‘crime’.
For Durkheim, ‘crimes’ highlighted the fragility, insecurities and weak-
ness of society. The barbarity of the response shows how deeply the
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moral sensibilities are offended. The weaker the moral order and social
integration, the stronger the threat to the social order, and, conse-
quently, the stronger and more extreme the punishment invoked.

Durkheim argued that punishment sends a moral message denouncing heinous
behaviour, and reinforces the wider constructions of morality and social cohesion. He
argued that, while punishments cannot create consensus, they can express condemnation,
and reinforce the morality and consensus that already exists.

Durkheim argued that the form of punishment is linked to the
progress that society has made. For Durkheim, primitive societies were
characterised by repressive laws. They constituted a small number of
individuals for whom social solidarity was based on similarity and who
had an extremely punitive psychological disposition. Punishments were
extremely severe and offenders were executed in the most awful ways
imaginable: stoned; crucified; hanged; hung, drawn and quartered,
with parts of their bodies sent throughout the kingdom; hurled from
cliffs; crushed beneath the feet of animals. In contrast, advanced soci-
eties are heterogeneous, featuring a specialisation of tasks and recog-
nition of mutual interdependence. In a more secure society,
punishments become less severe and restitutive laws replace those that
are repressive.

For Durkheim, a strong, morally legitimate social order requires very little punishment
to reinforce social solidarity.

Hudson (2003) points out that there are a number of criticisms that
can be made of Durkheim’s thesis. Durkheim is vague about the histor-
ical process, in that he does not identify the point at which primitive
societies change into advanced societies. Additionally, he provides no
intermediary society that features elements of both of these forms of
punishment. Durkheim does not fully engage with power and inequal-
ity, and the manner in which consent is organised is not explained.
Punishments in a ‘law and order society’ are used to create consensus,
rather than to reinforce existing morality, and the conception of hege-
mony may provide a more plausible explanation. Finally, there is evi-
dence to suggest that we have seen a shift from restitution to repressive
forms of punishment in advanced capitalist societies.
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Norbert Elias

In his magnum opus, The Civilising Process, first published in 1939,
Norbert Elias outlines how Western sensibilities have changed since
medieval times. Through close readings of etiquette manuals, fictional
works, paintings and various other documents of instruction or descrip-
tion, Elias charts, in fascinating detail, changes in table manners, atti-
tudes towards bodily functions, behaviour in the bedroom, habits of
washing and cleanliness, and the proper way of addressing strangers.

For Elias, the civilising process involves a tightening of the controls that are imposed by
society upon individuals and an increased level of psychological inhibition. Elias argues
that humans gradually internalise fears, anxieties and inhibitions that are imposed upon
them by their parents and their social environment, developing a superego that inhibits
the expression of instinctual drives in accordance with the demands of cultural life. This
transformation of the human psyche in the civilising process implies that the more
civilised a society, the more its inhabitants are repressed.

David Garland (1990) has provided one of the most influential
accounts of how the work of Elias can be applied to penology. Garland
argues that, today, a whole range of possible punishments—tortures;
maimings; stonings; public whippings—are simply ruled out as unthink-
able because they strike us as impossibly cruel and barbaric. In keeping
with the demands of a civilised society, the experience of pain is today
ushered behind the prison walls.

Similarly following Elias, Dutch penologist Pieter Spierenburg (1984)
concentrates on the changing sensibilities that, in a crucial sense, medi-
ated the link between state development and penal history, while
English historian VAC Gattrell (1994) makes similar arguments in rela-
tion to the end of public executions in England and Wales.

Many critics have questioned whether there really has been any progress around penal
sensibilities, while other critics have taken exception to the argument that civilisation
and penal reforms can only be achieved through the psychical repression of a naturally
evil human nature.

Elias is vulnerable to criticism in relation to his pessimistic vision of
the social order and his notion that perceived moral acts are merely
examples of psychological conditioning.
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Zygmunt Bauman

In one of the most acclaimed books of recent times, Modernity and the
Holocaust (1989), Bauman argues that the systematic extermination of
20 million people in the Nazi Holocaust was not an aberration, but
rather a problem that is central to the functioning of modern civilisa-
tions. Bauman points out that modernity facilitates a ‘gardening state’
with big visions aimed at the creation of a new and better society.
Alongside great progress, modernity can lead to scientifically and ratio-
nally conceived genocide—i.e. genocide with the purpose of creating a
better and more civilised society.

For Bauman, the Holocaust would not have been possible without a civilised, rational,
bureaucratic modern society weakening the moral basis of human interactions.

Bauman argues that, in this instance, obedience to bureaucratic orders
and the dehumanisation of ‘the other’ neutralised any sense of responsi-
bility, leading to the social production of moral indifference. Most ‘nor-
mal’ bureaucrats involved in the Nazi killing machine were doing
administrative duties as part of a rationally and bureaucratically ordered
chain. They did not see how the end results and relationships were char-
acterised by distance. This distance was both physical, through the divi-
sion of labour, and psychological, through the depersonalising and
devaluing of certain categories of human being. The only escape, for
Bauman, is to prioritise our moral and unreciprocated responsibilities for
others, and to create a sense of psychic proximity with all fellow humans.

The implications for penology of this analysis are immense. The rational,
the bureaucratic and the managerial are still privileged above the ethical,
and one of the main groups of people most easily defined as ‘vermin’ or
‘weeds’ are those that we imprison. Nils Christie (2000) has most success-
fully made this connection. The work of Bauman has been criticised, how-
ever, because it is difficult to relate his analysis to other, less technocratic,
genocides in the twentieth century, and on the basis that his challenge to
modern progress may be politically conservative, because it denies the pos-
sibility of a better, all-inclusionary alternative. Further, his analysis critiques
modernity itself and so is inconsistent with modernist theorists.

common pitfall When considering the work of Bauman, Elias and Durkheim, ensure
that you are aware of their very different views on human nature.
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Social divisions and the distribution of punishments

Penologists have also looked at the way in which punishments have
been unequally distributed in modern societies among the social divi-
sions of class, race and gender. Problematising the link between ‘crime’
and the continued existence of the prison, penologists have attempted
to uncover the real functions of imprisonment through analysis of polit-
ical economy, power, patriarchies and the demands of the labour
market. These theorists reflect contemporary political traditions such as
liberalism, Marxism and feminism.

Liberalism

Liberalism takes the humanitarian visions of penal reformers at face
value, but recognises that they had disastrous consequences. This
approach is described by Stanley Cohen (1985) as the ‘we blew it thesis’.
In a prime example of this tradition, US penologist David J Rothman’s
The Discovery of the Asylum (1971) identified the importance of religion,
humanitarianism and benevolence in the development of the asylum
in the USA. Rothman argued that the reformers believed that people
could be changed through incarceration, yet, in practice, confinement
in total institutions was creating greater harm to, rather than helping,
inmates.

In essence, the liberal penological approach provides us with a pessimistic warning
from history that benevolence itself should not be trusted.

Critics have claimed that liberalism has failed to learn from past mis-
takes, holding firm to the belief that penal reforms can work, if only the
great humanitarian principles could be correctly implemented on the
ground.

Marxism

Traditional Marxists have looked at the political economy of punish-
ment. The most important contribution to Marxist penology is Georg
Rusche and Otto Kirchheimer’s Punishment and Social Structure (2003),
originally published in 1939. The book is firmly located within a mate-
rial economic framework and aimed to uncover ‘why certain methods of
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punishment are adopted or rejected in a given social situation?’ (p. 3). Rusche
and Kirchheimer argued that punishment is an independent social
phenomenon that has a complex relationship with ‘crime’.

For Marxist penologists, punishments are historically specific and correspond to the
given mode of economic production. In conjunction with non-penal institutions of the
state, punishments perform a hidden role in the regulation of poverty. Shifts in the
organisation of the economy, then, have implications for the form that punishments will
take (Rusche, 1933).

Rusche and Kirchheimer identified three historical epochs.

1Feudalism in the Middle Ages (13th–15th centuries) Small parochial
societies within which the fine was the main punishment.

2Mercantilist capitalism (16th–18th centuries) A society featuring
a shor tage of labour and the adoption of new reclaiming punish-

ments that were based on hard labour.

3 Industrialisation (18th–20th centuries) Societies experiencing mas-
sive population growth, urbanisation, pauperism and the creation of

a ‘relative surplus population’.

Rusche and Kirchheimer also identified three functions of the prison in
the industrialised historical epoch.

1Controlling the poor Under capitalism, human value is inti-
mately tied to labour market value (i.e. employability). When

labour is abundant and paid work is scarce, imprisonment is based
upon control of the relative surplus population (i.e. the unemployed).

2Disciplining the poor In times during which labour demand is
high and the of fender is seen as a valuable human resource, the

prison becomes a mechanism for disciplining labour reser ves so that
they will submit to the demands of the labour market.

3Deterring the poor The morality of the poor is perceived by the
ruling classes as susceptible to vice. Imprisonment must act as

a deterrent to the poor. Criminals must be symbolically excluded as
‘less eligible’ or less deser ving of help than the working poor.
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A number of criticisms have been raised against the thesis of Rusche and
Kirchheimer. It is often considered to be historically unreliable, because
not all capitalist economies developed in the same way. Prisons are very
expensive and are not a rational response to labour market economic
demands. They ignore ideological constructions of imprisonment and
are also accused of being gender-blind, because there is no consideration
of the different forms that the social control, regulation and punish-
ment of women can take.

Anti-slavery

J Thorsten Sellin’s Slavery and the Penal System (1976) follows in the tra-
dition of Rusche and Kirchheimer (1939) and German legal theorist
Gustav Radbruch, in his claim that current legal punishments are
derived from slavery.

Both imprisonment and slavery entail the loss of citizenship, dehumanisation and
‘othering’, the deprivation of liberty and being forced to undertake manual labour.

Sellin argues that legal punishments were originally the private domestic
punishments of slaves, but that, over the centuries, they have been
made applicable to all offenders. He explains that, in ancient civilisa-
tions such as the Roman Empire, slavery was legitimated and freemen
were exempt from punishments. Hard labour in the imperial metal and
salt mines (‘ad metalla’) or in the chain gangs repairing roads, cleaning
sewers and public baths (‘opus publicum’) became the primary punish-
ment of the poor.

The incorporation of slave punishments into state punishments
was also evident in the Middle Ages in Europe. Slavery was firmly
established among the Germanic peoples and manual labour was con-
sidered beneath the dignity of freemen. Offences by freemen against
persons of property were settled by payment of financial indemnities,
often without official intervention. But as property relations devel-
oped, the dehumanising labour-orientated slave punishments were
thought to be appropriate to impoverished freemen unable to purchase
immunity.
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Sellin highlights how only the nobles, the titled and the rich retained their exemptions
from physical punishments. Socio-economic and political changes gradually placed a
greater premium on labour, and public authorities started to punish offenders through
public work for the profit of the state.

Opus publicum (forced public labour) was revived, and was performed
both indoors and outdoors in irons. Sellin argues that, by the late
sixteenth century, penal slavery was deeply embedded in legal punish-
ments across Europe and its colonies, such as the USA. He places a
premium on highlighting how imprisonment is connected to a wider,
dehumanised slave condition.

Sellin has been criticised on similar grounds to the Marxist penolo-
gists and, specifically, on the basis that his analysis of penal servitude is
too broad and geographically disparate.

Neo-Marxism

Steven Box, in his book Recession, Crime and Punishment (1987) and in a
number of articles co-written with Chris Hale in the early 1980s, provides
one of the most impressive neo-Marxist analyses of imprisonment. Box
and Hale (1982) challenge the orthodox account of the relationship
between unemployment, ‘crime’ and imprisonment. They argue that offi-
cial crime rates are not necessarily influenced by unemployment and eco-
nomic hardship, but that the belief that unemployment and ‘crime’ are
intimately connected has significant consequences for who is imprisoned.

‘Neo’ means ‘new’, so neo-Marxism simply means ‘New Marxism’. For an excellent
example of neo-Marxist criminology, see Hall et al. (1978).

For Box and Hale, in times of recession, the sentence of imprisonment
is ‘an ideologically motivated response to the perceived threat of crime posed
by the swelling population of economically marginalised persons’ (p. 363).
Judges believe that unemployment will lead to an increase in ‘crime’
among certain sub-populations of the relative surplus population and
consider it to be important to punish the ‘sub-proletariat’ to send a
deterrent message to society. Looking at ideology can help to explain
why prison is used when it is clearly not the most rational or cost-
effective solution to social problems.
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Neo-Marxist approaches are critiqued for being functionalist.

Modernist feminism

Penology has been criticised for being written by men, for men and
about men. Male knowledge has been presented as ‘the’ knowledge.

Until the 1980s, penological studies largely ignored how the punishment of women is
different from that of men. In recent years, feminist penologists have highlighted this
theoretical blind spot, detailing the ways in which women are regulated differently
from men through informal means of social control and how women experience state
punishments very differently from men.

Francis Heidensohn (1985) outlined how women offenders are doubly
deviant, having broken both legal and gender rules of conduct. Their
punishment might be determined by how well they are able to conform
to gender expectations and middle-class respectability. Pat Carlen (1983)
interviewed women prisoners at Scotland’s Cornton Vale prison and
outlined how the pains of imprisonment for women were harsher than
those of men. This was due to a number of reasons:

• isolation and being miles away from home;
• the creation of dependency through imprisonment;
• being treated like children;
• the use of heavy discipline by staff;
• the expectation of excellence in domestic duties;
• denial of their status as either real criminals or real women.

Many modernist feminists have argued for the need for a ‘woman-wise’
penology.

Michel Foucault

Michael Foucault’s Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (1977) is
one of the most influential books in penology in the last thirty years.
Taking as his backcloth the change from capital punishment to the
timetabled regimes of the penitentiaries, Foucault rejected the liberal
argument that the prison was a form of humanitarian progress, claim-
ing instead that prisons developed ‘not to punish less; [but] to punish bet-
ter, to insert the power to punish more deeply into the social body’ (p. 82).
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Although he did not reject the ‘top-down’ Marxist approach of penolo-
gists such as Rusche and Kirchheimer, Foucault used a different analyti-
cal framework and understanding of how power operates ‘bottom up’.
He was interested in how disciplinary power impacted on the human
soul (the psyche) at the micro level.

For Foucault, power is productive, dispersed throughout society and intimately related
to the construction of knowledge. Foucault wished to understand how the ‘power/
knowledge’ axis could be deployed to observe and render human beings obedient.

Hunt and Wickham (1994) explain how, for Foucault, disciplinary
power operated on three levels, as follows.

1Hierarchical observation Dif ferentiated positions of power that
are rooted in sur veillance, categorisation and classification.

2Normalising judgements Dominant definitions, rules, norms and
expected behaviour.

3Micro penalties and rewards Means of regulation to ensure con-
formity and obedience.

The prison was not the only means through which disciplinary power
operated—other places included the school, the family and the
workplace—but it was at the pinnacle of a ‘carceral’ continuum.

To justify wider disciplinary controls, Foucault argues, the prison deliberately invents
delinquents. In this sense, a state of permanent conflict exists to meet the needs of a
crime control industry and to legitimate wider disciplinary controls. Further, certain
illegalities are isolated and made manageable, while some offenders can be retrained
and turned into disciplined, docile and productive human beings.

Foucault has been criticised for overgeneralising disciplinary punish-
ments used against juveniles to those used against adults and for pro-
viding only a partial analysis of punishments that requires synthesis
with one, or more, of the earlier modernist ‘total theories’. He has also
been criticised on the bases that, like the Marxists, his analysis is func-
tionalist and masculinist, and that his conception of power is simply a
restatement of the basic sociological concept of socialisation.
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In recent years, some penologists have looked to develop the later writings of Foucault
on penal governance. These are often referred to as governmentality theorists, of which
tradition Malcolm Feeley and Jonathon Simon (1994) are good examples.

“What has been the contribution of feminist studies to our
understanding of the role of imprisonment?”
When answering this question, it is important that you identify the main feminist

writers on imprisonment, including Pat Carlen, in particular. Specifically, try to

highlight how they locate the historical and contemporary punishment of women

within wider forms of social control and regulation, and how the needs and pains

of women offenders and prisoners have been neglected. Demonstrate knowledge

of alternative masculinist penologies, but do not lose your focus on feminist epis-

temology (ie knowledge).

The theories discussed above continue to be relevant to penologists writing
today. Below are listed a number of recent books and their connections to the
penological traditions discussed above.
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Taking
it FURTHER

Contemporary penologists

Lord Windlesham (1998) Responses to Crime
Jock Young (1999) The Exclusive Society
John Pratt (2002) Punishment and Civilisation
Nils Christie (2000) Crime Control as Industry,
2nd edn
David Ramsbotham (2003) Prisongate
Jeffrey Reiman (2007) The Rich Get Richer
and the Poor Get Prison, 7th edn
Loic Wacquant (2008) Deadly Symbiosis
Christian Parenti (1999) Lockdown America
Kelly Hannah-Moffat (2001) Punishment in
Disguise
Joe Sim (1990) Medical Power in Prisons
Jonathan Simon (2007) Governing Through
Crime

Theoretical tradition

Administrative penology
Durkheimian
Eliasian
Baumanian

Liberalist
Marxist

Anti-slavery/anti-racism
Neo-Marxist

Feminist
Foucauldian/neo-Marxist
Foucault/governmentality
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Textbook gu ide

CAVADINO, M AND DIGNAN, J (2007) The Penal System, 4th edn, London: Sage
COHEN, S (1985) Visions of Social Control: Crime Punishment and
Classification, Cambridge: Polity Press
GARLAND, D (1990) Punishment and Modern Society: A Study in Social
Theory, Oxford: Oxford University Press
GARLAND, D AND YOUNG, P (EDS) (1983) The Power to Punish: Contemporary
Penality and Social Analysis, Oxford: Heinemann Education Books Ltd
HUDSON, BA (2003) Understanding Justice, 2nd edn, Milton Keynes: Open
University Press
MELOSSI, D (ED) (1999) The Sociology of Punishment, Aldershot: Ashgate
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Core areas: telling secrets

lies, damn lies and official prison statistics

official reports and inquiries

the media: more bad news?

penal pressure groups and the unions: acceptable penal critics?

views from below: novels, biographies and films

the academy: appreciative or critical research values?

Running themes

• Legitimacy
• Pains of imprisonment
• Power to punish

2.3

sources of penal knowledge
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Telling secrets

Prisons are closed, secretive worlds in which it is difficult to uncover the
truth. As a student of penology, you need to understand how such state
organisations work, what problems they encounter and whether they
undertake their functions correctly. Yet you may find that, when
researching state institutions, you uncover contradictory evidence, com-
peting or even unsubstantiated knowledge claims, or are told that little
or no data is available. This lack of ‘visibility’ presents major obstacles.
Uncovering the truth about prison life requires you to ask the right
questions and access the most relevant and contemporary sources. In
this chapter, we look at the strengths and weaknesses of the main forms
of penal knowledge that are available to help you in your task.

You should try to use all of the sources detailed in this chapter, especially if you are
undertaking a penology dissertation.

Lies, damn lies and official prison statistics

The government regularly produces detailed official statistics on prisons
and other forms of punishment in society. The Home Office, the Ministry
of Justice, the National Offender Management Service (NOMS) and the
Prison Service all publish official data. Official prison statistics are an
important source of information, but they are not designed, compiled or
written in the interests of the general public; rather, they are written as
records of the activities, budgets and workloads of state agencies.

Official prison statistics provide data on:

• the ‘crimes’ of offenders sentenced to imprisonment;
• the social backgrounds of prisoners;
• prison numbers and populations (annual receptions into custody, daily prison

populations, population per 100,000 in England and Wales and international
comparisons);

• size of the penal estate, costs and staffing;
• key performance indicators (such as data on overcrowding, educational attain-

ments, escapes, health care, violence, drug treatments, suicides and self-harm,
or time out of cell);

• recidivism, reconviction rates and known reoffending.
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There are a number of reasons why using official prison data is impor-
tant. Official data:

• provides a (limited) form of penal accountability and means of visibility;
• provides a useful means of measuring state activities;
• indicates why government develops certain priorities, policies and deployment

of resources;
• indicates success or failure of policies

Common pitfall Over-reliance on official sources may lead to work that is uncritical.
Statistics can be easily manipulated, and you must always look to alternative accounts
to assess the relevance and accuracy of any statistics.

Official prison statistics are not, then, objective and impartial accounts,
but ‘social constructions’ of reality, reflecting the interests, goals and
objectives of the gatekeepers of state institutions. They are a very useful
source of knowledge, but are, at best, only partial accounts of prison life.
There are many reasons why official data is limited. First, there are prob-
lems that are methodological (i.e. relating to how data is produced) and
epistemological (i.e. relating to the limitations of quantitative data).
Other concerns arise in terms of accuracy and the differences between
reported data, recorded data, and what acts and events really occurred.
Matthews (1999) informs us that such difficulties include:

• errors (data wrongly or falsely collated);
• ‘dark figures’ and omissions (no data or acts remain hidden);
• problems of ‘categorisation’;
• slippage (redefinition of what is measured);
• telescoping (overcounting).

Although academic penologists heavily criticise official statistics, very few do not use
them at all.

Official reports and inquiries

Official reports and inquiries are often written by respected members of
the establishment, such as senior police officers, members of the judi-
ciary or senior officers in the armed services. Recent examples of official
inquiries include:
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• the 1991 report of senior judge Lord Justice Woolf on the serious prison riots
that occurred in England and Wales in April 1990;

• the report by Admiral Sir John Learmont on prison security, published in 1995;
• the report published in 2006 by judge Mr Justice Keith into the murder of

Zahid Mubarek on the night before his release from prison.
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Acts known by prisoners
[and perhaps some staff]

Acts defined as a
problem

Acts reported or detected 
by prison authorities

Act taken seriously by
prison authorities

Act officially recorded by
prison authorities

Figure 2.1 The life of a prison statistic
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Checklist of facts to ascertain when looking at an official inquiry

� Circumstances in which the report was commissioned.

� Authors and advisers.

� Timescale, administrative support and legal powers.

� Terms of references and interpretation.

� Methodology.

� Range of people involved and those given greatest credibility.

� Recommendations and response of the government.

Official reports are normally presented as open and ‘entirely indepen-
dent of government’ (Keith, 2006, p. 9), apparently providing a thorough,
objective, comprehensive and impartial account of events. But official
reports represent and promote a particular world view. This ‘view from
above’ influences the definitions and scope of the problem investigated,
and the possible means of its resolution. As a result, certain ways of
approaching social problems are presented as legitimate, while others
are de-legitimated and marginalised as ‘irrational’.

Some penologists have argued that the aim of official reports and other inquiries is
simply to allay fears of a prison crisis by representing the problems they are
investigating as temporary or relatively insignificant. The primary objective, it is argued,
is to re-establish the credibility of the government. For such critics, official reports are
not necessarily intended to discover the truth, but rather to re-legitimate the state and
its agents.

The media: more bad news?

The term ‘media’ refers to mass communication systems with large audi-
ences, such as the Internet, radio, television, film and newspapers. There
are often very interesting programmes, documentaries or debates about
punishment on television or on the radio and many newspapers, such
as The Guardian or The Independent, have dedicated prison correspon-
dents who provide detailed discussions of prison life. To some extent, we
are reliant on the media for keeping us informed of events that happen
beyond the scope of the informal mechanisms that grant us access to
knowledge or of own personal experiences.
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The media are also an important source of penal knowledge because
they:

• can visibilise a hidden world;
• are an easy way of accessing knowledge;
• can be a means of shaming the government, providing forms of accountability

and politicising controversial penal practices;
• can present data in a straightforward manner;
• can provide an up-to-date account.

Common pitfall Remember that the news is competitive and commercial, with the
main intention of making money. The tension between providing information and the
need to make stories entertaining can lead to attention being diverted away from certain
serious issues to more superficial events or sensationalist takes on stories.

Although the media is fractured, with each different media group in direct
competition the others, it is clear that certain stories and interpretations
centred on ‘crime’ and punishment become dominant, and play a key role
in the production and reproduction of current ways of thinking about social
problems. In this sense, the media both reflect and perform a key role in
shaping the construction of penal realities. In short, media stories are
socially constructed around certain identifiable newsworthy criteria. Prison
stories are patterned and must be immediate, dramatic and simple, and,
most of all, there must be a means of access to knowledge.

The relationship between the media and prison authorities is institutionalised and access
to official sources becomes structured, shaping, in effect, the remits of stories and the
level of media critique.

The media sets the agenda, prioritises contrasting accounts, selects the
narrator of events, and privileges certain voices and forms of interpreta-
tion. Often, the accounts of prisoners are seen as neither credible nor
reliable, and so it is penal authorities that exclusively shape the agenda,
leading to the reinforcement of dominant values and common-sense
assumptions on prison life.

This dominant world view is sometimes referred to by penologists as hegemony or the
hegemonic vision.
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A certain story may be reconstructed or repackaged into a given media
formula that, although not quite fiction, is hardly a true reflection of
events. Finally, the media do not provide context to their stories; rather,
they present a specific narrative that underscores penal stories that iso-
late prisoner actions or protest. This narrative leads to constructions of
prisoner resistance and dissent as illogical, pointing to the costs or dam-
age caused, rather than as a rational response to a dehumanising lived
reality.

Compare and contrast stories on prisons in different newspapers and written by differ-
ent journalists. Look for both the similarities and also the differences between the repre-
sentations of a single prison story.

Penal pressure groups and the unions: acceptable
penal critics?

Penal pressure groups provide an alternative to government agencies as
a source of knowledge and expertise. There are four main groupings:

• the liberal penal lobby;
• the conservative penal lobby;
• the radical penal lobby;
• the staff unions.

The liberal penal lobby

Although by no means homogenous, the liberal penal lobby have tradi-
tionally had the ‘ear of the government’. Liberal reformers often have
good relations with government officials, politicians and civil servants,
but these personal connections have sometimes diluted their ability to
be critical. The liberal penal lobby provides the core of the credible and
acceptable humanitarian voice, selectively critiquing or supporting the
Prison Service. There are three main liberal pressure groups.

• The Howard League for Penal Reform The Howard League has a very long
history and is the most established penal reform group in the United Kingdom.
In 1866, The Howard Association was established and took its name from the
penal reformer John Howard. The aim of the Howard Association was the ‘pro-
motion of the most efficient means of penal treatment and crime prevention’
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(www.howardleague.org). In 1907, the Penal Reform League was founded,
merging with the Howard Association to form the Howard League for Penal
Reform in 1921. Until the late 1970s, the Howard League was largely based
around London and, traditionally, aimed to develop close relationships with
government officials, rather than to present a radical critique of prisons. Its
core beliefs are to work for a safe society in which fewer people are victims
of crime and that offenders should make amends for what they have done. In
recent decades, the Howard League has looked to adopt a more critical
stance and has brought legal challenges under the Human Rights Act 1998,
including the very significant case in which it applied the responsibilities of
local authorities under the Children Act 1989 to child custody. The League has
also campaigned vigorously against the imprisonment of women, suicides and
self-injury, overcrowding and poor prison conditions.

• The Prison Reform Trust (PRT) The PRT is a relatively recent liberal penal
pressure group, established only in the late 1980s. The PRT aims to ensure
that prisons in England and Wales are ‘just, humane and effective’ (www.pris-
onreformtrust.org.uk). The PRT believes that prisons should be run by the
public sector, and should be open and accountable institutions that are
reserved for only the most serious offenders. It believes that prison regimes
should be constructive, safe and decent, and should prepare prisoners for
resettlement in the community. Recent campaigns have looked to improve
conditions, to promote human rights and diversity, to support prisoners’ fam-
ilies and to promote alternative community sanctions.

• Penal Reform International (PRI) PRI is an international non-governmental
organisation that looks to promote the development and implementation of
international human rights instruments, in relation to law enforcement and
prison conditions, to reduce all forms of discrimination and to reduce prison
numbers through the promotion of community alternatives. PRI works in part-
nership with, and is funded by, national governments and intergovernmental
organisations such as the United Nations and the Council of Europe. It aims
provide global support, training and expertise for penal reformers. Recent
campaigns have focused on prison privatisation, prison overcrowding,
transnational justice, pretrial detention and the abolition of the death
penalty.

The conservative penal lobby

The conservative penal lobby is not as established as its liberal counter-
part, although, in recent times, it has arguably been more influential on
penal policy. Right-wing think tanks, such as the Adam Smith Institute,
the Institute for Economic Affairs and Civitas, have published politically
significant work on prison privatisation, the aims and justifications of
imprisonment, and the relationship between ‘crime’ and imprisonment
rates.
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The radical penal lobby

Much of the penal knowledge with which we are presented reflects the
interests of the powerful. There are very few alternative sources of
knowledge that are not, in some way or other, connected with, or reliant
upon, those who promulgate the ‘view from above’. The radical penal
lobby provides an alternative voice and, although relatively few in num-
ber and often starved of resources, radical pressure groups continue to
provide an independent analysis of government penal policies, practices
and organisations.

• No More Prison No More Prison was established by John Moore in January
2006, following a successful penal abolition conference, and was conceived
as a direct descendent of the abolitionist penal pressure group Radical
Alternatives to Prison, which was formed in 1970, but had dissolved by the
late 1980s. No More Prison states, in its ‘Aims’, that:

Prisons are failed institutions that do not work. They are places of pain
and social control and are brutal, abusive and damaging to everyone
who is incarcerated in them. Prisons are fundamentally flawed and all
attempts to reform them have failed. We are committed to their abolition
through:

• Exposing the reality of imprisonment today;
• Stopping the building of new prisons and the expansion of existing

prisons;
• Highlighting the fact that prisons not only fail prisoners but also have a

negative impact on families and friends, victims and survivors and the
whole community;

• Campaigning to close existing prisons;
• Opposing the criminalisation of young people, working class and minor-

ity ethnic communities;
• Promoting radical alternatives to prison that focus on social and commu-

nity welfare rather than punishment.

(www.alternatives2prison.ik.com)

• INQUEST INQUEST is a charitable organisation that was formed in 1981 by
the families and friends of those who have died in custody. It works for ‘truth,
justice and accountability’ (www.inquest.gn.apc.org), and provides both advice
and support to the families of those who have died in custody. INQUEST cam-
paigns and monitors issues surrounding deaths in custody (police, prison,
immigration detention and deaths of detained patients) throughout the United
Kingdom. INQUEST looks to campaign at Westminster for changes in inquest
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procedures and changes in the law, but perhaps most importantly, it provides
specialist, free, confidential and independent support to those who have been
bereaved.

• Women In Prison (WIP) WIP was formed by ex-prisoner Chris Tchaikovsky in
October 1983 to campaign specifically around women’s imprisonment. WIP
points out that, because there are relatively fewer women than men in prison,
the differential sentencing, experiences, pains and discrimination of women
have been largely ignored or marginalised among mainstream penal pressure
groups. Chris Tchaikovsky died in 2002, but WIP continues to struggle for jus-
tice for women in the courts, prison and after release.

Penal pressure groups should be an indispensable source of your information. They
generally provide up-to-date commentaries on government policy. Many penal pressure
groups have also published books or have information on current penal controversies.
You are strongly advised, whatever level or focus of your study, to look regularly at their
websites and at their publications (such as the Howard Journal).

The staff unions

Prison officers and governors also have specific pressure groups that
promote their interests and lobby government. These are organised as
trade unions.

• The Prison Officers’ Association (POA) The POA has a membership of
33,500, and represents all prison officers and governor grades 4 and 5 in
public sector prisons in the United Kingdom. It also has a large number of
members in private prisons. The POA aims to protect and to promote the inter-
ests of its members, to improve working conditions and to provide free initial
legal advice.

• The Prison Governors Association (PGA) The PGA has a much smaller mem-
bership than that of the POA and represents more senior grades of governor.
The PGA works in the interests of the governors, who have much better pay
and conditions than those of prison officers, and its current union president
is Paul Tidball.

Views from below: novels, biographies and films

Penologists who focus upon the ‘view from below’ privilege the knowl-
edge of the powerless, and how they interpret and define their experi-
ences. In this sense, the view from below can provide:
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• an accurate and true account of offenders’ everyday lived experiences;
• an insight into offender meanings and motivations;
• a platform for the voice of the disempowered (emancipating subjugated

knowledge);
• initiation of an alternative source of legitimate knowledge;
• a means of turning personal struggles into public issues.

There are a number of fictional accounts that help us to understand the
experiences of prisoners. Two of the most influential are by famous
Russian novelists. Theodore Dostoevsky’s House of the Dead (1860) and
Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1963)
provide highly descriptive and moving accounts of the pains of con-
finement. Both of these books are partially based on the authors’ own
experience of penal servitude. Many other ex-prisoners have written
about their experiences: Jimmy Boyle’s A Sense of Freedom (1977), Mark
Leech’s A Product of the System (1992) and Ruth Wyner’s From the Inside
(2003) are good examples.

There are also many films that have looked to uncover the prisoners’
world view. Some of the best of this genre are: Scum (1979); Brubaker
(1980); Ghosts of the Civil Dead (1988); The Shawshank Redemption (1994);
Carandiru (2003).

Although it is quicker and easier to watch a film, reading a novel or autobiography is a
much more enriching experience. Indeed, such books may be some of the best and
most interesting titles that you will read on your degree programme.

The academy: appreciative or critical research values

The final important source of penal knowledge is that of academics—but
what are very important to consider when turning to this source are the
research values of the penologist and the questions that are asked.

There are two broad approaches to undertaking penological research:
appreciative inquiry and critical inquiry. Alison Liebling (2004) is the
leading proponent of appreciative inquiry (AI). She claims that AI pro-
vides a faithful or truthful account of the respondent’s positive achieve-
ments, survival strategies and success stories, alongside his or her
negative experiences. Because the approach is future-orientated, rather
than focused only on the present or the past, outcomes and methodology
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are intimately tied. Questioning is appreciative in that, as a mode of
inquiry, it asks that a respondent dwells on the best as well as the worst
aspects of his or her prison experience. Interview questions focus on
‘prison values’ and are very specific. Respondents are asked to provide
evidence of answers by way of an example, illustration or story drawn
from his or her actual experiences. AI claims to provide a more sensitive,
nuanced and instructive picture of the prison, and thus a more valuable
approach than that of the traditional problem-orientated studies.

A number of criticisms have been made against AI:

• it does not uncover the truth and fails to highlight any real negative aspects
of imprisonment;

• it is not really a research method;
• it is too closely tied to government agents and the researcher can become a

‘technician of the powerful’—i.e. his or her research can be manipulated to
support the interests of the government.

By contrast, critical inquiry is independent and asks difficult questions
that look to uncover the truth, in a way that potentially challenges the
interests of the powerful. Prison research should always aim to uncover
real life, whatever this may look like. As Charles Wright Mills (1959)
argues:

Any style of empiricism involves a metaphysical choice—a choice as to what
is most real … One tries to get it straight, to make an adequate statement—if
it’s gloomy, too bad; if it leads to hope, fine.

(pp. 67, 78)

As a metaphysical choice, it seems more appropriate to allow the respon-
dents to detail their stories, whether positive or negative, so that their
construction of events and reality can be outlined and critically interro-
gated. In critical inquiry, there is no great aim to change the future
prison through the research process, but rather the more modest aim of
simply getting to the ‘truth’. Such independent findings might not nec-
essarily be good, or positive, but at least they are an account of actual
experiences and illustrate their interpretive framework.

Always try to uncover the theoretical and research priorities of the authors of a given
study. This will help you to understand the kind of questions they have asked and also
to contextualise their findings.
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“Is there a crisis of penal visibility?”
This question asks you to consider the argument made by Mike Fitzgerald and

Joe Sim (1982) that the truth about the brutal realities of prison is becoming

more visible. You will need to consider how much information about prison gets

into the public arena, especially through the media. You may wish to conclude by

considering how this information impacts upon public opinion and acknowledge-

ment of prisoner dehumanisation. Stan Cohen’s States of Denial (2001), and

Cohen and Laurie Taylor’s Prison Secrets (1978), will help you to contextualise

the public response to the often-unwelcome knowledge of prison life.

You may wish to look up an official report on the Prison Service and see how
it presents the ‘truth’ about prison life. One recent official inquiry on prisons
is the Keith Report, published on 29 June 2006. This report investigated
Robert Stewart’s violent attack on his ‘pad mate’ Zahid Mubarek on the night
before Zahid was due to be released from Feltham Young Offender Institute.
Zahid died eight days later, on 28 March 2000.

Although the chairman of the inquiry, Mr Justice Keith, adopted an open
methodology—holding public hearings, seminars and focus groups, and
undertaking an extensive documentary review—he interpreted the terms of
reference in a restrictive way. Further, although some prisoner evidence was
accepted as reliable, its credibility was generally cast in a negative light.
For example, Keith (2006) stated that, with regards to prisoners detailing pre-
vious offences and racist beliefs, ‘[i]nvariablly what the prisoner says is not
reliable … There is no reason to suppose that prisoners always tell the truth’
(p. 500).

The 88 recommendations of the report largely proposed amendments or
greater adherence to existing Prison Service policies, sending a reassuring
message that ‘much of what would have been recommended is now in place’
and that ‘many of the systematic shortcomings this report has laid bare have
been eliminated’ (p. 443). Keith did question the evidence of some prison
officers, naming and shaming those who he deemed culpable, but was
largely supportive of the Prison Service.
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Investigating prison populations: international and comparative
studies

A number of non-government organisations (NGOs) investigate prison
conditions and the prisoners’ experiences of imprisonment around
the world. These include Amnesty International, Penal Reform
International and Human Rights Watch. The reports of NGOs are
aimed at trying to highlight torture and appalling prison conditions as
a means of shaming a given government or of raising consciousness
among other nations and their governments.

Common pitfall Remember that, although NGO reports have been very effective in
achieving many of their aims, they are largely descriptive rather than analytical.
Students are not their intended audience. For essays, always complement the informa-
tion from such organisations with academic work.
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Table 2.1 Prison populations in 20 countries

Prison population total Prison population 
(No. in penal institutions, National (per 100,000 

Country incl. pre-trial detainees) population national population)

Australia 25,353 20.2m 126
Brazil 361,402 189.2m 191
Chad 3,416 9.7m 35
China 1,548,498 1,308.7m 118*
Colombia 62,216 46.3m 134
Cuba 55,000 11.3m 487
Finland 3,954 5.26m 75
France 52,009 61.16m 85
Germany 78,581 82.5m 95
India 332,112 1,092.3m 30
Italy 61,721 59.32m 104
Japan 79,055 128.2m 62
Netherlands 21,013 16.38m 128
New Zealand 7,620 4.1m 186
Norway 3,048 4.62m 66
Russia 869,814 142.3m 611
South Africa 157,402 47.04m 335
Sweden 7,450 9.06m 82
USA 2,186,230 296.4m 738
Venezuela 19,853 26.9m 74

*Sentenced prisoners only
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There is also great interest in comparing the numbers of people sent to
prison. Roy Walmsley (2006) gives details of prison population rates per
100,000 of the national population in 214 countries. In October 2006,
there were more than 9.25 million people held in penal institutions
throughout the world. Almost half were held in the USA (2.19 million),
China (1.55 million plus pretrial detainees and those in ‘adminis-
trative detention’), or Russia (0.87 million). Today, the USA has the
world’s highest prison population rate at 738 per 100,000 of the general
population.

Statistical comparative studies are limited in terms of their measure-
ment and compilation. Specifically, there are concerns that:

• not all forms of administrative detention are included in official records, so,
in many countries, the figures will always be underestimates;

• in some countries, such as those in Eastern Europe, there may not be suffi-
cient statistical information available

• the data is often collated in different countries at different times or years;
• national populations may be inaccurate and may therefore distort the claimed

prison population per 100,000;
• the data looks only at daily populations, and therefore neglects the equally

significant annual input and throughput of prisoners.

Common pitfall Comparative data shares the limitations of other forms of official sta-
tistics and should be used guardedly.

The importance of comparative analysis

The study of comparative penal systems is very important. Cavadino
and Dignan (2006) remind us that it helps us to avoid reductionist,
deterministic and ethnocentric social analysis. It allows us to under-
stand the similarities, differences and broad trends in the way in which
imprisonment has been deployed historically around the globe. It can
also help us to understand why changes occur in our country, both
through examining the policies of similar countries and through
analysing the influence that other penal initiatives have had on our
own host country. This is particularly useful when thinking about the
growth in prison populations and the decline of the welfare state in
many Western countries. Comparative analysis can also be used to exam-
ine the complex (if not relatively insignificant) relationship between
‘crime’ and punishment, the correlations between official crime and
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prison rates, and similarities and differences in the social backgrounds
of prisoners and the offences they have committed. Comparative analy-
sis can either demonstrate the validity of a given theory or illustrate its
parochial nature and even its inaccuracy.

Penologists have employed comparative analysis to investigate:

• the social contexts of imprisonment in different countries and to attempt to
uncover possible commonalities in social structures, cultures, ideologies or
political economies;

• a particular region of the world—for example, nations in the European
Union—and to attempt to uncover commonalities, harmonisation and/or dif-
ferences between penal policies and practices;

• continuities and discontinuities between two or three specific countries;
• the policies of a given country—for example, the USA—to see if similar poli-

cies might be adopted by other governments elsewhere;
• the nature and extent of one specific issue—such as deaths in custody,

prison labour, drugs, HIV, prison conditions or the legal rights of prisoners—
in a number of different countries;

• historical factors and colonial contexts shaping the development of the prison
around the world.

When reading a comparative study, ensure that you are aware of what the analysis is
trying to achieve. Look at the questions it is asking and at which countries are involved.

The analytical framework of comparative analysis

Comparative analysis has a number of strands. It is important to remem-
ber that these should be adopted for the study of any penal system,
including that of England and Wales. Comparative penological analysis
provides rich and detailed descriptions of a given nation, and is able to
draw out the main configurations that shape the form, nature and
extent of punishment in that country at any given moment in time. In
so doing, it often aims to:

• compare like with like whenever possible;
• identify continuities and forms of penal convergence alongside differences;
• examine whether similar societies have similar patterns of punishment;
• outline the extent of influence of other countries (such as the USA) on penal

policy and practice.
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Comparative analysis entails consideration of most of the following
factors.

• Socio-economic Including: political economy; labour market demands; com-
mitments to welfare state; and fiscal pressures.

• Governmental Including: law; criminalisation and age of criminal responsibil-
ity; social and penal policies; patterns of punishment; managerialism; aims of
imprisonment and penal administration; attitudes of policymakers, politicians,
civil servants and penal professionals; and the role of the judiciary and
sentencing.

• Control Including: the balance between informal social controls, such as fam-
ily, school, work and community, and formal social controls; and gendered
and/or racialised differences in social control.

• Cultural Including: specific historical and geographical legacies; societal and
penal norms, values and sensibilities; public opinion, the media, and law and
order ideology; individualism or collective orientations; and perceived levels of
social insecurity and anxiety.

• Extraterritorial Including: migration; globalisation; accelerating international
information exchange; and foreign national prisoners.

Common pitfall This list of criteria is useful for thinking about prisons and punish-
ment even when exclusively looking at England and Wales. This is sometimes referred
to as penality.

Some very good examples of comparative penologies that adopt a num-
ber of these criteria include Ruggiero et al.’s Western European Penal
Systems: A Critical Anatomy (1996) and Cavadino and Dignan’s Penal
Systems: A Comparative Approach (2006).

Case studies

Weiss and South (1998, p. 2) argue that there have been five great devel-
opments shaping imprisonment in recent times.

1The rise of neoconser vative governance and neoliberal political
economy in the West, alongside economic decline, class polari-

sation and fiscal crisis.

2The introduction of the market economy in China.
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3The collapse of the Soviet Union and associated Communist
regimes.

4The return to civilian rule in most of Latin America, as well as a
renewed push toward privatisation and other neoliberal economic

prescriptions.

5The fall of apar theid in South Africa.

To this list, we might add the following two major developments of the
last ten years.

6The consequences of the US-led war on terrorism and the subse-
quent increase in global insecurities.

7The re-emergence of (the visibility of) slaver y and human
traf ficking.

Australia

Australia is a federal state and a former colony of the United Kingdom.
It was the destination of over 162,000 British felons between 1787 and
1869, and the contemporary distribution of punishments must be
understood within this colonial context. Australia is a country with ris-
ing prison populations.

In 1986, there were 70 prisoners per 100,000 of the population. By
1996, the rate had risen to 119, with an average daily population (ADP)
of 16,399 adult prisoners. In 2006, this had increased once again to a
rate of 126 and an ADP of 25,353 prisoners.

There is no federal penal system and punishments are delivered by the
different states of Australia.

Two issues are central to understanding contemporary imprisonment in Australia: the
massive difference in rates of incarceration between states and the over-representation
of Aboriginal people in prison.

Whereas some states—such as Victoria and South Australia—have com-
paratively low rates of 60–80 per 100,000, others—such as Queensland,
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Western Australia and New South Wales—have rates that double this,
standing between 140 and 170. The imprisonment rate of the Northern
Territory is twice as high again, at over 390 per 100,000. People of
Aboriginal descent make up about 2 per cent of the overall Australian
population, but over 20 per cent of the prison population. In the mid
1990s, the imprisonment rate of Aboriginal men was 2,749 per 100,000;
for Aboriginal women, the rate stood at 152. In the Northern Territory,
Aborigines constitute 70 per cent of the prison population. In general,
Australian states with high Aboriginal populations tend to have higher
rates of imprisonment.

Brazil

Brazil is a federal republic with 26 states. Around 45 per cent of the
Brazilian population live in extreme poverty, with 69 million people
earning less than $100 per month. Many of the poor live in slums (‘fave-
las’). In 1834, Brazil became the first Latin American nation to build a
penitentiary, adopting the idea from the southern states of the USA.
Today, there is no federal prison system and therefore penal administra-
tion is the responsibility of each given state. The military police are
responsible for the external security of all prisons. In 2001, there were
147 military prisons, 100 penitentiaries, 66 public jails and 33 agricul-
tural penal colonies in Brazil.

In 1995, there were 95 prisoners per 100,000 of the population and an
ADP of 148,760 prisoners. In 1997, this had increased to 109 prisoners
per 100,000 and an ADP of 170,602. By 2006, the rate had rocketed to
191 prisoners per 100,000, an ADP of 361,402. This is an increase of the
ADP of over 190,000 in less than ten years.

Brazilian prisons are filled with the relative surplus population and their practices are
rooted in the doctrine of less eligibility. Ninety six per cent of Brazilian prisoners are men,
and they are largely unemployed and sentenced for robbery, theft or drug trafficking.
Prisons are acutely overcrowded, with poor hygiene, living conditions and health care.

Prison labour is low skilled and the profound dehumanisation of prison
life has led to an epidemic of sexual violence, mutiny, rebellion and vio-
lent escapes, and to deadly clampdowns by the Brazilian military on
prisoners and their families.
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China

China is a People’s Republic and has a population of 1,308.7 million. The
Communist Party dominates and has a poor reputation for upholding the
human rights of its citizens. In China, strong government is good govern-
ment. Keeping face is culturally very important, and requires both indi-
viduals and the state to appear dignified and in control. In 1978, China
‘modernised’ and introduced major economic reforms. This not only
led to massive economic growth, but also had significant social conse-
quences. There is high labour mobility and massive internal migration
of transient populations, with around 50–60 million people per day on
the road in China. This migration is coupled with rising unemployment,
inflation, crime rates and recidivism.

Incarceration in China is divided between the detention sector and
the prison sector. Detentions are organised by the Ministry of Public
Security and we do not know exactly how many people are incarcerated.
Penal philosophy is linked to ‘thought reform’ and the transforma-
tional role of penal labour, which has roots in the Confucian tradition
under which physical labour is understood as a form of enslavement.
This tradition was reinforced by the importation of Western penal phi-
losophy in the last dynasty of China in the nineteenth century and by
the influence of the Soviet Marxist Gulags in the twentieth century.
Until recently, prisoners were leased out to local employers, who were
obliged to offer them work after release. To counter claims of slavery,
in December 1994, the Chinese renamed ‘reform through labour’ as
imprisonment.

The economic reforms that China introduced in the 1970s have undermined both infor-
mal means of social control and the effectiveness of its rehabilitative programmes. The
rise of unemployment, crime and recidivism has led the Chinese government to lose its
socialist face, but its restoration can only be achieved if it is prepared to lose further
face by reversing its free market reforms.

Finland

Finland is a secular and highly bureaucratic social democratic govern-
ment. Like other Nordic countries (Sweden, Norway, Denmark and
Iceland), Finland is heavily influenced by its neighbours. It is small
country with a population of 5.3 million.
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Finland’s prison rate had dropped from the very high rate of 190 per
100,000 in 1950 to 118 by 1976. From this time, Finland witnessed an
unbroken 23-year reduction in imprisonment rates until 1999. The rate
stood at 55 in 1995 and fell as low as 46 per 100,000 in 1999. In recent
years, however, the prison population has started to increase again,
standing at 75 per 100,000 in 2006. The fluctuating imprisonment rate
has had little impact on the recorded rate of ‘crime’ and the Finnish gov-
ernments have so far been successful in keeping penal policy away from
populist political rhetoric (Cavadino and Dignan, 2006).

Japan

Japan is an ‘oriental liberal corporatist’ capitalist state (Cavadino and Dignan,
2006) and, in recent times, has had a very low imprisonment rate. Japan is
a group-orientated society and citizenship is closely tied to the collective
identity of the nation. There is close social integration into families, and
both the education system and workplace foster mutual bonds. The
Japanese culturally favour informal mechanisms of social control as
opposed to penal harshness, and honour, shame, apology and reciprocal
obligations to others have special significance in everyday life. The vast
majority of Japanese offenders confess and repent, and those offenders who
can show a capacity for resocialisation are likely to receive suspended sen-
tences or probation. Japan has very harsh and authoritarian laws, but these
are mitigated by the discretionary lenience of practitioners. In this sense,
the criminal justice system provides an ideological function that can pro-
mote the impression of majesty, justice and mercy.

In 1935, Japan had an ADP of 55,000 prisoners (56 per 100,000). It
then reached the very high level of 198 per 100,000 in 1950, before
declining to 64 in 1970 and reaching a low of 36 per 100,000 in 1992.
In 1999, the prison rate stood at 42 per 100,000 and, by 2002, Japan had
an imprisonment rate of 52 per 100,000. In 2006, this had edged up to
62 per 100,000 of the national population, which is double the rate of
14 years earlier.

Prison life is highly regimented and very orderly. Punishments are
intended to foster social inclusion and reintegration. The movement of
a prisoner, even in his or her cell, is heavily controlled. In 1990, for
example, there were only three escapes from Japanese prisons. Prisoners
who have tried to escape, or who are perceived as a discipline problem,
are made to wear leather or metal restraints that immobilise the move-
ment of their hands.
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Japanese life and culture operates through highly restrictive, repressive and disciplinar-
ian authoritarian communitarian principles that permeate the whole of society and which
Western people can find intolerably oppressive.

South Africa

South Africa is country that is in transition from an authoritarian
apartheid society to one that is rooted in the principles of democracy.

Despite recent changes, South Africa’s 47 million inhabitants remain profoundly divided
in terms of race, class and power. The political system was transformed when the
African National Congress (ANC) gained power in 1994, but post-apartheid South
Africa’s great divides in wealth and power have not yet been adequately addressed.

In 1980, South Africa had a prison rate of 423 per 100,000: at that time,
the highest in the world. In 1995, the official imprisonment rate
declined to 273 per 100,000 of the general population. Although many
members of the now-ruling party, the ANC, have experienced imprison-
ment at first hand, this has not led to a concerted effort to reduce
imprisonment for the largely poor black property offenders who are
incarcerated. Indeed, by 2006, the rates had crept back up to 335 per
100,000 and an ADP of 157,402 prisoners.

USA

The USA is the most advanced capitalist and the richest nation on earth;
it also has the largest prison population. It is an economic and cultural
leader, and this ‘imperialism’ can also be seen in terms of penal policy.
In the late 1960s, US President Richard Nixon adopted a tough ‘law and
order’ ideology that has led to an increase in prison populations since
the mid 1970s that is unprecedented in a democratic society. This
expansionism was further fuelled by the ‘war on drugs’ that was initi-
ated by President Ronald Reagan during the 1980s.

In 1980, 19 people out of every 1,000 people arrested for drug offences
were sent to prison. By 1992, this had increased to 104. The USA’s ADP
prison population stood at 744,208 in 1986. By 1998, it had reached
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1,725,842 prisoners. In February 2000, the USA ADP broke the 2 million
mark and, by 2006, it had continued to rise to 2,186,230. This leaves the
USA with an imprisonment rate of 737 prisoners per 100,000 of the gen-
eral population. In 2006, the number of people under correctional
supervision (i.e. in prison, on probation or on parole) was 6.9 million—
over 3 per cent of the population. Louisiana had the highest incarcera-
tion rate (795), while Minnesota had the lowest (142). About half of the
US prison population is made up of African Americans, although they
constitute only 13 per cent of the general population.

One in three young black men are currently in prison, on parole or on probation. Black
American men are eight times more likely to be imprisoned than are white Americans
and, if current trends continue, a staggering 29 per cent of black American men born
today will end up in prison at some point during their lifetime.

A number of penologists in the USA have pointed out the continuities
between slavery and imprisonment, and how the rich are getting richer,
while the poor only get prison (Reiman, 2007).

Venezuela

Venezuela had one of the worst reputations for the treatment of prison-
ers in the 1990s. Like many Latin American nations, it held a large num-
ber of pretrial detainees, with prisoners awaiting trial for an average of
three years. The armed forces ran the penal system, and prisons were
filled with prisoners accused of drug-related offences, terrorism and
offences ‘against public security’. In 1992, the ADP was at least 29,000,
with a capacity of just over 15,000. In this period, not even Venezuela’s
Director of Prisons knew how many people were in prison. There was
massive overcrowding and, to compound this, prison conditions were
very poor and violence was endemic: Venezuelan prisons had the great-
est known number of prisoners killed daily in the world.

In recent years, there have been major political changes in Venezuela
and the prison population has decreased. In 2006, the ADP was officially
19,853, with an imprisonment rate of 74 per 100,000.

Despite some progress, many of the serious problems that plagued the Venezuelan
penal system in the last century remain.
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Learning the lessons?

Comparative analysis can lead us to a greater understanding of the
forms that punishment is currently taking and what factors may under-
score current trends. This can lead us to certain conclusions about the
justifications, use, nature and extent of imprisonment.

1‘Crime’ has been politicised by all mainstream par ties, especially
right and centre-left politicians.

2There is a worldwide increase in the use of imprisonment as a
solution to social problems.

3Imprisonment rates are relatively independent of ‘crime’ rates.

4Imprisonment is increasingly being used as a means of stigmatising
and controlling non-productive labourers and migrant workers.

5Punishments are directed against the poorest people in the
world.

6Penal labour and prison work/profitability are central to penal
debates.

7Less eligibility continues to feature in moral discourses on state
responsibilities for the incarcerated.

8There has been a cheapening of human value and a denial of
human rights.

9Sentences have the greatest impact on prison numbers.

10There has been bifurcation of penal policies and a rise of
selective incapacitation.

11An increase in insecurity and fear has been seen in wider
society, along with increases in forms of security when deal-

ing with prisoners.

12There has been a hardening of penal philosophy, a decline
in liberalism, and growing intolerance of the poor and non-

productive labour.
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13Public sentiments and penal cultures may form a key link
between political economy and penal expansionism.

14There has been a growth of managerialism.

15Greater penal privatisation has been the norm.

16The use of repression and the rolling back of the welfare state
has been favoured over redistribution, while more authoritarian

forms of control have become more deeply embedded.

17There is evidence of link between penality and dif ferent types
of political economy: the harsher the social exclusion under

political economy, the harsher the punishment.

18There is massive evidence that the penal solution is, in fact,
both irrational and counterproductive.

“Have we seen a greater harmonisation and intensification of penal
sanctions in Western European nations?”
This question is looking at a particular region, i.e. at Western Europe. When

answering, ensure that you identify the key countries in this region, and then

examine their similarities and differences in penal policies, imprisonment rates

and forms of social control. You should try to highlight both continuities and dis-

continuities. The work of Ruggiero et al. (1996) is indispensable, but good stu-

dents will also look at more recent data and debates available in journals and

from organisations such as Statewatch, as well as conducting a detailed Internet

search on the different countries involved.

Take an in-depth look at the rates of imprisonment and forms of punishment
in three different countries. Follow the guidance for selection identified in this
chapter. Then compare them back to your home country. Think about what
this exercise tells you about penology in other countries and in your own.
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• Penal reform
• Rehabilitation

Key penologists

John Howard (1726–90) A wealthy aristocrat with profound religious conviction,

Howard became Sheriff of Bedfordshire in 1773. He undertook detailed inspec-

tions of jails under his jurisdiction and, later, of a further hundred prisons across

the country. In 1777, he published his exhaustive study, The State of the Prisons

in England and Wales. Howard revealed that more people died as a result of

appalling prison conditions than were being publicly executed. Howard argued

that regular, steady discipline in a penitentiary had the power to turn the

‘unhappy wretches’ who broke the law into useful members of society. He was

influential in shaping the Penitentiary Act 1779. Howard died of typhus while

investigating prison and hospital conditions in the Ukraine in 1790.

Edmund du Cane (1830–1903) Born in Colchester, Sir Edmund du Cane made

his reputation organising convict labour in Australia in the 1850s, while still serv-

ing in the Royal Engineers. In the 1860s, he became chairman of the board of

directors of convict prisons and, from 1877, headed the prison system through-

out England and Wales. The architect of Wormwood Scrubs, du Cane was a harsh

disciplinarian, and presided over brutal penal regimes that were rooted in sepa-

rate confinement, penal servitude and long periods of silence. His controversial

reign of terror came to an abrupt end in 1894.

Lord Justice Woolf (born 1933) Born in Newcastle upon Tyne, Harry Woolf is the

son of a builder and architect. One of England’s most senior judges, he was

appointed to the High Court in 1979 and was Lord Chief Justice from 2000 until

2005. He has been a major figure in promoting liberal penal reform since he con-

ducted a major inquiry into prison disturbances in April 1990. In the subsequent

report and in later speeches, Woolf has criticised inhumane prison conditions

and overcrowding. His promotion of a balance between ‘security, control and jus-

tice’ continues to influence liberal penologists.

The Bloody Code

The historian assembles data and is even more aware than the physical scien-
tist how inadequate his [sic] data are. Much of the evidence on which we
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could base our knowledge of the past has either been destroyed or was never
recorded. We guess from the few remaining fragments much as geologists
reconstructs a prehistoric monster from a single bone.

(Taylor, 1968, p. 11)

In England in 1166, King Henry II issued the Assize of Clarendon, which
ordered his sheriffs to build a jail in each county. Jails held debtors and
felons awaiting trial. In 1556, the first ‘house of correction’ was estab-
lished at Bridewell and, in 1609, James I made such houses of correction
(popularly referred to as ‘Bridewells’) obligatory in every English county.
These facilities held people who were sent to prison for very short
sentences.

Alongside this, the workhouse enshrined the principle of less eligibility
and was intimately linked to birth of the prison. The control of women
rulebreakers was different from that of men. Women were controlled
largely through informal patriarchal social controls, but, in terms of the
development of penal institutions, the nunnery was a crucial instrument
in disciplining deviant, rebellious and sexually promiscuous women.

The scolds bridle

The ‘scolds bridle’ was used when a woman publicly challenged or insulted her
husband. The woman was forced to wear a bridle, which involved a metal cage
that was placed around the woman’s head. A small pallet with a spike in it was
inserted under the woman’s tongue. If she attempted to speak her tongue would
become impaled on the spike. The woman could then be publicly humiliated,
placed in stocks and pelted with rotten vegetables, etc.

In 1750, England was a small parochial society and its population stood
at 6.5 million. Seventy-five per cent of the population lived in the coun-
tryside and three-quarters worked in agriculture. Local landowners were
often the local magistrates and these enforced the law. At this time,
there were over 200 separate Acts that commanded the penalty of death
(by public hanging). This system of laws and punishments has become
known as the ‘Bloody Code’.

Despite its apparent barbarity, however, only about 10 per cent of
people sentenced to death were actually executed. For historian Douglas
Hay (1975), the Bloody Code was really an ideological system of social
control combining:
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• majesty i.e. the power and authority of the law;
• justice everybody could be prosecuted under the rule of law;
• mercy local elite gained pardons through petitions to the monarch.

Alongside public hangings, the Transportation Act 1718 introduced the
transportation of offenders and, from 1718 to 1775, over 30,000 people
were transported to the USA. The US War of Independence ended this
practice, but, 12 years later in 1787, transportation was reintroduced.
From 1787 to 1869, 162,000 people were transported to Australia.

Remember that there are different historical perspectives. When reading a history book,
try to locate the theoretical perspective from which the author is writing.

The age of reform

In the eighteenth century, there were a number of significant changes
that undermined the Bloody Code. Industrialisation, urbanisation and
massive population growth transformed the old agricultural and
parochial system. By 1800, the population stood at 15 million and an
anonymous society was being formed that was not beholden to the local
gentry.

Stan Cohen (1985, p. 13) argues that, during this period, new master
patterns of social control developed. These comprised:

• increasing involvement of a centralised state;
• increasing classification of deviants by experts;
• increased incarceration of deviants into ‘asylums’—i.e. penitentiaries, pris-

ons, mental hospitals and reformatories;
• the mind replaced the body as the object of penal repression.

The context to the development of these master patterns of control
included:

• structural changes in society and the political economy;
• a perceived rise in ‘crime’ and the threat to order;
• a belief that immorality was the cause of ‘crime’;
• ideological commitment that prison could reform offenders.

There was a change in emphasis from elimination to reclamation and a
rise in the belief that new ‘reformed prisons’ could act as a ‘technology
of salvation’.
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Two diametrically opposed philosophies developed. On the one hand, Christian reform-
ers believed in the concepts of original sin and the universality of guilt. Immorality was
to be rectified by manipulating the shameful offender, using isolation in a prison cell as
a condition under which he or she might reflect on, and repent of, his or her unright-
eousness. Utilitarian philosophers, on the other hand, pleaded for the universality of
reason and that reformation could only take place through the socialisation of the
offender’s proclivity for pleasure. This would be achieved by constant inspection.

The ‘great experiment’

The Hulk Act 1776 was the first move towards a convict prison and the
principles of reformation. These ‘floating hells’ were rife with disease
and many prisoners lost their lives in these miserable wooden coffins.
William Eden, Willan Blackstone and John Howard introduced the
Penitentiary Act 1779.

The Penitentiary Act 1779

William Blackstone sums up the principles of this legislation:

In framing the plan of these penitentiary houses, the principle objects were
sobriety, cleanliness and medical assistance by a regular series of labour, by
solitary confinement during the intervals of work and some religious instruc-
tion to preserve and amend the health of the unhappy offenders and to
injure them to the habits of industry, to guard them from pernicious com-
pany, to accustom them to serious reflection and to teach them both the
principle and practices of every Christian and moral duty.

(1779, cited in Ignatieff, 1978, p. 94)

These reforms had been introduced in response to the end of trans-
portation to the USA and, when transportation to Australia started, the
reform movement lost some momentum. In 1810, however, Samuel
Romily argued that the Penitentiary Act should be resurrected. The gov-
ernment responded by appointing the Holford Committee (1810),
which recommended that a convict prison should be built. It was to be
placed at Millbank, on the River Thames in London (McConville, 1995).
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The General Penitentiary at Millbank

The General Penitentiary cost £0.5m and was designed to hold 1,000 pris-
oners. This ‘monument of ugliness’ became a ‘maniac-making machine’
(Webb and Webb, 1922, p. 48). In the 1830s, Reverend Daniel Nihil was
appointed chaplain governor, and solitary confinement and religious indoc-
trination became central to the prison regime. The Penitentiary proved an
unmitigated disaster and was eventually pulled down in 1893.

The convict prison was born, although it had clearly been a hard labour.
In 1842, Her Majesty’s Prison (HMP) Pentonville was opened. It held 520
prisoners in separate cells and became the new model prison of the
Victorian era. Its regime was based on:

• solitude;
• hard labour;
• religious indoctrination;
• surveillance.

In 1865, the Prison Act finally ended the official difference between
‘jails’ and ‘houses of correction’, renaming them ‘local prisons’ and, in
1877, the Prison Act gave the Home Office control of the prison system.
It was during this period that the modern prison became the ultimate
sanction of the state.

It is very important that you have a solid grasp of penal history. You will be able to
understand the present use of imprisonment much better if you are able to understand
its past, so spend some time reading about the development of the prison.

The aims of imprisonment in the twentieth century

Under the guidance of Sir Edmund du Cane, the penal system was
harsh, brutal and rooted in the doctrine of less eligibility.

Less eligibility is predicated on the assumption that there exists a universal free, ratio-
nal and calculating subject who is infused with an individual sense of responsibility.
Criminal activity is understood as a free choice that is based upon weighing up the
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potential benefits and costs of such behaviour. Harsh and punitive regimes will instil
moral fibre, discipline and backbone into the criminal, thus eradicating the individual
deficiencies that were major factors for his or her offence. The application of the doc-
trine of less eligibility therefore ensures that the upper margin of prison conditions are
guaranteed not to rise above the worst material conditions in society as a whole and so,
in times of social hardship, the rigours of penal discipline become more severe to pre-
vent weakening its deterrent effect.

The disciplinary practices of du Cane were eventually challenged when
the Gladstone Committee was commissioned. For Gladstone:

prison discipline and treatment should be more effectually designed to main-
tain, stimulate, or awaken the higher susceptibilities of prisoners, to develop
their moral instincts to train them in orderly and industrial habits, and when-
ever possible to turn them out of prison better men and women, both physi-
cally and morally, than when they came in.

(1895, cited in Radzinowicz and Hood, 1986, pp. 577–8)

Gladstone did not so much break with the past and the philosophical
underpinnings of less eligibility as introduce a new manifest task of
prison treatment. This new treatment and training ideology had gained
ascendancy by the 1920s. Treatment and training focused upon rehabil-
itation through work, education, physical training and the nurturing of
positive staff relationships.

While the treatment and training ideology remained embedded as the
orientating rationale of the Prison Service until the late 1970s, there
were a number of important official reports on prisons in the 1960s and
1970s that helped to shape the aims of imprisonment during this
period. The Mountbatten Report (1966) was written after a number of
high-profile escapes and focused on increasing prison security.
Mountbatten proposed that all male prisoners should be classified into
four categories: A, B, C, or D.

Mountbatten advocated what is known as a concentration policy, which would have
placed high-risk prisoners together and allowed much lower security across the rest of
the penal estate.
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The Radzinowicz Report (1968) was the report of a subcommittee of the
Advisory Council on the Penal System, chaired by Leon Radzinowicz, a
Cambridge professor. The committee rejected the concentration policy
in favour of what is known as the ‘dispersal policy’. Under this policy,
Category A prisoners were to be dispersed with Category B prisoners
in specially designed high-security training prisons. The adoption of
the dispersal policy led to a heightened focus on risk and security
across the penal system. Another very important official report of this
period was that of the May Committee (Home Office, 1979). Chaired
by Judge Mr Justice May, the committee advocated the, now quietly
forgotten, notion of ‘positive custody’. This proposal was met with
official silence and faced devastating criticism from influential peno-
logical commentators.

Common pitfall The recommendations of official reports do not have to be accepted
by the government. Some recommendations will become policies, but others are
discarded.

In the early 1980s, a new liberal penological consensus developed in oppo-
sition to the doctrines of less eligibility, treatment and training, and posi-
tive custody. The consensus was a form of penal realism that was rooted in
the principles of ‘humane containment’. Humane containment had the
modest aim of simply holding those committed to custody by the courts
in safe, humane and publicly acceptable living conditions. Penal realism
may, unfortunately, accurately sum up about all that is achievable through
imprisonment, but such an agenda could hardly provide inspiration for
those administering punishments. The ‘starkness’ of humane containment
led one influential liberal commentator to consider this aim to be ‘ontolog-
ically insufficient’ (Bottoms, 1990, p. 9).

The liberal penological consensus reached its high tide with the
publication of the Woolf Report on the 25 February 1991. Lord Justice
Woolf had been commissioned to investigate the disturbances that
occurred at HMP Manchester from 1–25 April 1990 and those that
occurred at five further institutions: Glen Parva; Dartmoor; Cardiff;
Bristol; and Pucklechurch. The Woolf Report (1991) is widely regarded
as the most significant official report on prisons in England and Wales
since the Gladstone Report (1895, cited in Radzinowicz and Hood,
1986, p. 85).
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The Woolf Report (1991)

The Woolf report:

• tapped into the logic of the penological consensus and justified impris-
onment through the aims of humane containment;

• called for creation of community prisons;
• argued that the Prison Service should balance the key principles of ‘secu-

rity, control and justice’;
• believed that prisons should encourage offenders to take personal

responsibility, but that this could only be achieved through facilitating
greater opportunities for prisoners to make meaningful choices;

• placed great emphasis on incentives, privileges and legitimate expectations;
• defined prisoners as consumers;
• through advocating prisoner compacts, premised the fulfillment of

responsibilities as a perquisite for just, humane containment.

The Woolf agenda has been criticised by Joe Sim (1994) because it:

• worked within the axioms of state-defined penal truth;
• aimed to re-legitimate the prison;
• ignored the experiences of women prisoners;
• ignored wider processes of disciplinary control in society;
• depoliticised prisons by adopting consumerist language.

In 1993, the Prison Service became a ‘next steps’ agency and the aims of
imprisonment were revised to be in tune with the now politically dom-
inant ‘managerialist’ ethos.

Managerialism promises autonomy, entrepreneurship and innovation, prioritising cost-
effectiveness, service efficiency and value for money, while at the same time apparently
guaranteeing quality services and products. Promising new flexible and responsive
services that can better address the needs of service users, managerialism privileged
new rational purposes, goals, mission statements and visions for the prison, and the
promotion of new methods to enhance its performance. Under the guise of new public
managerialism, the Prison Service developed strategic business plans and targets for
monitoring achievement, and commissioned reviews and reports to measure progress
and provide evidence of ‘value for money’. Importantly, managerialism is framed
through a preoccupation with organisational design that is pragmatic and orientated
towards action and change—i.e. means rather than ends. Underscoring the logic of
managerialism is the privileging of the consumer: the free, rational, empowered and
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self-disciplined, self-governing subject is morally responsible for the good or bad
choices that he or she makes, and thus for minimising or maximising potential risks.
When bad things happen, blame falls squarely on the flawed consumer’s shoulders.
Further, consumers have only a certain set of entitlements and expectations that
are detailed in compacts or contracts, as opposed to the rights and responsibilities
of citizens.

Its Corporate Plan 1993–6 (1993b) provided details of the Prison Service’s
new managerial vision, goals and values. Alongside this, the Plan also
identified eight key performance indicators. Remarkably, in the space of
only a few years, the Prison Service had shifted from a sense of realism,
under which any progressive aims of imprisonment seemed beyond its
reach, to the delivery of a plethora of indicators, purposes, visions, goals
and values that appeared to have little in common with the aims that
had been promoted during the previous decade.

In September 1994, six prisoners escaped from Whitemoor Special
Security Unit. The escapees had rope, bullets, two guns, over £400 and
a torch. One officer was shot during the escape. Recommendation 62 of
the resulting Woodcock Report (1994) emphasised the ‘central impor-
tance of security in all aspects of activity’ and that all new policies ‘should
be tested against whether they add to or detract from security standards’. The
government ordered a new inquiry to review security procedures, but its
terms of reference were altered by a further politically embarrassing
escape: this time by three prisoners, from Parkhurst Prison, Isle of
Wight, on 3 January 1995. On this occasion, the escapees had tools, a
ladder, a toy gun that fired blanks and a key. The Learmont Report
(1995) proposed that prisons should protect the public and deter poten-
tial offenders by keeping those sent to them by the courts in ‘custody’;
prisons should ‘care’ for the prisoner by providing opportunities for him
or her to learn from his or her mistakes. It also proposed the develop-
ment of family ties and the making of redress, along with the ‘control’ of
prisoners though inducements, based on both incentives and sanctions,
and on the better training of prison officers. This renewed emphasis on
security was heavily critiqued by liberal commentators as amounting to
the creation of new highly repressive and dehumanising iron coffins.

Since 1997, there has been renewed penal optimism that the prison
can be a special place in which to rehabilitate and responsibilise offend-
ers. The Prison Service Strategic Framework (1998a) provided yet further
elaboration of the aims of the Prison Service—this time detailed through
aims, objectives and principles.
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Aim

• Effective execution of the sentences of the courts so as to reduce re-offending
and protect the public

Objectives

• Protect the public by holding those committed by the courts in a safe,
decent and healthy environment

• Reduce crime by providing constructive regimes which address offending
behaviour, improve educational and work skills and promote law-abiding
behaviour in custody and after release

Principles

• Deal fairly, correctly and openly with staff, prisoners and all who come into
contact with us

• Work effectively with other bodies
• Help prisoners to take responsibility for their behaviour, to respect

the rights of others, to maintain links with their families and the wider
community

• Value the contribution of staff, ensuring that they are effectively prepared
and supported in the work they do

• Obtain best value from resources provided

The history and aims of imprisonment in Northern Ireland
and Scotland

Tomlinson (1996) points out that Northern Irish prisons cannot be
understood without consideration of:

• its colonial context;
• the penal system in the whole of Ireland until the 1920s;
• the use of imprisonment during the Troubles from the late 1960s.

Ireland was incorporated in the United Kingdom under the Act of Union
in 1800, although it had been subject to British control for a number of
centuries. The first prison in Ireland opened in Dublin at Richmond in
1818. After nationalist uprisings, the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1920 left only
Northern Ireland under British rule, but partition did not end the repub-
lican struggle. The struggle became increasingly intense in the late
1960s, with the denial of civil rights for Catholic citizens and the mur-
der of unarmed protestors on what became known as ‘Bloody Sunday’.
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During the Troubles, a number of people were interned (held without
trial). In 1975, the Gardiner Committee ended the special status of polit-
ical prisoners and such prisoners were housed in rapidly built ‘H-blocks’
at Lomng Kesh, near Belfast, and Magilligan, near Derry. In response,
political prisoners refused to wear prison clothes and to wash, and cov-
ered their cell walls in human excrement. Out of desperation, republi-
can prisoners embarked on a sustained hunger strike, leading to the
deaths of ten prisoners in 1981, including Bobby Sands who had been
elected as an MP during these protests. The Good Friday Agreement—
signed in April 1998—had a major impact on the Prison Service in
Northern Ireland and, from September 1998, led to the release of many
paramilitary prisoners. The current aims of the Northern Ireland Prison
Service are set out in its vision and values.

Our vision

‘To be recognised as a model of good practice in dealing with prisoners and to
be valued and respected for our service to the community.’

Our values

• Recognising that the Service requires the commitment of all of us;
• Leading well and behaving with integrity;
• Upholding prisoners’ human rights and working with them as individuals

to become law-abiding;
• Ensuring that we each have the required skills and competencies;
• Accepting responsibility and accountability;
• Managing resources, including our time, cost effectively;
• Showing an innovative approach to our work;
• Team-working and acting in partnership with other organisations;
• Demonstrating a commitment to fairness, equality and respect for each

other and those we are in contact with.

(www.niprisonservice.gov.uk)

Prisons and houses of correction were not as entrenched in Scotland as
they were in England and Wales, being fewer in number and housing
relatively small numbers of people. Although Bridewells did exist in
places such as Glasgow, a correctional system did not develop in
Scotland until the 1830s. In 1839, the (Scottish) Prison Act introduced a
General Board that undertook the daily administration of prisons and,
in 1842, a new ‘general prison’ was opened at Perth. Later, developments
under the Prisons (Scotland) Administration Act 1860 and Prisons
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(Scotland) Act 1877 created a centralised system with one penitentiary and
56 county prisons. Remarkably, one of the first steps in the new centralised
system was to reduce the number of prisons to 15 by the 1890s. In 1939,
the administration of prisons was given to the Secretary of State for
Scotland and, until recently, were prisons were run by the Scottish
Office and Health Department. Today, the Scottish Prison Service is an
agency of the Scottish Executive and launched its vision for the future
in September 2000: ‘We will be recognised as the leader in prisons’ correc-
tional work which helps to reduce recidivism and thereby offers value for
money for the taxpayer.’

The key aims of the Scottish Prison Service (SPS) are custody, order, care and
opportunity.

The Scottish Prison Service aspires to meet its aims by concentrating on
five key themes:

• Leadership in correctional Service
• A prison estate that is fit for the purpose
• Highest Standards of Service
• Respect for our Staff
• Value for Money for the Taxpayer

(www.sps.gov.uk)

“Why did penal reforms continue in the mid nineteenth century in the
face of such obvious humanitarian failure at Millbank and Pentonville
prisons?”
You should first establish that the early prison reforms were abject failures. Then,

consider the arguments for further expansion: identify how prisons are intimately

linked with a number of other disciplinary institutions, such as the factory,

school, army barracks, the reformed workhouse and the hospital. Also highlight

social anxieties and a society that increasingly came to see ‘crime’ as the result

of laziness and degeneracy, and of a dangerous and contagious criminal class

that needed to be controlled.
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You can download the current aims, values and objectives of the prison
services in England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland or read their
most recent annual reports and accounts at their websites.

• www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk
• www.niprisonservice.gov.uk
• www.sps.gov.uk
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CAVADINO, M AND DIGNAN, J (2007) The Penal System, 4th edn, London: Sage
COHEN, S AND SCULL, A (EDS) (1983) Social Control and the State, Oxford: Blackwell
EMSLEY, C (1996) Crime and Society in England 1750–1900, London:
Longman
MORRIS, N AND ROTHMAN, D (1998) The Oxford History of the Prison, Oxford:
Oxford University Press
RAWLINGS, P (1999) Crime and Power, London: Longman
SCOTT, DG (2007) ‘The changing face of the English prison: a critical review
of the aims of imprisonment’, in Y Jewkes (ed) (2007) Handbook on
Prisons, Cullompton: Willan Publishing, pp. 49–72
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Running themes

• Human rights
• Labour market
• Legitimacy
• Less eligibility
• Managerialism
• Rehabilitation
• Risk

Performance and privatisation

A ‘performance culture’ was first introduced into the Prison Service in
England and Wales in 1984. From 1993 onwards, managerial buzzwords
and performance monitoring through key performance indicators (KPIs)
and targets, managerial standards and internal audits have had a mas-
sive impact on Prison Service policies and practices, and have opened
the door to the threat of market testing. Under the principles of ‘new
public managerialism’ (NPM), the capitalist state is transformed from
a provider of public services to a ‘facilitator’ or ‘purchaser’ of services.
Competition in the marketplace and privatisation are perceived as the
spurs to innovation, cost effectiveness and value for (taxpayers’) money.
Through embracing a competitive ethos and new management tech-
niques centring on ‘ownership’, ‘visions’ and ‘mission statements’,
existing public sector services are expected to improve their perfor-
mance significantly. This performance culture and its associated stan-
dards are rooted in the requirement of the government to be able to
measure, monitor and audit public service outputs. If performance is
poor, a competitor can replace the current public service provider.

The three broad criteria for successful performance revolve around economy, efficiency
and effectiveness. ‘Economy’ refers to prioritising those methods that are most suited
to obtaining the best possible results for the resources utilised. The ‘holy grail’ of effi-
ciency entails the securing of the maximum output of the organisation for the minimum
resources expended. ‘Effectiveness’ refers to the compliance between organisational
goals and the actual outputs.
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NMP has been criticised on the following grounds.

• It simply measures outputs, rather than meets social objectives, specific out-
comes or human needs.

• It is rooted in neoliberal political economy, which privileges privatisation and
competition. Rather than inspire an increase in service levels, such an
emphasis may, in fact, be divisive and reduce the quality of services.

• It provides the capitalist state with a new cloak of legitimacy, because blame
for failure is now attributed to the service provider and not to the functioning
of the state itself.

Benchmarking: measuring and improving performance

The Prison Service has ‘Quarterly Performance Ratings’ that are published
in May, August, November and February of each year. Ratings are based on
the following criteria.

1. Cost performance and output data from a weighted scorecard.
2. Compliance with Prison Service standards.
3. Findings from external inspections by HM Chief Inspector of Prisons

(HMCIP) and the Independent Monitoring Board (IMB).
4. Views of Prison Service area managers and the Prison Service man-

agement board.

The Prison Service is constantly updating its data on penal performance on its website.
This can be a source of more up-to-date information for your essays than that which is
cited in textbooks.

Key performance indicators 2005 (for public sector prisons)

1. To ensure no escapes of Category A prisoners.
2. To ensure that the number of escapes from prisons and from escorts

undertaken by Prison Service staff, expressed as a proportion of the
average prison population, is lower than 0.05 per cent.

3. To ensure that the number of escapes from contracted-out escorts is no
more than 1 per 20,000 prisoners handled.
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4. To ensure that the number of serious assaults, expressed as a propor-
tion of the average prison population, does not exceed the level
recorded in 2003–04.

5. To ensure that the rate of self-inflicted deaths in 2004–05 does not
exceed 112.8 per 100,000 of the prison population.

6. To ensure that the average rate of positive results from random
mandatory drug tests is lower than 10 per cent by April 2005.

7. To ensure that the number of minority ethnic staff in the Prison
Service is at least 6.0 per cent by April 2005.

8. To improve the proportion of prisoners escorted within the contractor
area that arrive at court before the court sitting time. Contractor targets:

• Area 1 75%
• Area 2 85%
• Area 3 75%
• Area 4 75%
• Area 5 91%
• Area 6 85%
• Area 7 80%
• Area 8 85%

9. To deliver 10,490 accredited offending behaviour programme comple-
tions in 2004–05, including 1,100 sex offender treatment programmes
and 3,900 drug programmes.

10. To ensure that the percentage of the prison population that is above
the uncrowded capacity, expressed as a percentage of the average
population, does not exceed 24 per cent.

11. Prisoners to achieve:

• 52,260 basic skills awards, of which 15,870 are at entry level,
21,890 are at Level 1 and 14,500 are at Level 2;

• 113,010 key skills awards.

12. To ensure that 34,890 prisoners have a job training or educational out-
come on release in 2004–05.

13. To ensure that average staff sickness in 2004–05 does not exceed
12.5 working days per person.

(HM Prison Service, 2005)

Privatisation occurs when government functions are systematically trans-
ferred to the private sector. Cavadino and Dignan (2007) argue that there
are three main ways in which privatisation has impacted on prisons:
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• the delivery of services (escorts, employment, catering and education);
• the financing and building of new prisons;
• the management of existing prisons.

The main penal entrepreneurs are: Group 4; Premier Prisons; UKDS; and
Tarmac Constructions Ltd. Wolds Remand Centre, run by Group 4,
opened in April 1992. There are currently 13 private prisons in England
and Wales. Prison privatisation has a very long history, but it was rein-
troduced in the 1990s because of the:

• penal system being confronted with a number of interrelated crises;
• ideological commitment of New Right to denationalisation;
• belief that privatisation and better management might solve the prisons’ crises.

Penal privatisation has been heavily criticised on moral and
political grounds.

1. It is immoral to make profits out of the pain of others.
2. Labour in private (and public) prisons is a form of penal slavery.
3. With the increased focus on efficiency, human needs are erased.
4. It creates tensions and conflict between public and private sectors.
5. Market testing leads to increasing staff insecurities that may be taken

out on prisoners.
6. Private prisons are less accountable than those in the public sector.
7. Profits can only be made by having either fewer, and poorly trained,

staff or by providing inferior services.
8. Private prisons are considered to have poor safety records.
9. The lessons from the USA show us that, in the long run, prison conditions

and prisoners’ lived experiences are worse, not better, under private
regimes.

10. The profit motive drives greater pressure for penal expansion or for
keeping people in prison for longer.

Rather than adding to penal legitimacy, privatisation creates new prob-
lems in addition to the current crises that the penal system faces.

Common pitfall The debate on penal privatisation is polarised. Ensure that you read
sources from all of the different perspectives.
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‘Making punishment work’

In recent times, there have been three main periods of penal policy.
From the late 1980s until 1993, prisons were generally considered to
be ineffective and counterproductive. The Home Office White Paper
Crime, Justice and Protecting the Public (1990) described incarceration
as an ‘expensive way of making bad people worse’ (p. 6). The government
was committed to penal reduction and the Criminal Justice Act 1991
enshrined the principles of just deserts: that punishment should be
restricted to serious (i.e. violent and sexual) offences and that the
sentence should be proportionate to the offence committed. Much of
the success in containing, and then reducing, the prison populations
has been attributed to Douglas Hurd, Home Secretary during the late
1980s. From 1993–7, however, the political landscape changed and
Michael Howard, the Conservative Home Secretary during this period,
argued that prisons ‘worked’ in terms of incapacitation and deterrence.
The Home Office Protecting the Public (1996) stated simply that ‘the
Government firmly believes that prison works’ (p. 4). Howard advocated
increased security, austere regimes and a return to less eligibility.

Common pitfall There are a number of Criminal Justice Acts and laws relating to
prisons, probation and sentencing. Ensure that you always check for recent changes to
legislation and government White Papers.

With the election of ‘New’ Labour in 1997 came another shift in empha-
sis. The intention now was to make prisons work, with prisons perceived
to be a major opportunity to responsibilise and rehabilitate offenders. In
1997, Jack Straw, the first New Labour Home Secretary, made a commit-
ment to constructive regimes, stating ‘we believe prisons can be made to
work as one element in a radical and coherent strategy to protect the public by
reducing crime’ (cited in HMCIP, 1998, p. 19). A little later, influential lib-
eral penal reformer Lord Justice Woolf (2002) argued that ‘[al]though
prison remains very expensive … I now believe that it can be an expensive way
of making people better’ (p. 6).

New penal credo

Alison Liebling (2004) argued that we have seen the emergence of a ‘new
penal credo’ (p. 35). This is centred around the following:
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• protection of public as key ideology;
• links with other agencies to maximise effectiveness;
• best value from resources;
• standards for all aspects of work;
• regimes and programmes subject to accreditation;
• reducing reoffending as the key outcome.

The most significant policy document on prisons under the New Labour
Government is the Halliday Report, Making Punishments Work (2001).
The Report called for the virtual abolition of short-term sentences and
the end to the proportionality principle that underscored the Criminal
Justice Act 1991.

Halliday argued that, instead, sentences should reflect previous convictions. This focus
was underscored by the unsubstantiated claim that 50 per cent of all ‘crimes’ were
committed by a hard core of 100,000 persistent offenders. This persistence principle
for sentencing, however, is only likely to criminalise poor and petty property offenders,
and to lead to greater discrimination in the penal system.

Halliday advocated that intensive efforts should be made to rehabilitate
persistent offenders through ‘intrusive and punitive sentences’. The oppor-
tunity to protect the public through reducing reoffending would be pur-
sued within an ‘appropriate punitive envelope’. He proposed a twin-track
approach in penal policy, distinguishing between tough measures for
serious and dangerous offenders, and lenient approaches for ordinary
offenders. This bifurcated approach revisited the debates on policy of
the 1970s and 1980s (see, for example, Bottoms, 1977; Hudson, 1993).
Halliday also proposed a new generic ‘community punishment order’ and
the need for improved co-operation between criminal justice agencies.
The government accepted these proposals in the 2002 White Paper
Justice for All and the subsequent Criminal Justice Act 2003.

Criminal Justice Act 2003

• Diverts very low-risk offenders out of the court system and punishes
them in the community.

• Provides for income-related fines for low-risk offenders.
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• Demands community sentences for medium-risk offenders.
• Establishes greater control and surveillance (including satellite tracking)

of persistent offenders, combined with help to reduce reoffending.
• Under Custody plus, offenders are sentenced to a short spell in prison,

followed by a longer period of supervision in the community.
• Under Custody minus, offenders who fail to undertake a community

punishment are imprisoned.

The fulfilment of the changes brought about by the Halliday Report and
the Criminal Justice Act 2003 required major organisational changes
in the national probation and prison services. The government duly
published the Carter Review, Managing Offenders, Reducing Crime: A New
Approach, on 6 January 2004. Carter promoted rehabilitation through
accredited ‘What Works’ programmes and argued that, for this to be
effective, the ‘silos’ between the ‘correctional’ services had to be broken
down. This was to be done by creating an umbrella organisation
that could provide the case management of offenders from sentence
to release. In June 2004 and without consultation, the government
published Reducing Crime, Changing Lives: The Government’s Plans for
Transforming the Management of Offenders, which outlined the introduc-
tion of a National Offender Management Service (NOMS).

The National Offender Management Service (NOMS)

NOMS bridged the gap between public and private sectors, and between
prisons and probation. New regional offender managers (ROMS) owned
offender sentence plans and commissioned services, including rehabilita-
tion, from the various providers in the market. This principle of ‘contestabil-
ity’, in effect, privatised the rehabilitation of offenders. NOMS is rooted in the
principles that better management and interagency co-operation will lead to
the greater responsibilisation of offenders; it also adheres to the belief that
prison is a ‘special place’ in which we can both punish and rehabilitate seri-
ous criminals. NOMS has been heavily criticised. One undisclosed informant
told The Guardian ‘it’s like putting a goat in charge of an orchard’ (23 June
2005), while one senior Home Office civil servant suggested that NOMS
might really stand for ‘Nightmare on Marsham Street’ (ibid.).

A further theme that has developed is that it is the victim who is the
real customer of the correctional services (Home Office, 2004c). The
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government wishes to bring about a cultural change to improve
customer services and to reduce offending in the interests of victims.
According to Tony Blair (2004):

Sentencing will ensure the public is protected from the most dangerous and
hardened criminals but will offer the rest the chance of rehabilitation … This
whole programme amounts to a modernising and rebalancing of the entire
criminal justice system in favour of victims and the community.

Penal pressure groups often provide invaluable commentaries on recent policies.

Cognitive behaviouralism and what works

Under New Labour, properly managed prisons are seen as an opportu-
nity to responsibilise offenders and to reduce the risk of reoffending. A
sentence of imprisonment is expected to transform serious and persis-
tent offenders by improving their life skills and addressing the drivers
that can trigger crime. Prisoners should be given opportunities to make
choices that help them to learn how to behave responsibly. This respon-
sibilisation process is managed and integrated with other criminal jus-
tice agencies and punishments in the community. Reducing the risk of
reoffending is tied to the ‘What Works’ rehabilitative agenda, which
roots the causes of offending behaviour in each individual offender’s
cognitive defects and deficient thinking skills. There are a number of
accredited ‘What Works’ programmes in prison.

‘What Works’

• Reasoning and rehabilitation (R&R)
• Enhanced thinking skills (ETS)
• Making offenders rethink everything (MORE)
• Controlling anger and learning to manage it (CALM)
• Cognitive self-change programme (CSCP)
• Sex offender treatment programmes (SOTPs, of which there are four)

Critics have claimed, however, that the ‘What Works’ rehabilitative
programmes are epistemologically flawed. This is because ‘What Works’:
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• individualises and pathologises offenders;
• ‘others’ prisoners as cognitively different;
• demands choice, agency and acting responsibly, all of which, in the prison set-

ting, are virtually non-existent;
• privileges rehabilitation so that, if it fails or is rejected, it is the individual’s

fault because of his or her own inadequacies;
• leads to further individualisation or redefinition as ‘dangerousness’ and there-

fore untreatable;
• focuses on self-governance, and ignores wider social contexts and divisions

(such as poverty), doing nothing to change such problematic social
circumstances;

• treatment remains within a punitive framework of security, control and
punishment;

• predicates and justifies improved conditions on reducing offending;
• adds penal legitimacy through the humane cloak of rehabilitation.

Common pitfall Do not confuse ‘What Works’ with ‘prison works’. Both ideologies argue
that prison has a utility, but each focuses on very different philosophical justifications.

Decency, moral performance and human rights

Managerialism has become all-pervasive in penal policy during the last
two decades. Humanitarian penologists and practitioners have looked to
counter the dehumanising aspects of managerialism in three ways:

• promoting decency;
• promoting moral performance;
• promoting human rights.

The ‘decency’ agenda was initiated by Martin Narey (HM Prison Service
Director General, 1999–2003) and his successor Phil Wheatley.

The decency agenda is intended to run like a golden thread through all aspects
of the service’s work. Decency means treatment within the law, delivering
promised standards, providing fit and proper facilities, giving prompt atten-
tion to prisoners concerns and protecting them from harm. It means provid-
ing prisoners with a regime that gives variety and helps them to rehabilitate.
It means fair and consistent treatment by staff.

(HM Prison Service, 2003a, p. 29)
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Decency

Decency would appear to relate to the following.

• Physical conditions Decent living conditions, cleanliness, access to showers,
and a safe, decent and healthy environment.

• Staff–prisoner relationships Officers treating prisoners as they would
treat a family member or as they would like to be treated themselves;
developing positive relationships; that prisoners should be treated with
dignity and respect; use of language (i.e. serving meals, not ‘feeding
time’) and calling prisoners by their first names.

• Legality Prisons are lawful and fair, and prisoners receive their legal
entitlements.

• Anything questioning legitimacy Acknowledging institutional racism,
prison officer brutality and responding to horrendous suicide rates.

The problems with the decency agenda are:

• it has no clear definition—‘it means all things to all people’;
• it is nothing new—‘old wine in new bottles’;
• it is not focused on the experiences of prisoners;
• it benefits from no powers of enforcement;
• it re-legitimises prison.

The evaluative criteria of ‘moral performance’ are championed by liberal
penologist Alison Liebling. She argues that there have been many posi-
tive changes in imprisonment following the rise of performance indica-
tors. Liebling argues that this managerialist agenda can be expanded by
undertaking appreciative inquiries (AI) into prison life and by develop-
ing ‘Measuring Quality of Prison Life’ (MQPL) surveys.

Moral performance

Alison Liebling (2004, pp. 154–5) identifies ‘what matters’ in the moral
performance of prisons as follows.

• Relationship dimensions Respect; humanity; relationships; trust; support.
• Regime dimensions Fairness; order; safety; well-being; personal develop-

ment; family contact; decency.
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• Social structure dimensions Power; social life.
• Individual items Meaning; quality of life.

The idea of moral performance has, however, been criticised on the follow-
ing grounds:

• the limits of the AI methodology;
• it is predicated on managerialism;
• it benefits from no legal compulsion;
• it works on the terrain of state discourses;
• it fails to connect with broader structural/socio-economic contexts;
• it re-legitimates prisons;
• prisons are profoundly immoral places.

A third response has been to promote prisoners’ human rights. This
gained some momentum with the implementation of the Human
Rights Act 1998 (HRA) in October 2000, but the courts have inter-
preted the HRA conservatively, while the Prison Service has largely
ignored it and has given staff little training. When the HRA has been
discussed in official documents, the Service has outlined how it
believes current policies are ‘ECHR [European Convention on Human
Rights]-proof’, vigorously defended them, or emphasised the impor-
tance of responsibilities.

The Government’s objective is to promote a culture of rights and responsi-
bilities throughout our society. The Act will make people more aware of the
rights they already have but also balance these with responsibilities to others.

(HM Prison Service, 2000, p. 1, emphasis added)

The promotion of human rights remains an underdeveloped response to
managerial forms of penal performance.

Resettlement and pathways out of crime

The Social Exclusion Report (Social Exclusion Unit, 2002) identified a
number of key factors involved in reoffending. These included truancy,
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unemployment, illicit substance misuse, health, debt, homelessness,
social capital and family problems.

Offender Pathways

The Home Office’s Reducing Reoffending: National Action Plan (2004b) identi-
fied a number of ‘Pathways’ out of crime, relating to the following factors.

• Pathway 1 Accommodation
• Pathway 2 Education, training and employment
• Pathway 3 Mental and physical health
• Pathway 4 Drugs and alcohol
• Pathway 5 Finance, benefit and debt
• Pathway 6 Children and the families of offenders
• Pathway 7 Attitudes, thinking and behaviour

Part of the role of the Prison Service is to help to resettle offenders back
into the community on release. Despite the many different problems
identified as confronting prisoner ‘resettlement’, the Service has, to
date, only been actively involved in assisting ex-prisoners and those on
parole to find employment and/or accommodation.

In recent times, prison industries and workshops have aimed to provide skills that fit
the demands of the labour market. This draws remarkable parallels with the arguments
proposed by Marxist penologists.

“Is the Prison Service committed to treating prisoners with dignity and
respect?”
You need to consider the main Prison Service statements on dignity and respect.

This will include a discussion of ‘decency’, the aims of the Service and its state-

ment of purpose, and other policy initiatives, such as those focusing on race rela-

tions. You should also consider the manner in which the Prison Service has

defined prisoner human rights.
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Are we witnessing the emergence of ‘welfare through punishment’?

Effectively managed prisons are presented as a major opportunity for reduc-
ing the likelihood of reoffending and for ‘bringing home’ prisoners’ responsi-
bilities. Without rejecting the goals of deterrence and incapacitation,
rehabilitation is tied into wider utilitarian goals of crime reduction and is
advocated as one of the primary ends of imprisonment. The welfare role of
imprisonment, however, takes on new significance, because it operates within
a context of a declining commitment to social insurance, and a greater push
towards the criminalisation and penalisation of the powerless. The doctrine
of ‘welfare through punishment’ promises to protect legitimate consumers
(i.e. victims) by facilitating the re-entry into the labour market of responsi-
bilised offenders. The prison is conceived as a new workhouse, in which the
non-productive sub-proletariat can be trained to be a potentially valuable
commodity—i.e. given the skills, discipline and work ethic needed for
employment. We must consider whether this means that we are confronted
with the horrible spectre of prisons and their correctional partners operating
as a buffer system between the poor and welfare support. Rather than
responding to need, welfare priorities are restricted for those at society’s
extremities only once they have been criminalised and already embroiled in
the process of penalisation.

The limitations of welfare through punishment are immediately apparent.
Procedural rights of the accused are virtually irrelevant. Notions of ‘justice’
are reduced to improved conviction rates and reduced costs. Any sense of a
prisoner’s entitlement, rights, conditions or claims to humanity are intimately
tied to his or her ability, or potential, to provide a productive form of labour
in a capitalist economy within which demand outstrips supply. The individual
human suffering of prisoners and its acknowledgement are inconsequential
to wider utilitarian aims. A reversal of fortune, it can be assumed, may lead
to a return of its sister doctrine, less eligibility. Worryingly, the contraction of
welfare provision may mean that, in times of economic decline, political pres-
sure may mount for a long-term suppression of prisoner welfare rights. Yet it
is clear that those in need of welfare should always be conceived of beyond
punishment.

Textbook gu ide

CAVADINO, M AND DIGNAN, J (2007) The Penal System, 4th edn, London: Sage
CLARKE, J AND NEWMAN, J (1997) The Managerial State, London: Sage
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FITZGERALD, M AND SIM, J (1982) British Prisons, 2nd edn, Oxford: Blackwell
JEWKES, Y (ED) (2007A) Handbook of Prisons, Cullompton: Willan Publishing
LIEBLING, A (2004) Prisons and their Moral Performance, Oxford: Oxford
University Press
RYAN, M (2005) Penal Policy and Political Culture, Winchester: Waterside
Press
RYAN, M AND WARD, T (1989) Privatization and the Penal System, Milton
Keynes: Open University Press
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Core areas: the structure of the penal administration in England and Wales

the penal estate

current prison populations

locking up the dangerous or punishing the poor?

prisons in Northern Ireland and Scotland

Running themes

• Human rights
• Legitimacy
• Less eligibility
• Managerialism
• Pains of imprisonment
• Power to punish
• Public protection
• Social divisions
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The structure of the penal administration in England and Wales

On 9 May 2007, responsibility for prisons, probation and sentencing
was moved from the Home Office to the Department of Constitutional
Affairs, which was renamed the Ministry of Justice. Lord Falconer of
Thoroton was originally appointed as the new Secretary of Justice, but,
at the end of June 2007, Gordon Brown, the new Prime Minister,
replaced Lord Falconer with Jack Straw.

The core components of the new Ministry of Justice

• The National Offender Management Service—an umbrella organisation
that provides the administration of correctional services in England and
Wales through HM Prison Service and the National Probation Service
(NPS).

• The Youth Justice Board.
• The Parole Board, HM Inspectorates of Prison and Probation,

Independent Monitoring Boards, and the Prison and Probation
Ombudsman.

• The Sentencing Guidelines Council.
• The Office for Criminal Justice Reform.
• HM Courts Service—administration of the civil, family and criminal

courts in England and Wales.

The National Offender Management Service (NOMS) deals with the deliv-
ery of prison and probation services. The nine regional offender managers
(ROMs) in England, and the Director of Offender Management in Wales,
commission offender services from a range of providers in the public and
private sectors. The current Chief Executive of NOMS is Helen Edwards
and she chairs the NOMS board, which includes the Director General of
HM Prison Service and the Director of Probation. NOMS has a budget of
around £4bn. The aims of NOMS are to:

• protect the public;
• reduce reoffending;
• punish offenders;
• rehabilitate offenders;
• ensure that victims feel that justice has been done.

The current Director General of HM Prison Service is Phil Wheatley.
Since 1993, the Prison Service has been an executive agency of the
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Home Office (now Ministry of Justice). The HM Prison Service ‘statement
of purpose’ reads:

Her Majesty’s Prison Service serves the public by keeping in custody those
committed by the courts. Our duty is to look after them with humanity and
help them lead law-abiding and useful lives in custody and after release.

(www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk)

The Home Office was the main government body for penal administration before May
2007. It continues to exist, but is now more focused on security.

Since June 2004, the Prison Service has been part of NOMS. Sixty-eight
per cent of NOMS’ 70,000 staff work within the Prison Service branch.

The main aims and priorities of HM Prison Service for 2005–6

• Ensuring safe and decent conditions for prisoners
• Reducing reoffending and improving prisoners’ prospects on release
• Maintaining order and control
• Increasing diversity and equality
• Maintaining security and preventing escapes
• Improving health care

The penal estate

In 2007, there were 139 Prisons (126 public and13 private) in England and
Wales. The budget for HM Prison Service is £2.6bn per annum. It costs
£600 per week on average for each prisoner (i.e. £30,000+ per annum).
There are a number of different categories of prisons and prisoners for
adult male prisoners.

Types of prison

1. Open prisons
2. Closed prisons:

• local;
• training;
• high security (‘dispersal prisons’).
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Not all prisoners have been convicted or sentenced. Remand prisoners
make up around 19 per cent of the total prison population and the aver-
age length of time spent on remand is two months. It is worth noting
that many people on remand do not receive custodial sentences at trial.
There are also a small number of civil prisoners. These are people who
have not broken the criminal law, but who have breached procedural
rules such as ‘contempt of court’.

Who works in prisons?

The officers of a prison, as stipulated under the Prison Act 1952, are:

• prison governor (grades 1–5 and governing governor who set budgets);
• prison medical officers (doctors, nurses, medical officers, mental health

specialists);
• prison chaplains.

Other members of staff that you will find in a prison include:

• prison officers (basic/senior/principal);
• suicide awareness coordinator;
• probation officers (seconded to the prison for five years);
• psychologists;
• educational (teachers);
• resettlement;
• counselling, assessment, referral, advice and throughcare (CARAT) workers;
• instructors (works unit, physical instructors, farms);
• operational grade support (work on the gate);
• administration (civil servants).

Current prison populations

In September 2005, Charles Clarke, then Home Secretary, announced
that the government had abandoned its target of keeping the upper lim-
its of the prison population at around 80,000. According to recent Home
Office estimates, the ADP for prisoners in 2010 will be at least 91,000.
The current prison population reached a new high of 80,000 in December
2006, but then declined. By early 2007, however, it had once again
breached 80,000. Between June 2006 and June 2007, the average daily
population of prisoners increased by 3,019.
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Prison data snapshots

The following three dates and sets of ADP prisoner figures are worth
remembering.

• December 1992 40,600 prisoners—the lowest recorded rate of ADP of
prisoners in recent times.

• May 1997 60,131 prisoners—the ADP of prisoners when the New Labour
government was elected.

• June 2007 81,007 prisoners—the ADP of prisoners during the week in
which Gordon Brown became Prime Minister.

At any one time, approximately 40 per cent of prisoners have been con-
victed of offences related to fraud, theft, burglary or robbery. About 15 per
cent of prisoners are convicted of drug offences, which are often linked
to property offences; 15 per cent of convictions are related to sexual
offences and 20 per cent are for violent offences. Approximately 80 per
cent of convicted and sentenced prisoners are released within one year.
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TTaabbllee  22..22 PPrriissoonneerr  ppooppuullaattiioonn  iinn  EEnnggllaanndd  aanndd  WWaalleess  aatt  11  JJuunnee  22000077

Male 75,973
Female 4,377
Number of prisoners held in police cells under Operation Safeguard 264
TTOOTTAALL 8800,,661144
Useable operational capacity 8811,,005588
Spaces available under Operation Safeguard* 440000
TTOOTTAALL 8811,,445588
Number under Home Detention Curfew supervision 22,,226699

*These vary from night to night and up to a 400-place ceiling.

TTaabbllee  22..33 PPrriissoonneerr  ppooppuullaattiioonn  iinn  EEnnggllaanndd  aanndd  WWaalleess  aatt  11  JJuunnee  22000066

Male 73,139
Female 4,456
Number of prisoners held in police cells under Operation Safeguard 0
TTOOTTAALL 7777,,559955
Useable operational capacity 7799,,449988
Number under Home Detention Curfew supervision 22,,880044
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The exorbitant rise in prison populations is a political and policy choice,
and is not a response to the official ‘crime’ rate. Indeed, the official
‘crime’ rate has declined.

According to the official ‘crime’ statistics and the British Crime Survey (BCS), most
‘crimes’ are actually going down.

British Crime Survey (BCS) figures have been on a downward trend since
1995, after a long upward trend since 1981. Police-recorded figures
from the period between 1991 and 1997 identified a downward trend,
but these figures have been much more ambiguous in the last ten years.
In July 2006, the BCS estimated that the total ‘crime’ against private

Common pitfall Examining the average daily population (ADP) alone can give you a
distorted perception. Statistics are socially constructed. The number of people in various
different forms of custody in the United Kingdom is much higher than 80,000 and is
likely soon to break through the 100,000 mark.
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households amounted to 10.9 million offences annually. This compares
with an estimated 16.7 million offences annually in 1999: a fall of
35 per cent.

Home Office estimates of offences: custody ratio (1999)

• Offences reported 45.2% (of all offences committed)
• Offences recorded 24.3%
• Offences leading to caution or conviction 3.0%
• Offences leading to conviction 2.2%
• Offences leading to custody 0.3%

This is limited data, but, given that practitioners and politicians often
present such figures as accurate and reliable accounts, their decline at
the same time as prison populations increase is significant.

There are a number of reasons why the prison population has increased, including:

• longer prison sentences;
• increasing custody rates;
• more people on remand;
• the use of indeterminate sentences;
• the collapse of the fine;
• the reduced use of the Home Detention Curfew;
• increasing risk aversion on behalf of parole boards;
• more recalls of people for breaches of community sentences;
• the external pressures of a law and order society that uses punitive rhetoric to

exploit people’s fears and anxieties to gain political ascendancy;
• internal pressures and the needs of professionals.

Recidivism rates for ex-prisoners remain high. The Home Office (2003)
estimated that 75 per cent of young offenders and 50 per cent of adult
offenders reoffended within two years of release.

Locking up the dangerous or punishing the poor?

Although we often hear arguments that we punish the dangerous and
protect the public, when we look at the facts of who is imprisoned and
their social backgrounds, a different picture begins to emerge.
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Prison data

•• Sentences 81% of prison population convicted
• Men 92% of prison population
• Women 8% of prison population
• Age 23% under the age of 21 and 52% under the age of 30
• Class 83% of male prisoners are working class
• Black 19% men and 25% women

Prisoners are more likely to be socially deprived and harmed individuals
than seriously dangerous to society.

Social backgrounds of prison populations

1. Have been in care or have family difficulties:

• 27% in care as child;
• two-and-a-half times as likely to have had a family member con-

victed of a criminal offence.

2. Are unemployed or on benefits:

• 5% of general population unemployed, but 67% of prisoners have
been unemployed during the four weeks before imprisonment;

• 13.7% of working-age population are in receipt of benefits, but 72%
have been in receipt of benefits immediately before entry to prison;

• 75% of prisoners do not have paid employment to go to on release.

3. Homeless:

• one in 14 prisoners are homeless at the time of imprisonment;
• 32% of prisoners are not living in permanent accommodation prior

to imprisonment.

4. No education:

• 80% have writing skills, 65% have numeracy skills and 50% have
reading skills at, or below, the level of an 11-year-old child;

• 52% of male and 71% of female adult prisoners have no qualifications
at all.
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5. In poor health:

• 80% of prisoners have mental health problems;
• 46% of sentenced adult male prisoners aged 18–49 reported having

a long-standing illness or disability;
• 15 times as likely to be HIV positive;
• 60–70% of prisoners were using drugs before imprisonment.

(Social Exclusion Unit, 2002)

Young people in custody

Those children who are criminalised and penalised are generally from
vulnerable backgrounds. Rather than presenting a threat to adults,
children in secure custody have, more often than not, been harmed by
adults. Many children in custody have experienced difficult family rela-
tionships, impoverished social backgrounds and have difficulties in cop-
ing with the problems with which they are confronted in life. To add to
these problems, they are taken away from what is familiar to them and
placed in an unfriendly, stigmatising and physically austere environ-
ment, which may be overcrowded and which is rooted in conflict,
power struggles and bullying. For penal commentators such as Barry
Goldson and Debs Coles, such a deliberately painful state of affairs has,
quite rightly, been described as ‘institutional child abuse’ and these critics
have called for its abolition.

Children and young people in custody or secure accommodation

Social backgrounds

• Involved in care or social services 50%
• Mental health issues 85%
• Serious drug addictions (e.g. heroin) 14%
• Alcohol problems 66%
• Victim of violence at home 25%
• Victim of sexual abuse (girls) 33%
• Victim of sexual abuse (boys) 5%
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Custodial institutions

• 3250 places for young people
• 13 young offender institutions (YOIs)
• 30 local authority secure units
• Three secure training centres

Plus

• Remands in adult prisons
• Children in care homes

Black and minority ethnic prisoners

The problem of racism is deeply rooted in the history of the Prison
Service. In the 1970s, many officers were members of the overtly racist
organisation, the National Front.

There is evidence of extreme racism among prison officers, and of the brutal treatment
and harassment of minority ethnic prisoners. In 1999, Martin Narey, then its Director
General, admitted that the Prison Service was ‘institutionally racist’.

Many prison staff have been accused of overreacting to disruptive
behaviour by black prisoners and of falsely stereotyping them as ‘big,
black and dangerous’. There have also been dubious statements about
black victims in prison. In 1998, Richard Tilt, former Director General,
made the unsubstantiated claim that black prisoners were more likely to
die from positional asphyxia while being restrained because of their
genetic disposition to sickle cell anaemia.

Black/minority ethnic prisoner populations

• In 1985, there were 8 per cent (men) and 12 per cent (women) from
black or minority ethnic (ME) groups.

• There were 26,043 prisoners from ME groups received into public sector
prisons in England and Wales during the year Apr 2004–Mar 2005.

• Of all first receptions recorded under the 2001 Census codes, 78 per cent
were white, 12 per cent were black or black British, 6 per cent Asian or
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Asian British, 3 per cent were of mixed ethnicity and 1 per cent of other
ethnic groups.

• Between 1993 and 2003, white and Asian prison population increased
by 48 per cent and 73 per cent, respectively. The black and ME prisoner
population increased by 138 per cent.

• In 2003, 37 per cent of black and ME prisoners were foreign nationals.

The death of Zahid Mubarek at Feltham YOI in March 2000 led to a number of official
inquiries. The Commission for Racial Equality published two reports in 2003, which led
to the HM Prison Service Prison Service Action Plan on race relations (2003b). The
HMCIP published its thematic study Parallel Lives in 2005, while in 2006, the Keith
Inquiry published its two-volume Report of the Zahid Mubarek Inquiry.

In February 2003, of those whose nationality was known, 12 per cent
of the male prison population and 21 per cent of all women prisoners
were foreign nationals. In 2007, there were believed to be over 10,000
foreign national prisoners in England and Wales. Foreign national
prisoners are confronted with a variety of problems, concerns and
socio-economic disadvantages, not least of which are the language bar-
riers. The prospect of deportation and revocation of their immigration
status may also increase anxiety, uncertainty and the pains of impris-
onment. There is evidence in HM Inspectorate of Prisons’ reports of
racism, and of the use of inappropriate language and comments. For
critics, imprisonment, detention and immigration policies must be
understood within the context of state racism. This analysis considers
how ‘institutional racism and popular racism are woven into state racism’
(Sivanandan, 2001, p. 3).

Official data can evidence social problems and social divisions.

Women in prison

The experiences and differential pains of imprisonment for women have
largely been ignored.
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Women prisoners

Populations

• 1965 841
• 1992 1,353
• 1999 3,400
• 2004 4,672
• 2007 4,368

Social backgrounds

• Unemployed 66%
• Non-violent crimes 72%
• Drugs/substance misuse 66%
• Care and abuse 40%
• Mothers 40%
• Minority ethnic/black 30%
• Attempted suicide before prison 10%

Prisons

In 2007, there were 17 prisons for women (including with-male prisons or
remand centres).

Recidivism rates

Sixty-five per cent of ex-prisoners reoffend within two years.

Women offenders have been more likely to be understood through pos-
itivistic psychobiological theories of crime and to be responded to more
as psychiatric patients than as offenders.

Feminist studies have identified the different needs of women offenders and that their
experiences of imprisonment are qualitatively different from those of men. Women pris-
oners are often relatively powerless and vulnerable, and have often been subjected to
abuse on the outside. There have been many calls to abolish the imprisonment of
women.

Prisons in Northern Ireland and Scotland

Northern Ireland Prison Service (NIPS) is an executive agency of the
Northern Ireland Office (NIO), established on 1 April 1995. Its main
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statutory duties are detailed in the Prison Act (Northern Ireland) 1953.
Prison rules, providing guidance for the operation of the Prison Service,
are made under the Act. The current Director General of the NIPS is
Robin Masefield.

Prisons in Northern Ireland

The NIPS currently has three operational establishments:

• HMP Maghaberry;
• HMP Magilligan;
• HMP Prison and Young Offenders Centre Hydebank.

In the 1970s–1990s, the NIPS was heavily criticised for its treatment of
political prisoners. A number of notorious prisons, such as the Maze,
have been closed since the peace settlement in the 1990s. The current
NIPS ‘statement of purpose’ reads:

The Northern Ireland Prison Service, through our staff, serves the community
by keeping in secure, safe and humane custody those committed by the
courts; by working with prisoners and with organisations, seeks to reduce the
risk of re-offending; and in so doing aims to protect the public and to con-
tribute to peace and stability in Northern Ireland.

(www.niprisonservice.gov.uk)

The NIPS has traditionally had low prison populations. In 1920, there
were only 278 people in prison (Tomlinson, 1996). There was, however,
a major escalation from the late 1960s, when the prison population
rose from below 700 (of which nine were women) to a peak of 3,000 in
1979. Since then, the population (sentenced and remand) has steadily
fallen to around 1,400 prisoners. The total prison population on the
19 December 2005, for example, was 1308. The figures included 30 women
prisoners and nine immigration detainees. On the 20 December 2006,
the population stood at 1,425 prisoners, including 32 women and one
immigration detainee. More recently, on the 10 September 2007, there
were 1,444 sentenced and remand prisoners in Northern Ireland, 49 of
whom were women, alongside four immigration detainees.

The NIPS employs around 2,000 staff in a wide variety of posts. Of
these, 1,600 are uniformed staff, ten are teachers, 66 are hospital or
nursing staff, and 28 are physical education instructors. There has been
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a very large fall in prison officer numbers since 1998: a reduction of
around 40 per cent.

The Scottish Prison Service (SPS) is an agency of the Scottish Executive
and the current Chief Executive of the SPS board is Tony Cameron.
The SPS has a budget of more than £320m and employs over 15,000
members of staff. There are currently 15 penal establishments in
Scotland.

SPS key activities

The SPS’ Annual Report (2006) highlights that its key activities for 2006–8
will include:

• ending slopping out in HM YOI Polmont in 2007;
• working on ways forward for Peterhead prison;
• creating seven new, or completely rebuilt, prisons in the decade from

1999;
• introducing integrated case management for all newly sentenced offenders;
• implementing Home Detention Curfew (HDC);
• working in partnership with community justice authorities (CJAs), and

with private and voluntary sector partners;
• beginning construction at HMP Addiewell;
• awarding a contract for a new prison at Bishopbriggs.

“What is the current organisational structure of the Prison Service in
England and Wales?”
To answer this question, you will need to look at the Ministry of Justice, National

Offender Management Service and HM Prison Service. You will need to under-
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IImmmmiiggrraattiioonn
EEssttaabblliisshhmmeennttss SSeenntteenncceedd RReemmaanndd ddeettaaiinneeeess TToottaall

Maghaberry 348 346 4 698
Magilligan 406 0 0 406
Hydebank Wood (female) 12 13 5 30
Hydebank Wood (male) 86 88 0 174
Total 852 447 9 1308
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stand how these three bodies interrelate, which will probably require you to look up

recent data on the Internet. A good student will be able to tell the examiner what is

happening at the time they are writing. Do not be complacent and give out-of-date

accounts. That little bit of extra work can make all the difference to your marks.

When examining the social backgrounds of prisoners, you may have been
surprised or shocked at the findings: prisoners are generally people from
harmed social backgrounds who have perpetrated relatively harmless acts.
What does this tell us about the current role of imprisonment and how might
this impact upon its political legitimacy?

Textbook gu ide

BOWLING, B AND PHILLIPS, C (2002) Racism, Crime and Justice, London:
Longman
BRYANS, S AND JONES, R (EDS) (2001) Prisons and the Prisoner, London: HMSO
CARLEN, P AND WORRALL, A (2004) Analysing Women’s Imprisonment,
Cullompton: Willan Publishing
CAVADINO, M AND DIGNAN, J (2007) The Penal System, 4th edn, London: Sage
CHIGWADA-BAILEY, R (2003) Black Women’s Experience of Criminal Justice,
Winchester: Waterside Press
COYLE, A (2005) Understanding Prisons, Milton Keynes: Open University
Press
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TTaabbllee  22..55 SSPPSS  pprriissoonneerr  ppooppuullaattiioonn  aatt  FFrriiddaayy  99  MMaarrcchh  22000077

Untried male adults 1,110
Untried female adults 61
Untried male young offenders 300
Untried female young offenders 14
Sentenced male adults 4,619
Sentenced female adults 204
Sentenced male young offenders 622
Sentenced female young offenders 31
Recalled life prisoners 68
Convicted prisoners awaiting sentencing 208
Prisoners awaiting deportation 8

AAllll  SSccoottllaanndd  TToottaall 77,,224455
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Core areas: sociological studies of imprisonment

prison conditions

prisoner health

Running themes

• Human rights
• Legitimacy
• Less eligibility
• Managerialism
• Pains of imprisonment
• Power to punish
• Social divisions

Key penologists

Erving Goffman (1922–82) One of the most influential social thinkers in the

twentieth century, Erving Goffman studied sociology and anthropology at the

University of Toronto. He undertook his PhD on social interactions in a small

island community on the Scottish coast. After studying at Chicago, he spent

much of his working life at the University of Pennsylvania. Goffman looked at the

mechanics of social interactions and his main writings include The Presentation

of the Self in Everyday Life (1956) and Asylums (1961), his famous analysis of

inmates at a Washington mental institution. Goffman died of cancer at the age

of 60 in 1982.

James B Jacobs (born 1947) Currently director of the Centre for Research in

Crime and Justice at New York University, James B Jacobs was awarded a PhD

from Chicago University in 1975. Jacobs is perhaps most well known for his
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Weberian study of Stateville penitentiary, Illinois, which was published in 1977.

In this study, he presented a historical examination of the total prison organisa-

tion, investigating the role of administrators, and the lived realities of prisoners

in authoritarian and legal bureaucratic forms of penal authority.

Gresham Sykes (born 1920) A key sociological thinker, Gresham Sykes is

Professor Emeritus of Sociology at the University of Virginia, USA. Sykes was born

at Plainfield, New Jersey, and served in the US armed forces during World War II.

He first came to international prominence through his work with David Matza on

the techniques of neutralisation. His most influential penological study is his

book Society of Captives, first published fifty years ago in 1958 and republished

in 2007 with a new epilogue by Sykes.

Sociological studies of imprisonment

The sociologies of prison life have investigated the experiences and lived
realities of prisoners and prison staff. They have generally looked at:

• the extent and nature of the pains of imprisonment;
• the different pains of imprisonment of men and women, and how these pains

are compounded by disabilities, racism or homophobia;
• whether the prison code is imported to, created through the deprivations of,

and/or exported to, wider society;
• how prisoners and prison officers develop strategies of psychological survival;
• the structure and transmission of informal rules, ‘ways of life’, cultures and

argots;
• the exercise of penal power (legal and coercive) and the management of

prison conflicts;
• order, control and the prevalence of violence in everyday life;
• the nature of penal controversies and the moral legitimacy of imprisonment.

Sociological studies have investigated many different aspects of prison life, with authors
often combining a number of the above issues in their work.

The sociologies of prison life remind us of the importance of looking at
both the penal environment and the wider social contexts in which
imprisonment is situated. There are a number of classic sociological
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studies of prisons and prisoners. One of the most important early works
was Donald Clemmer’s The Prison Community (1948). This was a study of
the maximum-security prison at Menard, Illinois.

Clemmer argued that prison subcultures were imported, and reflected the confinement
of predominantly male, lower class and poorly educated populations.

Clemmer also argued that there existed a prisoner code emphasising
loyalty, which embodied the norms and values of social backgrounds
of prisoners. The code was pro-prisoner and anti-authority, and led to
a process of ‘prisonisation’, which provided a means of protecting
prisoners.

A slightly later book, but one that laid the foundations for many
subsequent studies, was Gresham Sykes’ The Society of Captives (1958).
Sykes was interested in prisoner subcultures and the exercise of power
at New Jersey State Maximum Security Prison, Trenton. Sykes argued
that the exercise of power by prison officials lacked legitimacy and
identified how officers had to offer prisoners rewards to gain their
co-operation.

Sykes maintained that the prisoner subculture arose as an attempt to mitigate the
deprivations that are created by the inherent pains of imprisonment: the deprivation of
liberty, goods and services, of heterosexual relationships, and of autonomy and security.

Sykes also highlighted the ways in which prisoners developed a special
language or ‘argot’, which was a means of communicating with other
prisoners.

Erving Goffman’s Asylums (1963) has also reached classic status.
Goffman argued that the ‘total institution’—in his study, a mental
hospital—stripped an individual of the social and cultural supports of
his or her identity. This led to institutionalisation and a disculturalisa-
tion, under which people unlearn their normal social skills and sense of
self. An inmate’s self was recreated through the daily rituals of institu-
tional life, although this process could be reversed when the inmate
returned to his or her previous social setting. Goffman also examined
power and status in the total institution. He argued that total institu-
tions were inherently conflictual, leading to antagonistic stereotypes
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between inmates and supervisors, and pressure on staff to ensure
compliance from inmates.

Common pitfall Remember that, although we can learn many things by studying
similar institutions to the prison, there are also many differences between asylums and
other ‘total institutions’.

In a very important English study, Stan Cohen and Laurie Taylor under-
took research while teaching at the maximum-security wing of Durham
Prison. In Psychological Survival (first published in 1972), they produced
a detailed and disturbing account of how long-term prisoners cope with
the psychologically devastating consequences of being deprived of their
liberty. For lifers in Durham prison, the self came under serious threat,
undermined by a sense of futility that brought into question the mean-
ing of life. But adaptation, passivity and powerlessness were not the
only possible outcomes: prisoners could resist. Cohen and Taylor
pointed not only to the inherent threats of long-term imprisonment,
but also to the importance of resistance within an individual’s psycho-
logical well-being.

In another well-known study, Israel Barak-Glantz (1981) developed a
typology of four models of prison management.

• ‘Authoritarian’ In this type, virtually all power is in the hands of the warden.
• ‘Bureaucratic-Lawful’ This model is characterised by bureaucratisation,

decentralisation, the diffusion of power and the atomisation of the inmate
community.

• ‘Shared-Powers’ This places a premium on keeping physical controls to a
minimum and sees the development of prisoner pressure groups.

• ‘Inmate-Control’ Under this model, competing gangs—usually based on
ethnic origin—control prisons.

Common pitfall Some of the earlier sociological studies looked exclusively at the
experiences of men and the operation of male prisons. Some of these theories do not
always fit easily with the experiences of women.

In recent times, there have also been a number of sociological studies on
prison officers. In Doing Prison Work (2004), Elaine Crawley examined
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the social world of prison officers and their families. Her main focus
was on the manner in which prison work is about the management of
human emotions. Another influential study is Alison Liebling and
David Price’s The Prison Officer (2001). Liebling and Price undertook an
appreciative inquiry (AI) into the culture of prison officers and their
relationships with prisoners. They argued that prison officers used ‘talk’
and other hidden skills to develop positive relationships with prisoners.
Underusing their powers, and relying on foresight, diplomacy, humour,
discretion and their personal authority, prison officers performed a
peacekeeping function.

In contrast to Liebling and Price, David Scott (2006) argued that
personal authority is actually deployed to enforce an asymmetrical
deference norm and secure prisoner deference. The study identified
four working personalities: the careerist; the humanitarian; the mort-
gage payer; and the disciplinarian—the dominant personality, which
was immersed within the principles of less eligibility. Kelsey Kauffman
(1988) undertook a detailed study of prison officers at Walpole prison,
USA. A former prison officer, Kauffman highlighted the importance of
solidarity and loyalty among prison officers, and the development of an
informal officer code of conduct. She suggested that prison officer
cultures effectively ‘other’ prisoners as lesser human beings. For
Kauffman, that occupational culture is comprised of functionaries—i.e.
officers who have emotionally distanced themselves from prisoners.

Read widely and look at the sociological literature from the United Kingdom and the
USA. Be prepared to look at journal articles for sociological studies of prison life.

Prison conditions

Prison conditions have been central to the main penological traditions.
For those who believe that prisons work through deterrence, prison con-
ditions have been suppressed, because prison life must always be worse
than living conditions on the outside. Liberal and humanitarian penol-
ogists have consistently called for better conditions for prisoners and
have advocated minimum legal standards. Abolitionists have argued
that, even if prison conditions were to be vastly improved, it would not
necessarily lead to greater penal legitimacy. Prisons with good living
conditions are still rooted in the deliberate infliction of pain through
the deprivation of liberty.
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Prison conditions

Physical conditions inside Outside contact

• Size of cells • Letters
• In-cell furnishings • Telephone calls
• Overcrowding and time in cell • Visits
• Sanitation • Media
• Clothes
• Showers and personal hygiene
• Food
• Purposeful activity (work and leisure facilities)
• Levels of discipline, control and intimidation

Overcrowding has been a major problem for the Prison Service in recent
years. The overcrowding rate in the 32 male local prisons in 2006 was 53
per cent. There was overcrowding of over 10,000 places and 74 of the
142 penal institutions had populations have above their certified nor-
mal accommodation, with 15 above operational capacity (i.e. above the
safety level). The consequences of overcrowding include:

• negative impact on everything to do with the prison regime, including fewer
work and educational facilities;

• 17,000 prisoners are held in pairs in cells that are designed for one;
• police cells are used to contain prisoners;
• the early release of prisoners.

The Howard League provides the most comprehensive and up-to-date information on
prison overcrowding.

Prisoner health

The psychological damage that imprisonment inflicts can have a nega-
tive impact on the health of all prisoners. Prison is damaging to people,
rather than leading to feelings of well-being, support or growth. Three
‘hot topics’ in relation to prisoners’ health are mental health, self-
inflicted deaths, and illicit substance misuse and the spread of infectious
diseases.
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Mental health

The most vulnerable people in prison, as in wider society, are those who
are either physically or mentally ill. People with mental health problems
are in pain, are often unable to cope with the daily stress of life, have
low self-esteem and feel isolated or alienated. Expressions of their suf-
fering include sitting staring into space on association, neglect of per-
sonal hygiene and attempts to harm themselves.

Mental health in prison

There is no shortage of official data on the nature and extent of mental ill
health in prison:

• 80 per cent of prisoners have mental health problems;
• 72 per cent of male and 70 per cent of female sentenced prisoners suf-

fer from two or more mental health disorders;
• 40 per cent of male and 63 per cent of female sentenced prisoners have

a neurotic disorder;
• 7 per cent of males and 14 per cent of female sentenced prisoners have

a psychotic disorder;
• 20 per cent of male and 15 per cent of female sentenced prisoners have

previously been admitted to a mental hospital;
• 95 per cent of young prisoners aged 15–21 suffer from a mental disor-

der and 80 per cent suffer from at least two such disorders.

(Social Exclusion Unit, 2002)

In April 2006, the Department of Health took full responsibility for the
commissioning of prison health care in all (public) prisons. Prison
health care is now run by Primary Care Trusts (PCTs) and private prisons
must make contracts with the PCT. The aim is to provide equivalence
with NHS services in the wider community. But Rickford and Edgar
(2005), and others, have argued that there are a number of problems
with achieving the goal of equivalence, as follow.

• There are a higher number of mentally ill prisoners when compared to num-
bers in the community.

• Mentallly ill prisoners are confined in the prison hospital or in segregation
units.

• Historically, lower quality healthcare services were provided in prisons.
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• The prison environment exacerbates the vulnerabilities caused by mental
illness.

• Staff may treat mentally ill prisoners as lesser humans, neglecting their
needs.

• Less eligibility continues to influence penal policy and wide culture.

Mentally ill people are more likely to be a danger to themselves rather
than a danger to others. They are, however, often considered to be dan-
gerous and suffering from dangerous and severe personality disorder
(DSPD). This is a diagnosis of exclusion and many clinicians believe that
DSPD cannot be treated. At the moment, there are around 2,400 pris-
oners who are considered to suffer from DSPD. Prison Service Order
(PSO) 1700 suggests that anyone on segregation for more than three
months should be considered to have a personality disorder (HM Prison
Service, 2004). The problems with this direction are that:

• many prisoners with mental illness are placed into segregation unit for long
periods, sometimes for their own protection;

• there is no agreed way of assessing DSPD;
• it is a convenient diagnosis that puts individual blame on the prisoner. Some

of the most notorious prisoners for control problems have successfully
addressed their behaviours—see, for example, Boyle (1977).

Common pitfall When looking at prisoner mental health, you will encounter legal,
medical and forensic psychology. Ensure you have a dictionary to help you to under-
stand the technical language used.

Self-inflicted deaths (SIDs)

Imprisonment is plagued by the deaths of prisoners. The following are
three tragic examples.

• Joseph Scholes Joseph died, aged 16, on 24 March 2002 at Stoke Heath
YOI. Joseph was being treated for depression and had a history of self-harm.
Shortly after his arrival at Stoke Heath, he was moved from its special unit for
vulnerable inmates into a cell with bars on its window. He hanged himself from
the bars after nine days in custody. Two weeks before sentencing, he had
slashed his face thirty times. Despite a recommendation that custody should
not be used in Joseph’s case, no places were available elsewhere.

• Sarah Campbell Aged 18, Sarah died of an overdose at HMP and YOI Styal on
18 January 2003. She had been sent to Styal on the previous day. Contrary
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to recommendations, Sarah was placed alone in the segregation unit. Denied
access to the television, the radio or someone to talk to, her only means of
communicating was through a crack in the door. On the morning of her death,
Sarah swallowed a large number of anti-depressants and then told staff what
she had done. She was left unattended and locked in her cell. Alone, Sarah
vomited blood. There was an avoidable delay of around forty minutes between
the reporting of the overdose and the arrival of the ambulance. At the inquest
in January 2005, the jury returned a damning narrative verdict stating that
there had been a ‘failure in the duty of care’ (INQUEST, 2007a).

• Adam Rickwood Adam was found dead on 9 August 2004 at a secure train-
ing centre in Hassockfield in County Durham. He was 14 years old. It was
Adam’s first time in custody and he had told his mother that he intended to
kill himself a few days previously. Adam is the youngest ever person to die in
custody.

It is important to recognise the difference between a suicide and a self-inflicted death. A
self-inflicted death is when somebody takes his or her own life. This only becomes a
suicide if the person who died intended to take his or her life rather than to perform an
act of self-harm as a cry for help.

The number of self-inflicted deaths (SIDs) in prison has risen dramatically
during the last 25 years. In 1983, there were 27 self-inflicted deaths in prison
in England and Wales. We have, however, seen a steep rise in numbers in
recent years, with 91 in 1999, 94 in 2002 and a record number of 95 in
2004. There were 67 self-inflicted deaths in 2006. Disturbingly, the rate of
deaths has increased once again and, before the end of September 2007, this
number had already been exceeded (INQUEST, 2007b).

Who is to blame? Explanations of self-inflicted death

Four main explanations of self-inflicted deaths have been proposed.

1. High-risk inadequates, manipulators and attention seekers The person
who has died is personally culpable for their own death. Victims are
defined as high-risk inadequates and ‘negative reputations’ are estab-
lished (Scraton and Chadwick, 1987). Reflecting an institutionalisation
of the doctrine of less eligibility, prisoners are considered to be lesser
beings who do not have the same human rights as those of law-abiding
people. Rather than focusing on the Prison Service and the responsibilities of
the state to care for those in custody, the person who has died is identified
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as the problem. These ‘weak’ people would have committed suicide
whether they were in prison or not.

2. Poor prison conditions An alternative explanation has looked to locate
the cause of such deaths within specific institutional problems, such as
overcrowding, poor physical conditions, low feelings of safety, or levels of
staffing. From this perspective, the prison environment can be healthy
and safe, but becomes dangerous when it falls below certain standards.

3. People vulnerable to prison environment Prisons are filled with large
numbers of people with poor coping skills who are vulnerable to the
unpredictability of prison life. Self-inflicted deaths arise from a combi-
nation of ‘risky prisoners’, who may or may not be psychiatrically ill, and
their inability to cope with confinement.

4. Inherent harms and pains of imprisonment All prisoners are vulnerable,
because the isolation, hopelessness and brutality are endemic to prison
life. This highly toxic and dehumanising environment cannot be made
completely safe or healthy. Its very existence is the negation of human-
ity, undermining constructions of the self and the meaning of life.
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Illicit substance misuse and infectious diseases

A ‘drug’ is a chemical substance that can alter your behaviour, emotions
or your psychological or physical disposition. Such substances include:
LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide); cocaine; alcohol; heroin; tobacco;
cannabis; barbiturates; MDMA (3,4-methylenedioxy-N-methylampheta-
mine) or ecstasy (XTC); methadone; solvents; and caffeine.

What do prisoners and staff think about cannabis?

If the boys want to blow [smoke cannabis] you should let them because it
keeps them quiet and they keep their head down.

(Prisoner, cited in Keene, 1997, p. 31)

I think that cannabis is generally accepted and tolerated. It makes inmates
quiet, they have a smoke, go to bed and are quite happy and no problem to
anyone.

(Prison officer, cited in Keene, 1997, p. 34)

Cannabis calms them down beautifully.

(Prison governor, cited in Seddon, 1996, p. 331)

I think that if I had never had drugs in prison I could never have served my
sentence.

(Prisoner, cited in Keene, 1997, p. 31)

Prisoners who use illicit substances are labelled as doubly ‘deviant’, in that
they are viewed both as criminals and as drug (mis)users. Illicit substances
enter prisons by a variety of sources. Some of the most common routes
include their being smuggled in through visits, by prison officers, administra-
tors or teachers, or through the delivery of supplies and ‘drops’ over the fence.

Illicit substance use in prison

Number of prisoners who use drugs in prison

• Cannabis 57%
• Heroin 24%
• LSD/XTC 16%
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• Cocaine 15%
• Crack 12%
• Amphetamines 11%

(Advisory Council on Misuse of Drugs, 1996)

Profile of illicit substance (mis)user in prison

• Young (average age 23)
• Low socio-economic social background
• Male
• Poly drug use (i.e. uses many different drugs)
• Dependent
• Failed treatments
• In poor physical health
• Contracted infectious disease

The most recent drug policy was set out in HM Prison Service’s Tackling
Drugs in Prison: The Prison Service Drug Strategy (1998b). This is a ten-year
strategy and its main priorities are to:

• reduce recidivism among drug-misusing offenders;
• increase referrals for treatment;
• increase treatment programme completion;
• deter and detect drug availability in prisons.

The Counselling, Assessment, Referral, Advice and Throughcare
Service (CARATS)

In 1999, the prison service introduced the Counselling, Assessment, Referral,
Advice and Throughcare Service (CARATS). CARATS is focused on delivering
treatments to drug-using prisoners. It has seven interrelated stages, as
follows.

1. Make initial contact on reception.
2. Make referrals to enable clinical assessments and detoxification.
3. Undertake a full assessment, based on prisoner needs.
4. Prepare care plans, with regular care reviews.
5. Counselling and group work to address substance misuse.
6. Planning to help management of drug problem on release.
7. Post-release work to establish links with community-based agencies.
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An interlinked problem with illicit substance misuse is the spread of infec-
tious and contagious diseases. One of the most significant is the spread of
HIV and AIDS in prison. The rates of HIV are higher in prisons than among
the wider population and the situation is getting worse. In 1997, new diag-
noses were at 2,750, but by 2005, this had increased to over 7,000. There
are a number of policy options to help to contain the spread of HIV and
other infectious diseases, and sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).

• Condoms Prisoners must send a ‘Dear Doctor’ letter to prison medical officers,
who can prescribe condoms and lubricants if they judge there to be a genuine
risk of HIV transmission. But the process is slow, there is no confidentiality and
condoms are not available in around a quarter of prisons.

• Disinfecting tablets Prison Service Instruction (PSI) 53/2003 created provi-
sions for tablets that would disinfect shared needles and syringes to be made
available to prisoners (HM Prison Service, 2003c). This was officially intro-
duced in April 2004.

• Needle exchange programmes The Prison Service has no plans to introduce
needle exchange programmes. This is largely because of security concerns
that needles would be used as weapons against other prisoners or prison offi-
cers. Evidence available from prisons in which needle exchange programmes
have been introduced, however, is that they makes prisons safer places
because they replace needles that are already in the prison and which may be
infected with a disease.

• Tattooing There are no plans to provide safe facilities for tattooing.

A report by the Prison Reform Trust/National AIDS Trust (2005) found
that HIV-positive prisoners had received inadequate health care, inferior
treatment, poor facilities, low levels of medical expertise and badly
trained staff who breached confidentiality of their patients.

Keep up to date with HM Prison Service and NOMS policies on substance misuse and
contagious diseases.

Towards harm reduction

A key theme in responding to the inherent harms of imprisonment is the
principle of harm reduction. This involves the following.

1. Acknowledgement that harmful behaviour is taking place.
2. The need to understand why behaviour occurs.
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3. Raising awareness of harms inherent in certain behaviour, but involving
the suspension of moral judgement or of a focus on abstention.

4. Reducing the negative consequences arising from the harm.
5. Aiming to increase the safety of all concerned, potentially including

safer ways of doing certain harm.
6. Empowering the person who has undertaken the harm.
7. Reducing risks of the harmer repeating behaviour.
8. Focusing on quality of life as measurement of success.

(Derived from PRT/NAT, 2005)

“Is prison culture imported or is it created through the deprivations of
prison life?”
This question is asking you to consider the classic works of Clemmer (1948) and

Sykes (1958). Firstly, you will need to identify the arguments supporting the close

association of prison culture with the culture and background of those who are

imprisoned. You should then consider the specific problems that are created by

and within the penal environment, highlighting how prison culture is shaped by

wider dominant norms and values in society as a whole.

There are a number of other important sociological studies of prison life.
Check your university library to see which of the following are available.
(These studies are some of the most accessible and interesting books on
prisons.)

• Bowker, L (1977) Prisoner Subcultures, Lexington, MA: DC Heath and Co
• Carrabine, E (2004) Power, Discourse and Resistance, Aldershot: Ashgate

Publishing
• Cressey, R (1959) The Prison, New York: Anchor Press
• DiIulio, JJ (1990) Governing Prisons, London :Free Press
• Emery, FE (1970) Freedom and Justice Within Walls, London: Tavistock
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• Fitzgerald, M and Sim, J (1982) British Prisons, 2nd edn, Oxford: Blackwell
• Hobhouse, S and Brockway, AF (1922) English Prisons Today, London:

Longmans, Green and Co
• Irwin, J (1970) The Felon, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall
• Jacobs, JB (1978) Stateville, Chicago, IL: University of Chicago
• Jewkes, Y (2002) Captive Audience, Cullompton: Willan Publishing
• Jones, H and Cornes, P (1973) Open Prisons, London: Routledge Kegan

Paul
• King, R and Elliott, K (1977) Albany, London: Routledge Kegan Paul
• Lombardo, LX (1981) Guards Imprisoned, New York: Elsevier
• Mathiesen, T (1965) Defences of the Weak, London: Tavistock
• Morris, TP and Morris, P (1963) Pentonville, London: Routledge Kegan

Paul
• Scraton, P et al. (1991) Prisons Under Protest, Milton Keynes: Open

University Press
• Sparks, R et al. (1996) Prisons and the Problem of Order, Oxford:

Clarendon Press
• Thomas, JE (1972) The Prison Office, London: Routledge Kegan Paul
• Toch, H (1975) Men in Crisis, Chicago, IL: Aldine
• Toch, H (1977) Living in Prison, New York: Free Press
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Core areas: the exercise of penal power

the stewardship model: financial and managerial accountability

inspection at home: HMIP, IMB and the PPO

legal accountability: prison rules, prison law and the HRA

international and regional protection: CPT, the ECHR and the UN

Running themes

• Human rights
• Legitimacy
• Managerialism
• Power to punish
• Social justice

Key penologists

Baron David John Ramsbotham (born 1934) Nicknamed ‘Rambo’, Baron

Ramsbotham grew up in County Durham and is the son of the former Bishop of

Wakefield. He was a general in the British Army and served in Northern Ireland,

before being appointed as HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for England and Wales

(HMCIP) from 1995–2001. A controversial figure, he has had a strained rela-

tionship with government. He famously led a Lords’ revolt against the abolition of

HMIP in 2006 and is author of the highly critical book, Prisongate (2003). He is

currently president of UNLOCK (the National Association of Reformed Offenders),

and vice chair of both the All Party Penal Affairs Group and the All Party

Parliamentary Group for Learning and Skills in the Criminal Justice System.

Judge Sir Steven Tumin (1930–2003) The son of an assize court clerk, Judge

Tumin grew up in wartime Oxford, where he had a lonely childhood due to the

death of his mother when he was aged only 10. He became a county court
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circuit judge in 1978. As HM Chief Inspector of Prisons (HMCIP) from 1987–

1995, he proved to be a staunch critic of the government and a passionate advo-

cate of humanitarian penal reforms. He was co-author, with Lord Woolf, of Part II

of the famous investigation into the disturbances at Strangeways prison (pub-

lished 1991) and author of a number of tracts on penal reform. In retirement,

Tumin was chairman of the Koestler Award Trust and also served as president of

UNLOCK. He died suddenly in December 2003, aged 73.

Sir Nigel Rodley (born 1941) From 1973–1990, Sir Rodley was a senior legal

adviser for Amnesty International and, from 1993–2001, he was United Nations

(UN) Special Rapporteur on Torture. Educated at Leeds University, Nigel Rodley

was also awarded a PhD from the University of Essex. His major publications

include The Treatment of Prisoners under International Law (first published in

1987). He is currently a member of the UN Human Rights Committee and

Professor and Chair of the Human Rights Centre, University of Essex.

The exercise of penal power

When thinking about punishment—that is, the deliberate infliction of
pain—questions of legitimacy are central to any debate. To be legally
and democratically accountable is a key part of any legitimate response
to dealing with social harms, problems and wrongdoing.

It may come as a surprise to you to discover that there is very little literature on prison
accountability and that much of what currently exists was written in the 1980s or 1990s.

Accountability, for the pro-prison lobby, has been largely reduced to
concerns around cost-effectiveness and ensuring that the delivery of
punishment represents value for money. Liberal penologists have
accepted the right of the state to punish, but are concerned that penal
power is used correctly. Although anti-prison critics have questioned the
very basis of the power to punish, arguing that no one has the right to
harm another person, like the liberal penologists, they are interested in
how state power is held to account and in the effectiveness of formal
mechanisms that are in place to ‘guard the guards’.
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The stewardship model: financial and managerial accountability

The first approach to accountability is to ensure that the sums add up.
This financial accountability involves scrutiny of Prison Service accounts
and is detailed in the Prison Service’s annual report. The ‘stewardship
model’ has, however, gained increasing importance with the rise of
managerialism. Tied to the principles of economy, efficiency and effec-
tiveness, it involves an increasing focus on reducing costs and increas-
ing performance through standards, and through key performance
indicators (KPIs) and targets. The problem is that, under this manager-
ial model, you can find out the cost of everything—but end up under-
standing the value of nothing.

The Prison Service is relatively transparent about its finances. This can lead to a discus-
sion of the cost-effectiveness and fiscal logic of penal expansionism.

Inspection at home: HMIP, IMB and the PPO

There are three domestic forms of penal accountability in England and
Wales:

• Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons (HMIP);
• the Independent Monitoring Board (IMB);
• the Prison and Probation Ombudsman (PPO).

While at first appearing to provide a strong form of accountability, ques-
tions have been raised about the power of these institutions to hold the
government to account, their independence and in whose interests they
serve. Critics point to the difference between paying ‘lip service’ and
legitimating imprisonment, and genuine forms of penal accountability.

• Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons for England and Wales (HMIP) HMIP
reports on the conditions of those held in prison, young offender institutions
and immigration centres. Appointed by the Home Secretary, the current HM
Chief Inspector of Prisons (HMCIP) is Anne Owers. Section 5A of the Prison
Act 1952 sets out the repsonsibilities for her role (see s. 57 of the Criminal
Justice Act 1982). The HMIP was established by the May Committee in 1979
and has had some high-profile chief inspectors, including Judge Stephen
Tumin and Baron David Ramsbotham. The HMIP carries out full inspections,
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full follow-up inspections and short follow-up inspections. Alongside these
individual inspections, the HMIP produces an annual report and regular
thematic studies, on issues such as on suicide or racism.

Healthy prisons

Since 1999, the HMIP has used ‘healthy prison’ criteria to assess the moral
legitimacy of a penal regime. The four key tests are as follows.

• Safety Prisoners, even the most vulnerable, are held safely.
• Respect Prisoners are treated with respect for their human dignity.
• Purposeful activity Prisoners are able, and expected, to engage in activ-

ity that is likely to benefit them.
• Resettlement Prisoners are prepared for release into the community and

helped to reduce the likelihood of their reoffending.

(HMCIP, 1999)

The HMIP has only limited powers and can neither hold the Prison
Service to legal account nor enforce changes, but it does provide an
important shaming function, consistently producing damning reports
of dreadful prison conditions. In 2006, the government attempted to
abolish the HMIP, but this proposal was rejected by the House of Lords.

Common pitfall There are a large number of inspection reports published each year
and it is easy to lose motivation when examining so many documents. To avoid over-
load, read the annual report and then individual reports that have been highlighted in the
media. Also look at the thematic reports that are published regularly by the HMIP, such
as those on suicide, race relations or mental health.

• Independent Monitoring Board (IMB) The IMB comprises unpaid volunteers
who are appointed by Home Office Ministers to monitor the day-to-day life of
penal institutions in their local area. Every prison has an IMB.

Known as ‘Boards of Visitors’ (BoV) until 2004, the Independent Monitoring Board
(IMB) has a long history in prisons in England and Wales.

Until the early 1990s, the IMB had a disciplinary function, as well as a
monitoring role. Its disciplinary role had, however, been legally challenged
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since the 1970s and was ended by the Woolf Report (1991). To address
claims that the BoV were ‘in the pocket of the government’, the organisa-
tion changed its name to the ‘Independent Monitoring Board’. Current
members of the IMB are charged with ensuring that proper standards of
care and decency are maintained in prison, and can also deal with con-
fidential requests from prisoners. IMB volunteers are supposed to have
unrestricted access to all areas and can talk to any prisoner or detainee
they wish. To continue in their role, IMB volunteers must regularly
attend their given prison and each IMB must produce an annual report.
The IMB can play an important role as a whistleblower, highlighting
brutality in prisons through its annual report, but it has no formal pow-
ers to hold an institution to account; it has only an advisory function.
IMBs are not independent, however, and impartiality is also hampered
through the close relationships that volunteers often develop with
prison staff. Unsurprisingly, prisoners do not always trust IMB volun-
teers, seeing them as working in the interests of the prison rather than
those of the prisoners. Although there are exceptions, most members of
the IMB are middle-aged and middle class, and neither represent the
wider community nor have much in common with the social back-
grounds of prisoners.

• Prison and Probation Ombudsman (PPO) The PPO investigates complaints
from prisoners and, since 2001, those subject to probation supervision. The
Ombudsman does not have any statutory powers, and is appointed to exer-
cise the Home Secretary’s powers on prisons and prisoners. This means that
the Home Secretary can have great influence on how the Ombudsman under-
takes its role and this undermines its claims to independence. The role was
introduced in 1994, but, after a row between Sir Peter Woodhead, then
Ombudsman, and Michael Howard, then Home Secretary, in 1996, a number
of powers were taken away. New terms of reference were introduced in 2001,
but these still impose considerable restraints.

The Ombudsman will examine complaints to consider whether they are eligi-
ble. To assist in this process, where there is some doubt or dispute as to the eli-
gibility of a complaint, the Ombudsman will inform the Prison Service or the
National Probation Service Area Board of the complaint and, where necessary,
the Prison Service or area board will then provide the Ombudsman with such
documents or other information as the Ombudsman considers are relevant to
considering eligibility.

(PPO, cited in Livingstone et al., 2003, p. 50)

The current Ombudsman is Stephen Shaw, and he is responsible for
investigating deaths of prisoners, immigration detainees and residents
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of probation hostels. The Ombudsman produces annual reports and has
carried out high-profile investigations into controversial incidents, such
as the death of Harold Shipman and the disturbances at Yarlswood
immigration centre. The Ombudsman’s powers are limited to making
recommendations to the chief executive of NOMS and it cannot com-
ment on any decisions made by Ministers.

Legal accountability: prison rules, prison law and the HRA

The Prison Act 1952

The authority of penal administrators is derived largely, but not exclusively,
from the Prison Act 1952, a statutory framework that confers massive
discretionary and arbitrary powers upon penal officials. It is essentially
enabling legislation, outlining who is legally empowered to perform duties
relating to the operation and management of prisons.

Section 47 of the Prison Act 1952 provides for the Home Secretary to
make rules for the regulation and management of prisons; the resulting
Prison Rules 1999 outline the procedures, policy objectives and obliga-
tions of the prison authorities. Lord Denning, in Becker v Home Office
(1972), famously claimed that ‘the prison rules are regulatory directions only.
Even if they are not observed, they do not give rise to a cause of action’ (cited
in Scott, 2006, p. 122). This implied that prison rules did not give rights
to prisoners. Recently, however, there have been movements to recognise
that prison rules and also other non-statutory instruments, such as
Prison Service Orders (PSOs) and Prison Service Instructions (PSIs), do, in
fact, infer certain obligations onto the state and legal rights for prisoners.

A legal right

An assertion is a legal right when the claim is protected and sanctioned
through the law. Consequently, prisoners’ legal rights can be understood as
those legally enforceable claims that require the accomplishment or
restraint of certain actions on the part of the Prison Service.

While coming to such a definition is relatively straightforward, determin-
ing the content and interpretation of such rights for prisoners has proved
to be much more controversial. Indeed, even the very acknowledgement
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that prisoners possess some legal rights has been highly contested. For
example, up until the 1970s, prisoners were considered to possess only
privileges and, once the gate closed behind them, were viewed as being
beyond normal legal remedies.

The policies of penal administrators were uncritically supported or con-
doned by a highly conservative, non-interventionist legal discourse, with a
self-imposed deference to the executive. While some cases were successful,
prisons were left to themselves, becoming lawless and discretionary institu-
tions with which the use of arbitrary powers by staff could go largely
unchecked. This attitude gradually began to change in the 1970s and 1980s,
with a gradual shift towards the recognition that prisoners do have some
legal rights. The current basis of prisoners’ residual legal rights can be found
in Lord Wilberforce’s definitive statement in Raymond v Honey (1982),
within which he stated that a prisoner ‘retains all civil rights which are not
taken away expressly or by necessary implication’ (cited in Scott, 2006, p. 123).

Human Rights Act 1998

• Article 2 Right to life
• Article 3 Prohibition of torture
• Article 4 Prohibition of forced labour and slavery
• Article 5 Right to liberty and security
• Article 6 Right to a fair trial
• Article 7 No punishment without law
• Article 8 Right to respect for private and family life
• Article 9 Freedom of thought, conscience and religion
• Article 10 Freedom of expression
• Article 11 Freedom of assembly and association
• Article 12 Right to marry
• Article 14 Prohibition of discrimination
• Article 16 Restrictions on political activities of aliens
• Article 17 Prohibition of abuse of rights
• Article 18 Limitations on use of restrictions on rights

First Protocol

• Article 1 Protection of property
• Article 2 Right to education
• Article 3 Right to free elections

Sixth Protocol

• Article 1 Abolition of death penalty
• Article 2 Death penalty in time of war
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On the 2 October 2000, the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA) was imple-
mented. The HRA incorporates the European Convention on Human
Rights (ECHR) into English law. Under the HRA, all new primary legis-
lation, and existing procedures and practices of public authorities, must
be compatible with the principles of the ECHR. Despite great hopes that
the HRA would lead to an expansion of prisoners’ legal rights, in the
years since it was introduced and despite a handful of victories for pris-
oners, very little has changed. In the period both before and after the
introduction of the HRA, cases have been most successful when they:

• fall within an area of traditional judicial intervention, such as those of legal
advice and access, or release and discipline;

• raise concerns regarding natural justice, due process or procedural issues;
• aim to provide greater transparency in the decision-making process of penal

administrators.

Where prisoners’ claims have failed—the most common finding—the
domestic courts in both private and public law have often justified such
a decision through submitting to the arguments that such a restriction
is required because of necessary implications, or by showing support for
the convenience of those administering imprisonment. In judgments
relating to interference with Convention rights, prison authorities have
maintained the courts’ sympathy in terms of their requirements for dis-
cretionary decision making, or on the basis that the restriction is neces-
sary on grounds of prison security, order, the needs of victims of crime,
the prevention of crime and even administrative convenience.

Absolute rights of a prisoner

When we ask the question ‘what absolute rights are invested in prisoners?’,
the answer remains fairly brief. Prisoners in England and Wales have the
absolute right to commence legal proceedings at an impartial and inde-
pendent tribunal, and must be allowed uninhibited access to legal advice,
whether through legal visits or correspondence.

Prisoner rights jurisprudence can be developed to make a substantial
impact on prisoners’ lived realities, but the domestic courts must first
recognise that no human being should have to live in the appalling cir-
cumstances in which many prisoners find themselves today.
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Common pitfall To understand the legal rights of prisoners fully requires some under-
standing of the law. If you are a social science or humanities student, ensure that you
get guidance from the law librarian before you start to look at recent case law.

International and regional protection: CPT, the ECHR
and the UN

Outside of the domestic forms of accountability, there are regional and
international bodies to which prisoners can appeal to uphold legal
rights, and to hold the state and its penal authorities to account. At the
regional level (Europe), there are the European Court of Human Rights
(ECtHR) and the Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT); at the
international level, there are various bodies that have been established
by the United Nations (UN).

• The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) The ECtHR was established in
Strasbourg in 1951 by the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).
Prisoner petitions to the ECtHR have been successful since the 1970s. It was
expected that, with the introduction of the HRA, the ECtHR would be less sig-
nificant in defining and upholding prisoners rights, but, because the UK courts
have conservatively interpreted the HRA, the ECtHR has continued to be the
main progressive legal avenue for prisoners. Recent successes have included
cases on mandatory sentences (Stafford (2002)), inquiries into deaths in cus-
tody (Edwards (2002)), governor adjudications (Ezeh and Connors (2002)) and
the right to vote (Hirst (2004)). The main drawback of the ECtHR, and of the
ECHR generally, is that it has a very restrictive understanding of human rights
and has largely supported prisoners when procedural, rather than substan-
tive, rights have been breached.

• The Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) The CPT was created by
Article 1 of the European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (1987). The Committee, com-
prising penal experts from across Europe, visits penal establishments among
the 46 countries of the Council of Europe that have ratified the Treaty. The
focus of the CPT includes all places of detention (e.g. prisons and juvenile
detention centres, police stations, holding centres for immigration detainees
and psychiatric hospitals) and aims to highlight cases in which it feels that
confinement is inhuman, degrading or amounting to torture. All visits are
undertaken after prior notification, but this notification may be made directly
before the visit is about to take place. CPT delegates should have unlimited
access to designated places of detention and the right to move inside without
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restriction. The primary goal of the CPT is the prevention of torture and it
reports directly to the government of the member State under investigation.
The CPT does not provide the public shaming of abusing States, but is instead
guided by the principles of co-operation and confidentiality. Only if a country
fails to co-operate will the CPT make a public statement. The CPT has visited
the United Kingdom on three occasions—most recently, investigating the con-
ditions of terrorist suspects at HMP Belmarsh. The CPT has been said to be
a ‘toothless tiger’, however, and its reports have done little to add to the
jurisprudence on torture, inhuman and degrading treatment or to improve the
lived realities of prisoners in the United Kingdom.

Common pitfall The CPT reports are important, but you will find that they follow a
very similar pattern. Report writers are heavily reliant upon ‘cut and paste’, so be
selective of the reports you read.

• United Nations (UN) The UN is an international body that has produced a
number of major Declarations, Charters, standards and principles outlining
international law on prison conditions. The 1948 United Nations Declaration
and the 1966 Convention on Civil and Political Rights feature Articles that con-
demn torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment; the 1966
Convention also states that ‘all persons deprived of liberty shall be treated
with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the person’. In
1955, the UN introduced the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of
Prisoners and, in 1988, it published the Body of Principles for the Protection
of All Persons Under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment. In addition, the
UN has a Special Rapporteur and Committee for the Prevention of Torture
(see above).

The problems with international laws are that they are rarely used by domestic courts or
prisoners in the United Kingdom, that they are focused on procedural issues and that
they have set prison standards so low that it is difficult to bring a case against present
conditions.

“Does Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Prisons have enough power to
hold the Prison Service to account?”
You must first outline the main role and duties of the HMCIP, and then identify

the powers that it has to hold the Prison Service to account. Provide a critical

scrutiny and identify how the current powers are relatively limited. Identify the
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main themes of some recent reports, and also look at the comments of the

current and former HMCIPs. To conclude, provide some indication of what would

be necessary to a HMIP that could hold the Prison Service to account.

Read an official report of your local prison by either the HMCIP or the IMB.
What does the report say about the prison? Is it critical? Does it indicate
whether previous recommendations have been acted upon? Does the report
get to the heart of the running of the prison and the problems that are
encountered there?

Textbook gu ide

CREIGHTON, S, KING, V AND ARNOTT, H (2005) Prisoners and the Law, 3rd edn,
Haywards Heath: Tottel Publishing
FITZGERALD, M AND SIM, J (1982) British Prisons, 2nd edn, Oxford: Blackwell
HARDING, R (1997) Private Prisons and Public Accountability, Milton Keynes:
Open University Press
LIVINGSTONE, S, OWEN, T AND MACDONALD, A (2003) Prison Law, 3rd edn, Oxford:
Oxford University Press
MAGUIRE, M, VAGG, J AND MORGAN, R (EDS) (1985) Accountability and Prisons:
Opening Up a Closed World, London: Tavistock
RODLEY, N (1999) The Treatment of Prisoners Under International Law, 2nd
edn, Oxford: Clarendon Press
VAGG, J (1994) Prison Systems: A Comparative Study of Accountability in
England, France, Germany and The Netherlands, Oxford: Clarendon Press
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Core areas: advise, assist, and befriend: the history of probation

corrections: the current role of the National Probation Service

offender management

community penalties

towards decarceration?

Running themes

• Alternatives to prison
• Legitimacy
• Managerialism
• Penal reform
• Power to punish
• Rehabilitation
• Risk

Key penologists

Professor Sir Anthony Bottoms Tony Bottoms was Wolfson Professor of

Criminology at the University of Cambridge from 1984 to 2006. He is a leading

figure in penology, and has written extensively on prisons and alternatives to cus-

tody. His most recent books include Prisons and the Problem of Order (1992) and

Alternatives to Prison (2004), the latter in collaboration with Sue Rex and Gwen

Robinson. He was elected Fellow of the British Academy in 1997.

Professor Stan Cohen Stan Cohen was Martin White Professor of Sociology at

the London School of Economics from 1996–2006 before Parkinson’s disease

enforced his early retirement. Cohen grew up in South Africa and was an under-

graduate at the University of Witwatersrand. He worked as a social worker in
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London before undertaking a PhD at the London School of Economics. Cohen

taught at the University of Durham and the University of Essex, before he moved

with his family to Israel in 1980. In Israel, he was a human rights activist and

director of the Institute of Criminology at the Hebrew University. Perhaps the most

influential writer on crime and punishment of his generation, Stan Cohen has writ-

ten on moral panics, prisons, social control, human rights and the techniques we

deploy to deny the suffering of others. He was elected as a member of the British

Academy in 1987 and received the Sellin-Glueck Prize from the American Society

of Criminology in 1985. His most recent book, States of Denial (2001), was voted

best book of that year by the British Academy in 2002.

Professor Andrew Scull Distinguished Professor of Sociology as Social Science

at the University of California since1994, Andrew Scull studied as an undergrad-

uate at Oxford University from 1966–9 and was awarded a PhD from Princeton in

1974. He is one of the leading writers on history, psychiatry, medicine and social

control. His books include Decarceration (1977), Museums of Madness (1979)

and, with John Andrews, Undertaker of the Mind (2001).

Advise, assist and befriend: the history of probation

The Probation Service performs a key role within the penal system. In
recent times, it has become increasingly aligned with the Prison Service
and both are now tied through the National Offender Management
Service. Probation does, however, have a very different history to that of
the prison.

Probation arose in the nineteenth century, as a result of voluntary, ad
hoc and informal attempts to provide support, friendship, and spiritual
and practical guidance for offenders. One of the most significant forms
of philanthropy came from the police court missionaries who were
employed by the Church of England Temperance Society in the 1870s to
help to rehabilitate alcoholics. The idea of probation for offenders was
first introduced in 1877, but the most significant piece of legislation
came with the Probation of Offenders Act 1907. This empowered every
court to appoint at least one probation officer whose role was to ‘advise,
assist and befriend’ offenders. The probation officer had a direct supervi-
sory role, and was there to assist the offender in leading an industrious,
peaceful, well-behaved and lawful life. The Criminal Justice Act 1948 led
to a greater professionalisation of the Probation Service, laying down
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guidelines for training and improved links with the courts, introducing
new probation hostels and allowing for their administration through
new probation committees. There were 54 probation committees, com-
prising magistrates, judges, civil servants and representatives of the local
community.

It is important that you examine closely the changes between the historic role of proba-
tion and its current deployment in the criminal justice system. This can also help you to
track wider changes in crime control.

Corrections: the current role of the National Probation Service

The Probation Service has undergone considerable changes in recent
times. In April 2001, the National Probation Service of England and Wales
(NPS) was launched. The NPS has 42 operational areas that are equivalent
to the boundaries of the Police and Crown Prosecution Services. There has
also been a considerable change in the perceived role and functions of the
Probation Service. Rather than befriending offenders, today, probation
officers are expected to help to assess and manage risk.

The role of the NPS is to:

• provide pre-sentence reports to the courts;
• supervise offenders in the community;
• manage offender programmes and reduce the risk of reoffending;
• safeguard the welfare of children;
• facilitate crime prevention initiatives;
• undertake work in prison.

The work of the NPS is extensive.

• There are over a hundred approved probation hostels for offenders on bail,
community sentences and post-custody licence.

• Each year, the Probation Service supervises 175,000 offenders.
• The caseload on any given day is in excess of 200,000 (90 per cent of whom

are male and 10 per cent are female).
• Seventy per cent of offenders supervised are on community sentences.
• Each year, the Probation Service provides 246,000 pre-sentence reports and

20,000 bail information reports.
• Each year, the Probation Service writes 87,000 risk assessment reports.
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Offender management

Probation officers have undertaken work in prisons since 1966, but the
two ‘correctional’ services have become more closely intertwined in
recent times. The momentum for recent changes has been driven by the
sentencing implications of the Halliday Report (2001), the emphasis on
cognitive behaviouralism in the ‘What Works’ agenda, and the belief
that problems in the criminal justice system can be solved through more
effective management and the introduction of competition. The end
result of this is that NOMS now manages both the Prison and Probation
Services, and that, through the principle of ‘contestability’, the delivery
of community penalties are opened up to market testing. Following the
Halliday Review, the Criminal Justice Act 2003 tied punishments served
in prison and the community together, indicating that the most signif-
icant differences between prison and probation officers is now in where
they perform their correctional duties, rather than in their task or work
ethos.

Look at the NPS website, and read the NPS and NOMS annual report. You will also find
the National Association of Probation Officers (NAPO) useful.

Community penalties

Non-custodial sanctions can be divided between those that require
supervision and those that do not.

Examples of current penalties with no supervision include:

• warnings;
• formal cautions;
• conditional cautions;
• conditional discharge;
• fines;
• fixed penalty notices;
• binding over.
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There are also community penalties that require some form of state
supervision or control. These community penalties gained increasing
political importance in the 1970s and 1980s, and were tied with the
ideas of ‘bifurcation’—i.e. the attempt to distinguish between serious
and dangerous offenders, who should be imprisoned, and lesser offend-
ers, who should be dealt with through discharges, financial penalties
and community sentences (Bottoms, 1977).

The community sentence

The deployment of community penalties has been significantly changed fol-
lowing the Criminal Justice Act 2003. A new generic community sentence was
introduced in April 2005. There are three punishment bands: low; medium; and
high. The new community sentence can combine a number of requirements in
order to punish, rehabilitate, protect society or provide some form of reparation
to the victim. The requirements of community sentence can involve:

• unpaid work;
• drug rehabilitation;
• alcohol treatment;
• attendance centre;
• curfews.

Common pitfall There have been a number of significant changes to community penalties
in recent years. Always ensure that you are up to date with criminal justice terminology:
look at recent legislation, and also look at an organisation’s website and recent
publications to ensure that the work you cite in essays is relevant and correct.

Towards decarceration?

When talking about ‘non-custodial penal sanctions’, we are referring to
what is known as ‘decarceration’. The decarceration movement had con-
siderable influence among both academia—popularised by the influen-
tial social theorist, Andrew Scull—and among penal practitioners in
the 1960s and 1970s. Decarcerationists called for the closing down of
asylums, prisons and reformatories, and their replacement by alterna-
tives rooted in the community.
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The destructuring impulse

Cognitive

1. Prisons are costly and ineffective: community penalties are cheaper
than prison sentences.

2. Community alternatives must obviously be better—or, at the very least,
no worse.

3. In times of overcrowding, community sanctions might ease the pressure
on the Prison Service.

Theoretical

1. Insights under labelling theory point to the counterproductivity of control
systems.

2. Informal social controls—i.e. family, community, school, economic
system—work.

3. We should aim for ‘reintegration’ (the new panacea).

Ideological

1. There are criticisms of bureaucracy and the penetration of formal
controls.

2. There are many doubts about expertise and state intervention.
3. We need to focus on ‘less harm’ rather than ‘more good’.

(Cohen, 1985)

Underscored by a humanitarian ideology, the decarceration vision called
for an inclusionary, rather than an exclusionary, mode of social control.
But Stan Cohen (1985) identified that, even in its heyday, the decarcer-
ation movement proved to be nothing more than a smokescreen for
more insidious forms of social control. In fact, in the 1970s, the original
structures of social control became stronger, extending their reach,
intensity and intrusion, and drawing new ‘deviants’ into the clutches of
their centralised and bureaucratic penalties. The little decarceration that
did take place revolved around the mentally ill. This decarceration was
actually in response to fiscal pressures and the retrenchment of welfare
policies, and alternatives to custody became simply add-ons to the cur-
rent mechanisms of social control.

Cohen points to problems around the following factors.
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• Net widening Alternatives to prison can bring new people into the system who
have committed minor offences.

• Thinning mesh It becomes harder to escape from state controls.
• Blurring of boundaries It becomes more difficult to determine institutional and

non-institutional forms of control.
• Penetration New forms of control go deeper into the social body.

Penalties in the community have become a new way of introduction
into the penal system, thus expanding the ‘net’ for those at the bottom
end of the system.

During this time, the prison became defined more negatively—as a
warehouse for incorrigibles and hard cases—but continued to expand on
a new incapacitative set of logic; overall, the system enlarged itself due
to the proliferation of ‘soft’ community alternatives. This principle of
bifurcation and increased community interventions leads, for Cohen to
yet ‘another round in the game of blaming the victim’ (1985, p. 126).

From the foundation of the control system, a single principle has governed
every form of classification, screening selection, diagnosis, prediction, typol-
ogy and policy. This is the structural principle of binary opposition: how to
sort out the good from the bad, the elect from the damned, the sheep from
the goats, the amenable from the non-amenable, the treatable from the non-
treatable, the good risks from the bad risks, the high prediction scorers from
the low prediction scorers; how to know who belongs in the deep end, who in
the shallow end, and who is hard and who is soft.

(Cohen, 1985, p. 86)

You can make important connections between notions of dangerousness, the principle
of bifurcation and recent debates on risk and actuarial justice.

Alternatives, then, may not used as alternatives, but may instead be
about making social controls better. It is certainly understandable to be
sceptical about alternatives to prison. Thomas Mathiesen (1974) argued
that we should not offer a blueprint of the alternative, and should only
critique and provide an alternative after the prison system has been dis-
mantled. Mathiesen believed in alternatives, but that penal critics must
be strategic to avoid state manipulation. The limitations of this position
are that, if critics do not offer a plausible alternative to prison, then they
are unlikely to convince the public that they are serious. There must be
plausible answers and solutions to social problems, and the reconstruction
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of the possibility of a better way of dealing with conflicts than that
which we currently have now.

The above problems should not lead to nihilism, pessimism or the
rejection of alternatives. Stan Cohen puts it best when he states:

I believe that the ideology of doing good remains powerful … This is the
essence of humanistic civilisation: to exert power and to do good at the same
time.

(1985, p. 114)

Common pitfall Criticism of the ‘alternative’ has sometimes been described as ‘left
pessimism’ or ‘nihilism’. This criticism is probably unfair, because many of the critics of
alternatives—such as Mathiesen and Cohen—have continued, in their work and
activism, to call for humanitarian changes and a more sophisticated understanding of
the positives and limitations of alternatives to custody.

“What is “decarceration”? Is there evidence that the USA and the
United Kingdom adopted this policy in the 1970s?”
You will first need to define the term ‘decarceration’. Then, look at the evidence

of a movement away from using state institutions to deal with human problems.

You will find the work of Scull (1977) useful here. Consider also those who have

raised question marks against the decarceration thesis. The most detailed and

sympathetic to the original argument is Cohen (1985). You may wish to conclude

by considering alternative explanations of changes in the 1970s.

Beyond the criminal law: antisocial behaviour

Antisocial behaviour is defined by the government as including a variety of
‘complex, selfish and unacceptable activities’ (Home Office, 2006) that blight
the quality of life of other people in the community. It is claimed that it pro-
vides a breeding ground for future criminal activity. For the government, anti-
social behaviour entails:
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• rowdy and nuisance behaviour;
• yobbish behaviour and intimidating groups taking over public spaces;
• groups of youths behaving aggressively in shopping precincts;
• neighbours who do not clean up after their dogs;
• vandalism, graffiti and fly-posting;
• people dealing and buying drugs on the street;
• people dumping rubbish and abandoning cars;
• begging and antisocial drinking;
• the misuse of fireworks.

The government believes that the causes of antisocial behaviour include poor
parenting, low educational achievement, truancy, community breakdown,
early involvement in drug and alcohol misuse, vandalism, lack of social com-
mitment and peer pressures that condone illegalities. Interventions aimed at
tackling antisocial behaviour include:

• Warning letters and interviews, contracts and agreements;
• Individual support orders;
• Agreements, contracts and fixed penalty notices;
• Youth-specific interventions;
• Antisocial behaviour orders (ASBOs);
• ‘crack house’ closure orders;
• possession proceedings against a tenant.

Central to the responses to antisocial behaviour is the government’s Respect
Action Plan, launched by Tony Blair, then Prime Minister, in January 2006. For
Blair, the Plan aims to ‘eradicate the scourge of antisocial behaviour’, based
on his belief that the latter is caused by a breakdown of respect in society
and where ‘the self-reinforcing bonds of traditional community life do not
exist in the same way’ (Home Office, 2006). The Plan aimed to tackle anti-
social behaviour and to reclaim communities for the law-abiding majority.

Provisions of the Respect Action Plan

• Increase fixed penalty notices for antisocial behaviour from £80 to £100.
• Extend the use of conditional cautions, so that offenders might be

required to undertake unpaid community service.
• Provide a lower threshold for seizure of suspected proceeds of crime from

£5,000 to £1,000.
• Create new powers to ‘shut and seal’ premises (including homes) that are

a constant source of antisocial behaviour.
• Provide a network of intensive support schemes for problem families, with

sanctions to cut Housing Benefit.
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• Extend parenting schemes and a national parenting academy to train
social workers.

• Allow schools to apply for parenting orders for families of pupils who seri-
ously misbehave in school.

• Give police community support officers the powers to take part in truancy
sweeps.

• Introduce national youth volunteering schemes and expand mentoring
projects.

(Home Office, 2006)

There are, however, a number of criticisms that can be made about responses
to antisocial behaviour. We would appear to be witnessing the growing disci-
plinary powers of state control that is beyond the legal boundaries of the
criminal justice system and that thus presents a serious threat to our civil lib-
erties. Specifically, fixed penalty notices raise concerns centring on the denial
of due process rights and the manner in which ‘justice’ is defined exclusively
as successful prosecution. Further, the explanations for antisocial behaviour
are rooted in individual and social pathologies that ignore wider social struc-
tures, and there is no discussion of the antisocial behaviour of the rich and
powerful, which may be more dangerous and damaging to society as a whole.

Textbook gu ide

BOTTOMS, A, REX, S AND ROBINSON, G (EDS) (2004) Alternatives to Prison,
Cullompton: Willan Publishing
BROWNLEE, I (1998) Community Punishment: A Critical Introduction, London:
Longman
COHEN, S (1985) Visions of Social Control, Cambridge: Polity Press
GARLAND, D AND YOUNG, P (EDS) (1983) The Power to Punish: Contemporary
Penality and Social Analysis, London: Heinemann Educational Books
GELSTHORPE, L AND MORGAN, R (EDS) (2007) Handbook of Probation, Cullompton:
Willan Publishing
RAYNOR, P AND VANSTONE, M (2002) Understanding Community Penalties,
Milton Keynes: Open University Press
WORRALL, A AND HOY, C (2005) Punishment in the Community, Cullompton:
Willan Publishing
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Core areas: penal expansionism and ‘prison works’

penal standstill

penal reductionism

penal abolitionism

thinking critically about penal legitimacy

radical alternatives

Running themes

• Alternatives to prison
• Human rights
• Legitimacy
• Pains of imprisonment
• Power to punish
• Social divisions
• Social justice

Key penologists

Charles Murray (born 1943) Currently associated with the American Enterprise

Institute, Charles Murray was born and raised in Newton, Iowa. He obtained a

degree in history from Harvard and a PhD from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. He first came to prominence with his controversial book Losing

Ground (1984) and co-authored (with Richard Hernstein) The Bell Curve (1994),

the most successful criminology book of the 1990s in terms of sales. He has

written widely on the underclass and is a leading advocate of imprisonment as
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an effective form of deterrence. His work has been heavily criticised by liberal

and left-wing penologists.

Professor Andrew Rutherford (born 1940) Andrew Rutherford is Professor of

Law and Criminal Policy at the University of Southampton. He was an undergrad-

uate at Durham University (1961) and was awarded a Diploma in Criminology

from Canterbury in 1962. From 1962 until 1973, he was an assistant and deputy

governor in the Prison Service. One of the leading penal reductionists of recent

years, Rutherford was chairman of the Howard League for Penal Reform between

1984–99. His main publications include Prisons and the Process of Justice

(1984) and Criminal Justice and the Pursuit of Decency (1993).

Professor Joe Sim A leading member of the European Group for the Study of

Deviance and Social Control and penal pressure group INQUEST, Joe Sim is one

of the most influential penal campaigners and abolitionists of his generation.

Currently Professor of Criminology at Liverpool John Moore University, he previ-

ously worked at the University of Stirling and for the Open University, at which he

was awarded a PhD under the supervision of Professor Stuart Hall. Joe Sim has

published a number of books, including British Prisons (with Michael Fitzgerald,

first published in 1979), Prisons Under Protest (1991, with Phil Scraton and

Paula Skidmore) and The Carceral State (2008). His book Medical Power in

Prisons (1990) is widely regarded as one of most important works on imprison-

ment in the last three decades.

Penal expansionism and ‘prison works’

Andrew Rutherford (1984) argued that ‘penal expansion’ is taking place
when:

• prisoner populations are rising;
• prisons are overcrowded;
• the proposed solution is to build new prisons;
• there is an increase in numbers of prison staff;
• there is greater security across the penal estate.

In recent times, all of these factors have been evident in penal policy in
England and Wales.
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Average daily population (ADP) of prisoners in England and
Wales every ten years from 1884–2004

• 1884 25,866
• 1894 17,127
• 1904 21,360
• 1914 15,743
• 1924 10,750
• 1934 12,238
• 1944 12,635
• 1954 22,421
• 1964 29,600
• 1974 36,867
• 1984 43,295
• 1994 48,621
• 2004 74,658

The figures above clearly indicate that the prison population in England
and Wales has been rising since the 1940s. In 1940, the ADP was 9,377
prisoners; in 2007, the ADP stood at over 80,000 prisoners. In 2004,
116,000 people entered UK prisons and 186,000 people were sentenced
to community punishments. Since 1974, the prison population has kept
pace with rises in ‘crime’ rates and, in recent times, incarceration rates
have gone well beyond the (falling) recorded ‘crime’ figures. Despite
such sustained increases, there is nothing inevitable about growing
prison populations.

Prison populations are political choices that are made by the govern-
ment, by means of the laws it introduces and the subsequent interpre-
tation of these laws by the judiciary. Most penologists have been very
concerned about the massive rise in prison populations. But some
politicians—such as Michael Howard, the Conservative Home Secretary
in the 1990s—and other thinkers—such as Charles Murray, a right-wing
American populist thinker—have argued that prisons work and that we
should send more people to prison.

Charles Murray (1997) argues that, if used sufficiently, prison can work on the grounds
of deterrence and incapacitation. Murray maintains that there is a clear link between the
recorded ‘crime’ rate and imprisonment rates.
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Charles Murray (1997) argues that, from 1955–93, the risk of being sent
to prison was cut by 80 per cent. Contrary to expectations, prisons have
actually witnessed a period of great decline, largely due to the failings of
prosecutors.

Common pitfall Remember that official criminal statistics are social constructions that
are there to serve the administration of the system. They are not hard or true facts that
provide a comprehensive view of criminality and wrongdoing in a given society. Care
should also be taken when analysing prison statistics.

Murray suggests that the United Kingdom should ‘reverse the great decline
in imprisonment’ and that it should look to the USA for evidence that this
can contain official ‘crime’. Murray explains how, in 1974, there were
218,205 prisoners in the USA, but that the ‘crime’ rate was out of con-
trol; the massive increase in the use of custody, containing 2 million
prisoners in 2000, has held the official ‘crime’ rate in check. When
translated to England and Wales, Murray argues that, to reverse the
decline in prison, the average daily population must reach 275,000 (over
a quarter of a million) prisoners. The, says Murray, we must keep the
prison rate high, because that is the only way in which we can contain
‘crime’ rates. But even such a massive increase in imprisonment will not
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singularly reduce ‘crime’, because the real cause of ‘crime’ is welfare
dependency.

Not very many penologists take the great decline argument seriously,
but its simplicity may be seductive to politicians, some members of the
public and even some penology students.

Prison does not work…

The criticisms made against Charles Murray (1997) include the following.

1. His analysis is overly simplistic and does not meet normal scholarly
standards.

2. The ‘crime’ rate is a social construction and we cannot use this as an
accurate measure of actual level of crimes.

3. ‘Crime’ and imprisonment rates fluctuate from country to country, and
the relationship between ‘crime’ and punishment is very complex.

4. There is no evidence that prisons actually do deter.
5. Imprisonment creates more problems than it solves and may actually

lead to increases in ‘crime’ rather than to its reduction.
6. If there is a lesson to be learnt from the US incarceration binge, it is that

prisons do not work.

Penal standstill

The first alternative to penal expansionism is to attempt to keep the
prison population at around its current population. In the mid–late
1980s, ‘penal standstill’ was the dominant rhetoric in official penal
policy. Andrew Rutherford (1984, pp. 54–5) has identified the following
aspects of penal standstill:

• exhortations by politicians to reduce custody;
• the development of non-custodial sanctions to replace imprisonment;
• a construction programme that is intended to replace existing prisons;
• greater discretion to reduce sentence length;
• a ceiling placed on ADP of prisoners;
• pragmatism and realism characterising the aims of imprisonment.

It is easy to confuse standstill policies with penal reductionism.
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Penal reductionism

A large number of penologists have promoted ‘penal reductionism’.
These range from administrative penologies, which are often philo-
sophically close to both the standstill and reductionist models, to more
socialist-inspired penologies, which advocate radical agendas that are
not that dissimilar to those of penal abolitionists.

All penal reductionists share a commitment to decent prison conditions, the acknowl-
edgement of prisoners’ procedural and due process legal rights, and consider imprison-
ment to be merely a suspension of offender liberties. Following the famous dictum of
Sir Alexander Paterson, one of the foremost prison administrators in the early part of
the 20th century, people are sent to prison as punishment, not for punishment.

Penal reductionists highlight how prison populations in England and
Wales were drastically cut at the beginning of the twentieth century. In
1908, the throughput for prisons was 200,000, with an ADP of 22,029.
By 1918, the ADP had dropped to 9,196 and, in 1938, the ADP was
11,086, with a throughput of less than 40,000. Through the promotion
of genuine alternatives—such as probation, the abolishment of impris-
onment for debt and allowing time for fines to be paid by offenders—
the prison population was dramatically reduced. Underscoring this
change was a political commitment to reducing prison numbers.

Although penal reductionists sometimes direct attention towards
social problems, such as poverty or racism, reform of the criminal jus-
tice system has normally been their central focus. Penal reductionists
raise concerns centring on:

• high prison populations;
• overcrowding;
• inadequate living conditions;
• culture of criminal justice staff;
• denial of prisoner legal rights.

Penal reductionists are often reluctant advocates of the prison, unable to
conceive of responses to social harms that do not rely upon this
‘detestable solution’. Penal reductionists call for:

• a reduction in the physical capacity of prisons to 20,000–40,000;
• imprisonment to be restricted for serious crimes only;
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• legal enforced minimum standards;
• greater penal accountability;
• less punitive sentencing;
• the creation of more non-imprisonable offences;
• the early release of prisoners;
• development of alternatives to prison.

Prison populations are understood as political and policy choices. The
aims of penal reform are to create greater scepticism about the benefits
of prison and to muster the political will to change.
The limitations of penal reductionism include that it:

• is confined within a liberal political ideology that naturalises the prison;
• demonstrates no consideration of how imprisonment is intimately connected

with structural divisions and definitions of social harms;
• does not question the power to punish and that reforms support the legiti-

macy of imprisonment;
• does not fully take into account the knowledge of prisoners.

There are a number of different approaches to penal reductionism. Although they are all
largely arguing for similar things, there are often major inconsistencies and differences
between theorists and how they advocate penal reforms. A classic example is the debate
between Andrew Rutherford, and Roy King and Rod Morgan. Both camps are reduction-
ists but King and Morgan (1980) argued for the principle of normalisation—that prison
life should be as normal as possible—while Rutherford (1984) is highly critical of this,
arguing that prisons can never be normal places.

Penal abolitionism

There are many similarities between penal reductionism and ‘penal abo-
litionism’. The main difference is that abolitionists have questioned the
role and function of the prison in advanced capitalist societies, and the
actual necessity of human suffering through incarceration. Rene van
Swaaningen argues that:

at its core, criminal law … is based on … repressive assumptions … From the
beginning it has been seen to create problems instead of solving them. A penal
reaction after the fact is not preventive but de-socialises an ever-increasing
number of people. Therefore it would be better to abolish penal means of coer-
cion, and to replace them by more reparative means. This briefly is the aboli-
tionist message.

(1986, p. 9)
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Abolitionists have been concerned with both the micro-realities of
imprisonment, such as the lived experiences of prisoners, the inherent
brutalities and dehumanisation of prison life, and the unfettered discre-
tion of prison officers. Alongside this is a concern with the broader
macro socio-economic contexts through which social harms are both
understood and defined as ‘crime’, and which legitimises the current
focus on, and indeed existence of, the process of penalisation.

Penal abolitionism has been criticised on the following grounds.

1 Irresponsibility It advocates releasing ‘dangerous’ prisoners and
does not provide an agenda to protect victims or to deal with

‘crimes’ of the power ful.

2 Irrelevance It does not engage with current political debates and
so does not help the powerless, because it is easily defined out

of the debate.

3 Idealism It provides unrealistic, modernist visions of alterna-
tives, which can be dangerous and rooted in left-wing ‘fantasy’.

In fact, penal abolitionism does none of the above. Abolitionists gener-
ally promote responsible, relevant and realistic accounts of the penal
system.

Responsibility

A responsible approach to wrongdoing must ask the following questions:

• do prisons help the victims of crime?
• do prisons help the offender or do they make the behaviour of the offender

worse?
• do we imprison the people who cause the greatest harm?

Penal abolitionists can be seen to pursue the following goals in relation
to responsibility.

1 Justice for all Our society is profoundly unequal, with major defi-
ciencies surrounding social justice. What governments should do

is look to provide justice, inclusion, integration, safety and security
for all citizens, whether they are ‘victims’ or ‘of fenders’. This means
doing something to address wrongdoing that actually works, rather
than imprisonment, which generally makes the situation worse.
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2The reduction of dehumanisation and unnecessary suffering
Abolitionists fight against dehumanisation, unnecessar y human

suf fering and the infringement of humanity, both inside and outside
of the prison. They argue that suf fering, pain and harm should be
reduced wherever and whenever possible for all concerned, and
believe that punishment (the intentional infliction of suf fering) is
largely an immoral act.

3Responsibilisation of the powerful Our prisons are largely filled
with poor, vulnerable, harmed, relatively powerless, proper ty

of fenders. Responsibilities should be tied to power and the actions
of the power ful should be legally and democratically accountable.

Relevance

A relevant approach to penal policy today would ask:

• what are the implications of the current political climate for penal reform?
• what reforms do prisoners advocate?
• what is the most plausible and relevant form of struggle?

To this end, the following are critical factors.

1Reflexivity in a negative political climate Current political reali-
ties are shaped by the Thatcherite settlement, which prioritises

neoliberal political economy, and under which governmental sover-
eignty relies on a strong, potent and authoritarian state that can
ensure security. This breeds a hostile social, economic and political
context; in response, abolitionists have called for a moratorium on
prison building and the protection of prisoner human rights.

2The need to legitimate the experiences of prisoners Abolitionists
root their legitimacy in the meanings that prisoners have given to

their own lived reality. They have attempted to present a picture of
real life: an accurate por trayal of the subjects’ understandings,
meanings and interpretations of the social world. Abolitionists have
presented reforms that have accurately reflected the protests and
resistance of the subjugated and the grass roots movements. The
adoption of the ‘view from below’ opened up space in which aboli-
tionists could acknowledge and provide solidarity to prisoners.
Contemporar y abolitionists have, however, also retained some dis-
tance to allow critical judgements of prisoner meanings that are
rooted in discriminator y beliefs.
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3Competing contradiction and human rights Thomas Mathiesen
(1974) argued that abolitionism must attain the ‘competing con-

tradiction’, because this was the only way to avoid being either co-
opted by the state or being defined out as irrelevant. The ‘competing
contradiction’ is competitive because it is relevant to the material
conditions of the confined and a contradiction because it is in oppo-
sition to the broader goals of the penal system. Human rights, legal
guarantees and positive (welfare) rights for citizens can achieve the
competing contradiction, and have been central to recent abolitionist
debates. In addition, prisoners have often understood their struggles
against the brutalising nature of imprisonment through a human
rights and legal framework.

Realism

A realistic approach to dealing with social problems would ask:

• do prisons reduce ‘crime’ or solve moral conflicts?
• do prisons really protect society?
• what alternatives work?

The penal abolitionist responds with the following.

1The punitive sanction really does not work There will always be
moral conflicts, but the term ‘crime’ should be replaced with

alternative terms, such as ‘problematic behaviours’ or ‘troublesome
actions’ that are understood in terms of harm. The criminal and
penal law fail to solve problems or protect the vulnerable. They
should not be used to regulate human interactions and so should be
drastically reduced, or abolished.

2 Law is an arena for resistance Abolitionists recognise that the
law is neither ‘innocent’ nor ‘evil’; rather, the law is an arena of

struggle and can lead to emancipation or repression. The rule of law
is a means of protection and coercion, a mechanism for establishing
democratic freedoms and legitimating terror. Abolitionists have
selectively endorsed penal reforms. Their aim has been to challenge
and exploit the contradictor y nature of both the law and the state,
and to bring about reforms that will have a positive impact on the
concrete ever yday existence of marginalised and excluded groups.

3A real commitment to justice and alternatives that really do
work A mandator y response is required for problems, conflicts
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and wrongdoing, but the forms of redress do not necessarily have to
involve the deliberate infliction of pain. Abolitionism is rooted in both
deconstruction (critique) and reconstruction (alternatives). Abolitionist
alternatives have ranged from promoting alternative ways of thinking
that reject the punitive rationale, to concrete projects that look to
work with of fenders, to radical socialist political transformations that
challenge the dominant forms of governmental sovereignty and polit-
ical economy.

It is important that you consider all of the perspectives surrounding prisons and punish-
ment. It is easy to construct a ‘straw man’, by failing to include all of the arguments
surrounding a particular position, and then tear it down in what appears to be a
compelling way—but penologists and practitioners will neither believe nor advocate
positions that do not have some form of intellectual coherence. All published works
should be taken on their merits. You should allow your imagination to take hold and try
to think like a penologist. Look at prisons, from the perspective of right-wing, liberal and
abolitionist standpoints: all three have their strengths and weaknesses, and you should
explore them thoroughly.

Thinking critically about penal legitimacy

The claims of penal authorities to legitimacy are predicated upon the
current distribution and application of punishment, and upon success-
fully attaining political validity and a sense of moral rightfulness in a
given society, and lead to acquiescence, obedience and consent from
both those imprisoned and from the general public. Failure to attain
such moral or political validity can be assessed in two ways: as creating
a legitimacy ‘deficit’ or as leading to a ‘crisis’ of penal legitimacy.

A prison service can be considered as suffering from a legitimacy deficit when the
absence of legitimacy is believed to derive from weak justifications for its current aims,
objectives and or stated purposes, if it appears to be inadequate in terms of fulfilling its
desired goals and stated intentions, or if the authority of those who apply penal power is
significantly undermined.

The current appliance of the power to punish can be considered to be
illegitimate when it is claimed to create too many inherent infringe-
ments of human rights, when dehumanising penal regimes and brutal-
isation are considered to be endemic to operational practice, when it
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inevitably exceeds certain tolerable pain thresholds, or when it is
believed to be entirely misapplied or that it inappropriately punishes
certain categories of harm or wrongdoers. There are subsequently two
dimensions to this ‘crisis of penal legitimacy’ (Fitzgerald and Sim, 1982):

• political legitimacy;
• moral legitimacy.

Fitzgerald and Sim provide a classic statement of the crisis of political
legitimacy:

the sanction of imprisonment is invoked consistently against marginal, lower
class offenders. In so doing, imprisonment serves a class-based legal system,
which first, defines the social harm which are signalled out for punishment,
and second, invokes different types of sanctions for different categories of
social harm.

(1982, p. 24)

For abolitionists such as Joe Sim, imprisonment cannot be understood
outside of social context—i.e. the social divisions and structural
inequities of society around racism, sexism and poverty. Because we lock
up the poor, the vulnerable and the powerless, rather than the most
dangerous, prisons do not do what they claim to do. In this sense, they
are politically illegitimate.

The moral legitimacy of imprisonment has also been questioned. For
Barbara Hudson and a number of abolitionists from Continental
Europe, imprisonment must be understood within the wider debates on
punishment (the intentional imposition of suffering). The very deploy-
ment of the punitive rationale and punishment itself, rather than the
liberal reductionist concerns with prison conditions or standards,
become the central focus of a moral critique. For many abolitionists, the
deliberate infliction of pain is inherently morally problematic and so the
penal system also faces a crisis of moral legitimacy.

The term ‘neo-abolitionism’ was first introduced by Dutch abolition-
ist Rene van Swaaningen. Some neo-abolitionists (Scott, 2006) argue
that prisons are profoundly immoral and represent the negation of
humanity, on the bases that:

• the label ‘prisoner’ constructs a dehumansing context;
• the pains of imprisonment are structured, and present inherent threats to

human dignity and respect;
• prisons are a spatial matrix that is predicated on violence and legalised terror;
• prisons dehabilitate people.
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The prison is an inherently harm-creating environment that has direct
implications for the health of those confined. For anti-prison critics,
penal institutions are detestable solutions that we can live without—and
this implies their deligitimation.

Neo-abolitionists point to the crises of both moral and political
legitimacy.

Radical alternatives

Radical alternatives to prison have taken three forms, as follows.

• Political The promotion of norm-creating social policies that are rooted in
social justice (recognition and respect as fellow humans, and the equitable
redistribution of wealth), democratic accountability and human rights.

• Cognitive A new way of thinking about social problems that is focused on
redress, reparation and restoration in relation to harm done.

• Practical Concrete alternatives that include offenders and attempt to address
offenders’ needs. These can be preventative—such as providing investment
into youth clubs, constructive employment opportunities and social inclusion—
or through promoting restorative justice and community activities that empower,
improve skills, meet needs and invest in offenders as human beings.

“Are abolitionist perspectives plausible in a time of penal
expansionism?”
First, you need to explain what you mean by both ‘penal abolitionism’ and ‘penal

expansionism’. Discuss, then, the main themes of the abolitionist perspectives.

Highlight the criticisms made against abolitionism, paying particular attention to

current political realities and the impact of abolitionism upon penal policies. You

may wish to conclude with a defence of abolitionism, looking at its use of reflex-

ivity, and more limited goals and aims, such as the promotion of prisoner human

rights.

There are a number of different penal reductionist perspectives. Below are
detailed six different approaches.
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Six approaches to penal reductionism Key thinkers

The Cambridge School Alison Liebling (2004) Prisons
and their Moral Performance

Fabian socialists Vivien Stern (1989) Imprisoned
by Our Prisons

Left realist Roger Matthews (1999) Doing
Time

Normalisation Roy King and Rod Morgan (1980)
The Future of the Prison

Radical liberal Andrew Rutherford (1984)
Prisons and the Process of Justice

Radical pluralists (Weberian) Michael Cavadino and James 
Dignan (2007) The Penal System,
4th edn

Textbook gu ide
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FITZGERALD, M AND SIM, J (1982) British Prisons, 2nd edn, Oxford: Blackwell
JEWKES, Y (2007) Handbook of Prisons, Cullompton: Willan Publishing
MATTHEWS, R (1999) Doing Time, London: Palgrave
RUTHERFORD, A (1984) Prisons and the Process of Justice, Oxford: Oxford
University Press
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